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ABSTRACT"

The purpose of this study was to investigate how

educational radio has been used to disseminate agricultural

information to farmers in rural communities; and to

recommend appropriate guidelines for its potential uses in

the agricultural extension Services of Nigeria and other

developing countries. The study was conducted in Manitoba,

Canada between October 1985 to Àugust 1986"

The study employed descriptive qualitative methodology

and the research design included two data collection

techniques: Structured in-depth interviews and review of the

literature. The sample conSisted of fifteen communication

experts in Manitoba who were interviewed to ascertain the

views and practices of broadcasting information to farmers

in Manitoba rural communities. The interview data vrere

Summarized, returned to the participants for verification

and qualitative validation, and then analyzed using the

procedures and variations of content analysis.

The major findings of the study indicated that there are

tv¡o leading purposes of disseminating information to farmers

in Manitoba rural communities; and that the interviewed

Manitoba communication experts do not use radio to educate

but to make farmers aware, to remind and to provide



information. With respect to the how, the study revealed

that Manitoba communication experts_: ( 1 ) plan radio

programmes cooperatively and sometimes, in consultation with

the target audience,ì (2) produce radio programmes by

following four most important steps; (3) deriver information

by unconsciously following the good folklore practice of

'Introduction-Content-summary' ; and (4) evaluate radio

programmes informally but with orientation towards feedback"

In terms of developing countries, the study confirmed

McAnany's five strategies of use for radio" These strategies

have been used extensively in the agricultural extension

services of many developing countries. The how or strategy

of these uSeS depended upon many factors and attributes"

Because of these factors and attributes, it v¡as concluded

that any potential guidelines for educational uses of radio

in the agriculturaf extension Services of a developing

country has to be culturally bound, politically bound,

contextuatly boundr PurPosely bound, needfully bound and

organízationally bound; and that any recommended guidelines

must be tentative and subject to adoption, modification and

adaptation to each developi-ng country' s circumscriptions.

Based on the findings and conclusions of the study, a

framework and some recommendations for educational uses of

radio in the agricultural extension services of Nigeria and

other developing countries ,were formulated. FinalIy,

suggestions were made for further research.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTION AND STATE}fiENT OF THE PROBT,EM.

The drums were still beating, persistent and
unchanging. Their sound was no longer a separate
thing from the living village. It was like the
pulsãtion of its heart. It throbbed in the air, in
ttre sunshine, and even in the trees, and filled
the village with excitement.

- Chinua Achebe Thinqs faII apart' 1958.

For it is the special glory of radio that it
transcends boundaries' annihilates distance and
creates a stronger sense of national unity and
internat ional brotherhood.

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 1941 
"

1.1 ovERvrEw.

The mission of this study lras to investigate how

educational radio has been used to disseminate agricultural-

information to farmers in rural communities; and to

recommend appropriate guidelines for its potential uses in

the agricultural extension services of Nigeria and other

developing countries.

The data reported in this study were collected in the

province of Manitoba, Canada, during January, 1 986. The

study employed descriptive qualitative methodology.

The researcher anticipates that the results of this

investigation will assist to provide a conceptual framework



for the educational uses of radio

extension services, espec iaIly, of

Secondly, that the recommended guidel

the agricultural extension services

other developing countries.

2

in the agricultural
developing countries"

ines will be useful for

of Nigeria as well as

)

1 "2 ORGANI ZA,TION OF THE

The purpose and plan

STI'DY.

of this study is delineated in

chapter I " Specifically, chapter I is used to give an

overview and background to the study, to provide the

statement of purpose and conceptual framework for looking at

the problem under consideration, to spell out the

significance of the study, to identify the problem and

provide rationale for the chosen methodology, to specify

major underlying assumptions and to define the main terms

used.

Chapter II is used to review the related l-iterature. In

chapter III, the methodology employed in soliciting
participants, in designing and testing the structured

interview questions, in collecting data and in analyzing the

collected data, is described.

Chapter IV is used to provide a summary of each

intervier+" Chapter V is used to provide a collective general

summary analyses of the interviews. In this chapter, the

opening section is used to identify the procedures and
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biases involved in carrying out the analysis. The succeeding

sections of the chapter are used to describe the backgrounds

of the respondents, the purposes and plan of

educational/ínformation radio, how radio programmes are

produced, delivered, evaluated and the problems encountered

during these processes; and the respondents' recommendations

for educational uses of radio in the agricultural extension

services of Nigeria, and other developing countries.

Chapter VI described the processes of five selected

projects from developing countries" Fina1ly, chapter VII is

used to provide a general summary of the study, namely: A

summary of the design and procedures, a summary of the major

findings and conclusions. The Iast three sections of the

chapter is used to provide a framework and recommendations

for educational uses of radio in the agriculturaf extension

services of Nigeria, and other developing countries; and

recommendations for further studies.

1"3 BACKGROI'ND TO THE STUDY.

Perhaps, nothing is more important to nationaf or rural

development than the rapid transfer of useful- ideas and

information from one person to another" The dissemination

of ideas and information may be affected by many factors,

but people do constantly learn about things that are taking

place around them through the communication systems

(nf f :.onayi, 1973) . In Nigeria as well as other developing

countries, the dissemination of useful ideas and information
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can be affected by several factors such as a9êr education,

culture, languages or dialects, and the social systems"

In 1974, less than five percent of the developing

countries' total hours of radio programming were defined by

UNESCO as educat ional (Gunter 6, Theroux , 197'l , p" 288 ) . I n

Nigeria; particularly, at1 the radio stations "stay on the

air for about eighteen and half hours a day", but only about

two hours of broadcasting programmes per day are

"Specifically meant for rural communities" (Moemeka, 1978,

p" 200) " Moreso, the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation

(NaC) "reaches every nook and corner of the regions"

(Erinle, 1965, p. 9),

Further, in the developing countries, nearly seventy

percent of the population 'depend directly upon agriculture

for their living' (Coolidge, 1983) " In 1976, the estimated

population of Nigeria was about seventy mi1lion, of which

about eighty percent are in the rural areas and engaged in

subsistence agriculture (Osuhor & Osuhor, 1978)" Most of

these people cannot read and write; the estimated literate

section of the society v¡as twenty-six percent in 1973

(Osuhor & Osuhor , 1978, p. 63; Omolewa , 1984, p. 61 ) .

According to Moemeka (1978),

a large proportion of farmers, petty traderst -..
possess transistor radios, however, the
broadcasting company has not made use of this
situation fõr promoting rural education. (p. 200)"
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Since about eighty percent of Nigeria's population live in

rural areas, engaged in subsistence agriculture, and most

are illiterate, it appears that the promotion of rural

education as wetl as the education of rural farmers is a

necessity in Nigeria. Fortunately, "a large proportion of

farmers, .ccI possess transistor radios," the Nigerian

Broadcasting corporation can reach them, but has not done so

educationally. Therefore, the promotion of rural education

and the education of rural farmers should be given a

priority, especially if Nigeria intends to increase its

economy, productivity, as well as the literacy level of the

soc i ety .

with the economic and social development concerns focused

on solving farming problems among the peasant farmers in

Nigeria, Eff ionayi ( 1 973 ) suggests that:

specific communication systems are needed that are
compat ible with the 1 iteracy levels of rural
farmers if they are to derive maximum benefit from
the many agricultural programmes which the various
Nigeria state governments are pursuing.(p' 32)"

Subsequently, educational radio is the most available

communication systems which may be 'compatible with the

literacy levels of rural farmers.' Therefore, it is

necessary to examine and determine how this educational

radio can be used to educate or disseminate agricultural

information to farmers in the rural communities of Nigeria"

Already,"educational Iradio] broadcasting has become a

force for progress." (Ezeomah, 1983, p.61). And Schramm and
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his colleagues (1967 ) feel that "a radio broadcast fed into

a supervised forum group, r,,¡ith adequate arrangements for

feedback from the forum to the source of the programmes, is

an ef fective v¡ay to carry development information into a

community and encourage innovations. " (p. 89). rt r{as on

this basis that this study vras conceived and deemed

necessary.

1 "4 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.

The purpose of this study was to investigate how

educational radio has been used to disseminate agricultural
information to farmers in ruraf communities; and to

recommend appropriate guidelines for

the agricultural extension services

developing countr ies. To ful f i 11

its potential uses in

of Nigeria and other

these purposes, the

researcher attempted to accomplish the following specific
objectives.
1 " Examine how educational radio is used to disseminate

agriculturaf information to farmers in rural communities

of Manitoba, Canada.

Examine how educational radio has been used in the

dissemination of agricultural information to farmers in

rural communities of selected developing countries.

Recommend appropriate guidelines for the potential uses

of educational radio in the agricultural extension

services of Nigeria and other developing countries.

2.

3.



'l ,5 CONCEPTUAL FRA,ffiWORK.

This section considers the views adopted

toward several aspects of the topic, namely,

the processes of using radio to educate o

information and their relationships"

in this study

the society,

disseminate

The conceptual stance of the study are drawn from the

general systems theory and communication theory. The

assertion that the educational processes of using radio is a

system in which the subsystems are not interrelated nor

interacted but a means in which the recipients are passive

is rejected. Instead, ít is viewed as a suprasystem with

interrelated systems and subsystems in which interaction
occurs between the systems and subsystems; and in which the

recipients are active and participative. Figure 1 bel-ow

shows the relationship between the systems and subsystems.

In this instance, the process of using educational radio is
viewed as "a science of organizing and organization. "

(nittner , 1977) " This concept views the approach. to

information dissemination as a planned, integrated complete

design for the uses of materials, media and personnel

(input) in order to accomplish a predetermined purpose

(output); and that each of the component parts of the system

(planning, production, delivery and evaluation) are

interrelated with each other and provides continuous

feedback for modification and improvement of the system.

Based upon the above concept, it is believed that a well
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planned, design'ed, produced and coordinat,ed educationar

radio programmes with interrelated systems and subsystems

wilt accomplish its predetermined purpose

rasystem

System

system

Figure 1: Systems-subsystems Relationship.

Secondly, the concept that communication in general and

educational broadcasting in particular is a one-yray process

of 'sender-message-channel-receiver' , and that learning

occurs through this process, is rejected" Instead, it is
viewed as an interactive and participant oriented
multidirectional phenomenon with no distinguishable
beginning or ending. It moves in a spiral form and provides

Identtflcarfo

Produc t I on

Feedback

Evaluatfon

Delivery
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continuous learning, feedback, modification and improvements

of the communication process. In the former, it is believed

that information is transmitted and acquired without

retention while in the Iatter, learning occurs with

retent i on .

Finally, the concept that the individual, a community or

society and the reality they experience is determined by

what they hear, see, and touch; and conversely, that what

they hear, see and touch determine how they will think and

behave is rejected. It is believed that hov¡ an individual, a

community or society experience such reality (e.g. whether

they see it with a binocular or optical vision) wilI

determine its acceptance, adoption or rejection, and the

modi f icat ion of behavior. Thi s concept strongly contends

that the reality an individual I community or society

experiences is not solely determined by what they see' hear

and touch but also, how they see it, hear it and touch it.

For the purpose of this study, what is most important is

the set of concepts and basic framework for conceiving of

organizing and organization of educational radio projects

and programmes. Hence, the processes of using radio to

educate or disseminate agricultural information can be

conceptually recognized as a suprasystem with systems and

subsystems. The systems, in this case ' are the various

phases such as planning, production, delivery and evaluation

that are carried out within a suprasystemi while the
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subsysLems are the different activities that are performed

within the system" Àpplying this scheme io the processes of

using radio to educate and disseminate information, the

researcher was able to develop a set of structured interview

questions for Lhe study"

1 "5 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

1. Based on the experiences of

extension agents/communication experts,

agricultural extension services of Manitoba,

radio to educate or disseminate agricultural
to farmers in the rural- communities?

selec ted agr icultural

how do the

Canada use

information

2" According to selected literature, how do the agricultural

extension services of developing countries use radio to

educate or disseminate agricultural information to

farmers in rural communities?

3. Considering the educational problems and diversity of

Nigerian peopte and culture, how can Nigeria (and other

developing countries ) use radio to educate and/or

disseminate agricultural information to farmers in rural

communities?
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1"7 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STI'ÐY.

Although there have been many studies on the educational

uses of radio in both developed and developing countries,

few have attempted to place these events in a larger

theoretical context. Furthermore, most writers seem to

believe or think that the uses of educational radio do not

fol-Iow any general organizaLional construct (Coobs, 1974;

Byram & Kidd, 1983; Kidd & Etherington, 1978). It is the

researcher's belief that this study wiII contribute to the

identification of a conceptual framework of how to use

educational radio to disseminate agricultural information to

farmers in the rural areas of Nigeria, and other developing

countries.

The decision to focus this study on the province of

Manitoba, Canada on the one hand, and some selected

developing countries on the other hand, is based upon three

premises. First, this province and countries have a variety

of experiences in the educational utilization of radio in

the agricultural extension services. The extent of these

uses and how they are being used is of great interest to the

researcher. Second, Nigeria is one of the developing

countries of Àfrica where the itliteracy rate stands at

about eighty percent (Omotewa , 198&); and where about eighty

percent of its population are in the rural areas and engaged

in subsistence agricultural (Osuhor & osuhor , 1978) " The

experiences, procedures and useful outcomes of Manitoba and
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the selected developing countries should provide useful data

for this study. This data wi11, in turn, contribute to the

identification and recommendation of appropriate guidelines

for the potential uses of educational radio in the

agricultural- extension services of Nigeria" Third, the

pragmatic fact that the researcher is located in Manitoba,

Canada and could not afford to travel to the selected

developing countries for live interviews. However, it is

hoped that the researcher's personal experience and

knowledge of Nigeria, the experiences of sefected Manitoba

communication experts in Manitoba and in some developing

countries, and the findings from the sel-ected Iiteratures

from developing countries, suPPlied sufficient data and

evidence to attain the stated objectives of the study.

1 .8 IfETHODOLOGY ÀND R.ATIONÀLE.

This study employed a descriptive qualitative

methodology. It is an accepted practice that how a study is

designed and conducted should be determined by the purpose

of the investigation (Sowetl ç Casey, 1982, p" 37)ì and the

use of information to be derived (uenderson et al., 1983).

Descriptive qualitative methodology is used for studies in

which researchers seek explanation as their goal (Sowell ç

Casey,1982, p. 37); and the development of knowledge of a

particular area of interest as their objective (Best, 1977,

p. 118)"
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The statement of the problem and purpose of this study

suggests a descriptive qualitative methodology. Since the

researcher is seeking explanation of how radio is used, the

descriptive approach seems more appropriate. Further, a

descriptive study is "concerned with conditionS or

relationships that exist, oPinions that are heId, processes

that are going oD, effects that are evident, ot trends that

are deveJ-opin9. " (Best , 1977 , p. 116) . In this study, the

researcher is especially interested in the opinions that are

heId, processes that are going on and the effects that are

evident in the dissemination of agricultural information,

using radio.

Descriptive study is not generally directed toward

hypothesis testing (ary et al, 1972, P. 286; Isaac &

Michael , 1978, P. 1 8 ) , and "does not requi re any

manipulation of variables" (Sowell & Cas€y, 198?, P " 37) .

Since this study is not testing any hypothesis nor

manipulating any variables, it becomes appropriate to employ

a descriptive qualitative methodology. Further, descriptive

data are usually collected through a questionnaire Survey'

interviews, ot observation (Cay, 1981, p. 153). This study

utilized structured in-depth interviews and Iiteratures to

collect data; and hence, gualifies itself as a descriptive

qualitative study.
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1,8.1 Sourc€s,

This study employed two techniques in the collection of

information: structured in-depth interviews and review of

the related literature.
1. Structured Interviews: In order to obtain human

viewpoints, the researcher conducted a series of

structured interviews with the agricultural extension

agents/communication experts in the province of Manitoba,

Canada.

2. Review of the Related Literature: This attempted to

include relevant and related publications, iournal
articles, proj ects/programmes evaluation reports and

dissertations available at the University of Manitoba,

and other Manitoba libraries. Publications from UNESCO'

world Bank, and United Nations trere useful and major

source for the review. Information and some publications

vrere collected from other agencies such as Canadian

International Development Àgency (Cfoe), Canad i an

University Services Overseas (CUSO), Canadian Àssociation

for Adult Education (Caee), Manitoba Department of

Agriculture, and through the University of Manitoba

interlibrary loan services.
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1 "B"2 Population and SampLe.

A population is the "group to which the researcher would

Iike the results of a study to be generalizeable." (Gay,

1981, p. 434)" For this study, the population includes all

individuals (communication experts) who are using, or intend

to use, radio for education "i itliterate and neo-literate

adult farmers and/or for dissemination of agricultural

information to farmers in rural areas.

A sample is the "number of individuals selected from a

population for a study." (Cay,1981, p. 435). The sample for

thi s study vrere fifteen agr icultural exten s i on

agents/communication experts

information dissemination in

agents/experts possess a wealth

disseminators, and some were

dissemination of agricultural
Former agents of the Canadian

broadcasts were included.

who have used radio for

Manitoba, Canada. These

of experience as information

currently involved in the

information, using radio.

Farm Radio Forum and school

To identify the sample for this study, a list of the

agricultural extension agents/communication experts in

l'lanitoba, Canada, wâs provided by Vern McNair, Director of

Communication, Manitoba Department of Agriculture. Second1y,

names of former Canadian Farm Radio forum and school

broadcasts were supplied by Jim Rea of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation (CnC) and Jack Giles of Ducks
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Unlimited respectively. It is anticipated that the results

of this study will enable the researcher to recommend

appropriate guidelines for the potential uses of educational

radio in the agricultural extension services of Nigeria and

other developing countries.

1.8,3 Instrumentation and Validation"

À structured interview guide r,rras developed for this
study. Àn interview guide "indicates what questions are to
be asked and in what order, and what additional prompting

and probing will be permitted" (cay, 1981, p. 166)" The

guide ensured consistency in the collection of data. It was

validated through a pilot test as well as a field test (see

design and procedures). The content of the guide reflected

the problem questions and the specific objectives of the

study.

1"8.4 DaËa CoLlection and Àna1ysis.

The interviews were administered in person by the

researcher. with the aid of the interview guide, the

researcher recorded the data (information) manually as well

as on a magnetic cassette tape.

A variant of content analysis, the objective, systematic,

and guantitative description of the manifest content of

communications (Sax, 1979¡ Gay, 1981), was used for this
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to describe thestudy. The

practices

importance

1977). r

pract ices

farmers in

importance "

apply to

situation "

appropr iate

or conditions; and to discover the relative

ef , or i.nterest in certain problems. ( Best ,

n this study, the researcher discovered the

and conditions of disseminating information to

rural communities; and described "the relative

of these practices and conditions as they may

the Nigerian and other developing countries'

Hence, a variant of content analysis was the most

method of analysis for this study.

1 "8.5 Assumptions.

"An assumption is any important 'fact' presumed to be

true but not actually verified." (Cay, 1981, p. 71). Based

on the above definition, the researcher assumed that:
1. The materials - books, journals, dissertations, etc.

used for this study r^¡ere written by people who were

directly involved in those projecLs/programs, especially,

in developing countries.

2" Description of information obtained from the interviews

and literatures will be adequately free from observer

bias.

3. The problems encountered in disseminating information

farmers in rural areas of most developing countries

applicable to the Nigerian situation.

to

is
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4. The recommended guidelines will be reasonably applicable

or adapLable in the agricultural extension services of

Nigeria and other developing countries"

5. The identified population and sample in Manitoba is true

and complete.

1.9 DEFTNITION OF TERMS.

Agricultural Extension¡ The diffusion of agricultural and

related knowledge concerning rural Iife through

demonstrations, extension meetings, directed group study

and discussion (Good , 1973, p.229) 
"

Agricultural Extension Agent: See communication expert.

Broadcasts Something sent out by radio or televisionì a

radio or television programme of speech, message, nev¡s,

music, or the like (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1984, p"252).

Communication Expert (used synonymously as Agricultural

Extension Agent ) ; refers to those individuals who,

partially or in totality, use radio to spread

agricultural information to farmers in rural communities.

Disseninations The act or process of scattering or state of

being scattered widely; a spreading abroad; diffusion; of

informat ion ( garnhart g Barnha rL ,1984, p.609 ) ,

Education¡ The aggregate of all the processes by means of

which a person develops abilities, attitudes, and other

forms of behavior of positive value in the society in

which he or she lives; the art of making available to

each generation the organized knowledge of the past

(Good , 1973, p, 202) .
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toEducatíona1 Eroadcast: Àny programme intended primarily

present an educational message (cood, 1973, p.71).

Educational Extensiona Organized programmes of education

offered to students and other citizens away from the

campus; includes formal cfasses in various communities at

night or on saturdays, radio and television programs,

fectures, demonstrations, and other forms of instruction
(Good , 1973, p. 230) .

Extension Agente À change agent; one who assists farmers in

carrying on educational programmes normally to improve

rural life; one who supplies farmers with relevant

information and in turn lisLens to them (Good, 1973).

Farm RadiO FOrumg À group of neighbors who meet once a week

during the Farm Forum season ( from November through

March), to Iisten to the National Farm Radio Forum

broadcast and to study and discuss the topic of

broadcast. The Forum reports its conclusions and may also

follow up with other action (ontario Archives, 1953).

InfOrmatiOne Knowledge given or received of Some fact or

circumstance (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1984, P.1084); the act

of animating or inspiring; training di sc ipI ine,

knowledge orinstruction; communication or reception

intelligence (webster, 1966, p. 1 160) .

Innovation¡ The introduction of a new idea, method, or

device in the rural areas, and in the agricultural

extension services; promotion of new ideas and practices

in education and teaching (eage & Thomas, 1977, P.175) "

I

of
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Illit,eracya Complete inability to read and write one' s

native dialect, as well as other languages; deficiency in

cul,tural- knowledge ( Barnhart &Barnhart , 1984, p" 1 052 ) .

Neo-literates Someone who is newly Iiterate, that is has

only recently gained basic literacy skills; a person who

recently acquired a complete ability to read and write"

Programme (used synonymously as program): À brief outline or

explanation of the order to be pursued or the subjects

embraced in

entertainment;

a public exercise, performance, or

a prospectus, or syllabus (webster, 1966,

p. 1812).

Radio Forumå À radio programme adapted to the discussion of

current problems in which speakers present prepared

_ papers, after which members of the studio audience

participate by asking questions, raising objections, etc.
(Good , 1973, p.466) .

RuraL Communitys Rural Community: The people in a loca1

area who live on dispersed farmsteads; a village of less

than 2,500 population that forms the center of their
common interest (Good , 1973, p.504 ) "

Rural Ðeveì.opments The process of raising the standard of

living and the guality of life in areas of agricultural
production.

Rural Education¡ Those phases of education which deal with

the peculiar conditions, opportunities, and problems of

people on dispersed farmsteads or villages of .less than

2,500 population; an organized body oÍ. knowledge and
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learning and teaching

'the principles and

in rural communities
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practices of

(cood, 1973) 
"



Chapter II
REVIEW OF RELATED IITER"Afl'RE.

2"1 INTROÐUCTTON.

The purpose of this chapter is to set the current

research into perspective to show the 'state-of-the-art' of

the topic. This means to review previous research and

evaluate what they have or have not accomplished to solve

the present research problem. To achieve this objective, the

chapter reviewed the historical development of radio, formal

and non-formal educational uses of radio, and the impact of

educatíonal/information radio in developing countries. A

summary and implications of the review is provided"

2.2 THE BEGINNINGc HIËEQBIIAI, T'NDERPINNINGS.

The concept of " radio" evol*.,ed al-most 1 '1 0 years ago when

a German physicist named Heinrich Rudolph Hertz utilized an

1864 theory of James CIerk Maxwell that electrical impulses

travel through space at the speed of 1ight. Hertz discovered

the "electromagnetic waves" passing through the air. He used

an oscillating "spark" to demonstrate the production and

transmission of these 'electromagnetic waves' which were

then received by a special grid a short distance away. From
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this experimentation, the name Hertz became synonymous with

"radio freguencies. " Such terms as "megahertz" - and

"kil-ohertz" which represents a position on the

el-ectromagnetic spectrum are named after him (ulakeIy, 1979;

Bittner , 1977) "

About ten years after the application of Hertz's

discovery r âD Italian inventor named GugIielmo Marconi

furthered the pr inc iple of ' electromagnet ic waves' by

developing a device called the "wireless." This device was

capable of receiving 'spark' signals over long distances" By

1 898, the 'wireless' transmitted signals from the "EiffeI
Tov¡er" in Paris to receivers across the Bristol Channel in

Eng1and. In December 1901, Marconi gave the "transatlantic
transmission" which marked the era of radio and broadcasting

(eittner, 1977i Ha11, 1971)

with the development of equipment to send voices via the

wireless, the concept of the 'radio' v¡as born. In 1909, Dr.

Charles David Herrold constructed a smaIl transmitter and

sent newscasts to friends he provided free receiving sets.

From then onwards, the medium and its hardware is marked

with exciting new development. During the 1 920's, the

invention of the triode vacuum tube amplifier became the

"magic lamp" of radio, and with the AC plug-in, radio became

a widespread household convenience. After the transistor
was invented in 1948, radio became even more widespread,

Today, through formal and non-formal educational and
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information ventures as weIl as entertainment, radio plays a

vital role in nearly everyone's life throughout the worId.

It is now a highty cost-effective vray of educating and

broadcasting information throughout the entire world

(ntakely, 1979¡ Ruggles et ê1., 1982; Sweeney & Parlato,

1982) "

2 "2.1 Formal Educat,ionaL Uses of Radio.

FormaI education, on one hand, is a hierarchical,
structured and chronologically graded system l+hich runs from

primary or elementary school to the university (Nyirenda,

1981¡ Ing1e, 1974). Within the formal educational systems

in both developed and developing countries, radio has been

used variously as the sole medium and as a supplementary

medium. These uses depend upon the purposes and needs of

each school , country or nat ion. ÀIthough very 1 ittle
research exists on the uses of radio in formal education,

the following sections attempt to underpin its historical

development and review some of the existing research in both

developed and developing countries.

2.2.2 Developed Countries"

In Canada, the interest
very high. Experiments were

as 1925, in Nova Scotia in

The Nova Scotia Department

in educational broadcasting was

initiated in Manitoba as early

1928 and Saskatchewan in 1931 
"

of Education was the first to
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establish planned series of school broadcasts (1928-1929)

which was continued and developed into a regular system

integrated with the school curriculum of the province

(Canadian Teachers Federation, 1956). This school broadcast

proved successful.

School choirs have been heard on the air, teachers
and administrators have described the work done in
their schools; and thus radio has contributed to a
pooling of knowledge and a stimulation of
progressive ideas in education" (CsC, 1941, p. 3).

In 1927, âñ experiment in the use of educational radio

was carried out in the schools of Kent, Eng1and. The report

concerning this experiment concluded with the statement that

it had been successful, and that it vras apparent that the

f unction of radio v¡as (and still is ) to provide imaginary

experiences for children on which their own teachers may

profitably build. The success of the Kent experiment led the

British Broadcasting Corporation (esC) to establish a

regular series of programs to British schools (wilkinson,

1971) 
"

In 1933, in the United States, the school of the "Àir of

the Americas" began broadcasting countrywide programmes

every school day and continued to do so for many years

(wi.ftinson, 1971). The aim was to help the nations of North

and South America to a better understanding of one another's

culture, history and ideals " These programmes proved

successful and useful. According to the CBC (1941):

" there lwas] evidence that teachers and
educators throughout the Dominion but more
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especially in the Province of Ontario and in the
English-speaking parts of Quebec, f ind the
programmes of the 'School of the Air of the
Americas' useful-" Àppreciation of these programmes
lcame] from certain Boards of Education, Home and
SchooI Associations, Chi Idren' s Librar ies, the
Junior Red Cross and a number of individual
teachers. (p"11).

In Nova Scotia and in an effort especially to assist

teachers in rural school, a series of daily fifteen-minuted

lessons based on prescribed "course of study" was

instituted. "These lessons, presented by selected teachers

from the schools of the city of HaIifax, were well received

by teachers in all sections of Lhe province, (especially

rural communities) who found them helpfut in their classroom

work o" (cnc, 1941, p"3-A)"

In addition to the radio lessons based on the prescribed

"course of study", three programmes of a supplementary

nature were presented each week. These programmes were

designed for reception in aIl rural, village and urban

schools. Schools in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,

as well as a large adult audience in the Maritimes, listened

to Nova Scotia programmes.

In eritish CoIumbia, broadcasting to schools started in

1936 with an experiment in "Music Appreciation." In 1938,

the first series of school broadcasts on the Pacific network

of the CBC was given. During the spring term of 1941, in

addition to broadcasts in Music, SociaI Studies, Languages

and'Science, âD experimental series, entitled 'Art on the

Air' was given.
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The result of this attempt to teach art by radio
proved most interesting; as was shown by the
display held in the Vancouver Art GaIIery of the
work done by pupils in country schools" This
included many free drawings made by children as a
direct result of listening to broadcasts"
Teachers also displayed considerabl-e interest in
the soc ial studies ser ies, "the Road to
Democracy r " in which basic democratic concepts
v¡ere dramatized in their historical setting to
show the chil-dren clearly how they had developed.
Each historical drama v¡as followed a week later by
a dramatization of the same problem in terms of
human behavior as it might concern a group of boys
and girls in a modern junior high school. Active
class discussion resulted from these broadcasts,
leading to an improved undersLanding of the ways
of democracy. (cnc, 1941, p" 5-6).

Following successful experimentations of the past, a

group of some 250 lectures were broadcast over the French

network during

The Iessons

classroom work

new modes of

1941-42, under the name of fRadio College.'

were designed only to supplement regular

, and to vitalize the pupils' interest through

presentation r such as taIks, dialogues,

dramatic sketches, musical soloists and ensembles. Each

broadcast was divided into two parts, the second half being

an application of the

Federation (Ctn),
f irst (CsC , 1941; Canadian Teachers

1956)" The interest in the "Radio

ColIege" series by both the school authorities and the

audiences v¡ere very high. I t Ìr¡as ascerta ined that the

broadcasts were heard in the most remote parts of the Quebec

Province.

Radio College has been welcomed enthusiastically
in all quarters, and in the educational and
general press (cnc, 1941, p, 9).
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2"2"3 Developinq CounLries.

It is not surprising that educational radio has appeared

as a dominant instructional and informational medium in

developing countries. This is undeviating because of the

installed transmitters in local areas which has enabled

radio to disseminate information i; local dialects.
Researchers at the institute for Communication Research of

Stanford University have compared the effectiveness of

instructional media in various international centres and

concluded that 'there is nothing in the research evidence to

cast doubt on the proposition that a motivated student can

learn from any medium.' (eittner, 1977, p.AB).

From 1958 to 1959, êD extensive field study was conducted

in Thailand to evaluate students Iearning from educational

radio in schools" The experimenters, representatives of the

Ministry of Education, chose schools at random from those

receiving the radio programmes. Controls were chosen from

those school-s most similar to the experimental schools. The

second and third grade students vrere tested on music and

social studies; while the sixth and seventh grade students

were tested on their ability to understand and write
English. The experimenters found the radio teaching approach

to be more effective in social studies and music at the

second and third grade Ievels. The results of the sixth and

seventh grades English lessons were inconclusive (xoomsai,

1962).
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In 1972, ân experiment was conducted on the Mexican

Radioprimaria which used radio to expand the three grade

primary school course to six grades, using only four

teachers. Three teachers controlled the first three grades

in the traditional vray" The fourth teacher taught grades

four, five and six students in one classroom and with the

aid of radio lessons. Some educational radio programmes were

grade-specific while others were directed to all three

grades" The contents of the programmes were taken from the

primary school curriculum and related directly to the

prescribed class textbooks. Tests were given before and

after the broadcasts to a random sample of radio and non-

radio sixth grade students. The results indicated that

Radioprimaria students gained as much as those who were

taught in the traditional way vlithout radio (Spain, 1973) 
"

Although formal research has not been conducted, there

are many other developing countries where radio has been

used successfully in formal education (Ingle, 1974; McÀnany,

1976; Hawkridge, 1977). Some of these are included in the

section 2.32 The impact of educatíonaL/information radio.

2"2"4 Non-Formal Educational Uses of Radio.

Non-formal education, on the other hand, is any organized

educat ional act ivi ty outside the establ i shed formal

education system which provides instructíon/information for

various target groups such as adults, young people or both
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(Nyirenda, 1981 ; Ingle , 1974) " Historically, radio vras not

only used for formal educational purposes; it was also used

for non-formal- education and other information dissemination

activities. Such activities include Farm Radio Forum, rural

development programmes,

innovative schemes.

agricul-tural extension and

Tn the beginning, the use of radio in non-formal-

education started in Canada in the late 1930s and spread to

developing countries in the early 1950s. The sections that

folIow reviewed and underpinned the historical perspectives

of the Canadian Farm Radio Forum and the ncn-formal

educational uses of radio in some developing countries"

2.2.5 Canada¡ National Farm Radio Forum.

Farm Forum is a vehicle that any organization may
use for educational purposes. -Ontario Farm Radio
Forum, 1 953.

The "Farm Radio Forum" began in Eastern Canada in January

1941 as an experiment in rural adult education. Before its

beginning, there v¡as a year of experimentation with

listening-group programs, and some years of experience with

study groups in various parts of Canada (Faris, 1975;

MiILer,1966; McKenzie,'1 950; Kidd, 1950; NicoI ,1954¡ Sim,

1 954) " Before this period, the use of radio for adult

education had been tried out in Great Britain, United States

and.other countries; and "this also played a part in shaping

Farm Radio Forum." (McKenzie, 1950, p" 172)"
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Àn early experimentation that had a bearing on the

development of 'Farm Radio Forum,' was tried out in Ontario

in the fall of 1937 
"

This experiment demonstrated that a discussion
group programme organized around a regular radio
broadcast was a technique that promised great
possibilities. (McKenzie, '1950, p. 172) .

Two other experimental programmes in adult education by

radio were tried out on a "bigger scale in 1940," and led

directly into 'Farm Radio Forum. ' They !,¡ere 'Inquiry into

Co-operation' and 'Community CIinic"' These programmes vrere

made possible by the joint efforts of the "Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation lCsCl and the Canadian Association

for AduIt Education" Iceen] (Kidd, 1950; McKenzie, 1950;

Nicol, '1 954 ) .

"Inquiry into Co-operation was a series of broadcasts

planned and presented f or listening groups" (McKenzíe, '1950,

p. 173). The broadcasts r^'ere on a national network of the

CBC and consisted of straight interviews and discussions.

Study materials T.¡as prepared f or each broadcast and mailed

to all groups that registered (McKenzie, 1950; Nico1, 1954).

Although, Inquiry into Co-operation vlas a limited programme

from the standpoint of both time and radio coverage, the

result showed that radio could be used to stimulate

discussion groups with some degree of success.

The audience response to Itfre] broadcasts was
considered suf f ic ient proof of the value and
possibilities of using radio to stimulate group
discussion,.... (Nicol, 1954, p"43) '
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'Community Clinic', on the other hand, was a series of

twelve broadcasts presented regionally in Quebec by the CBC

in cooperat ion with the Macdonald College Rura1 Àdult

Education Service of McGiIl University. The broadcasts

dealt with a variety of "farm problems" and used different
techniques (mainly dialogues ) on such topics as rural
education, nutrition, health, farm youth, marketing and

government price control-. Again, NicoI (1954) expounds,

the 'Community Clinic' series was probably more
important in establishing working relations
between the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and
an organization [ceae] actively engaged in adult
education, in stimulating the organization of
I i stening groups for radio broadcasts, and in
increasing the amount of supplementary study
material which was available in useful form for
rural adult education. (p. 44).

The results of the experiment were reported to the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation, the Canadian Association for Àdult

Education, and Macdonald Col1ege, and "it v¡as directly as a

result of the experience gained in 'CommuniLy CIinic' that

the Farm Forum pro ject vras proposed. " (nico1 , 1954, p. 44) "

In the fall of 1940, âs a direct result of the above

experiments, plans vrere made for the first "Farm Radio

Forum" series of broadcasts that vras transmitted on the

Eastern Canada network under the joint sponsorship of the

CBC and the CAÀE (McKenzie, 1950; Nicol, 1954; Faris, 1975;

Kidd, 1950). In the fall of 1941, "Farm Radio Forum" added

the adjective 'national' to its title (uiIler, 1966); and

Lhe Canadian Federation of Agriculture (Cne) came in as a
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third sponsor (McKenzie, 1950) " On Monday, November 10,

1941, the first official broadcast of National Radio Forum

v¡as heard from 9.00 to 9.30 p.m. And'Monday nights'became

the Farm Forum nights. (Schwass, 1976; Faris, 1975; MilIer,

1966; Kidd, 1950; Nicol, 1954; Sim, 1954).

The aim of the "Farm Radio Forum" was clearly defined.

It was agreed that the aim of the series [was] to
make people face their problems. It would be
unwise to assume that people lwerel merely
receptive and asking for an advisory service of
this kind. we should not tell people what they
ought to do, but rather it [was] important to let
them find out for themselves what needs to be
done. An attempt should be made to make them
realize that they must assume responsibility and
take action themselves towards a solution of the
problems f ac ing them. (Nicol , 1954 , p.46) .

Correspondingly, Schwass (197 6 ) argued that the

broadcasts were designed to do three things:

1 . Present authentic, social and economic
background material;

2. Translate such material into terms that would
appeal to the imagination and interest of farm
listeners;

3. Serve as a link between listening groups spread
over the wide area (p. 43).

The first two years of the farm forum's operation were

based on issues raised in the "mythical Sunnyridge farm

community" and took the form of dramatization (Faris, 1975)"

The four major objectives of the forum were expressed by the

forum's slogan "Read-Listen-Discuss-Act. " Emphasis vJas

placed on the last two objectives as weekly 'Iistening
groups' were encouraged not only to discuss farmers'
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in theirproblems, but

community (Faris

Projects,
warble fly
commun i ty
cooperat i ve
encouraged
assisted by
doubled as

al-so to take remedial

, 1975).

including promotion of

action

elimination of
campaign, rural- electrification,

centres and the development of
medical services and stores vrere

by the 'NationaI Forum' and Iv¡as] of ten
provincial organization fieldmen v¡ho

forum organizers. (Faris, 1975, p. 99).

On the whole, the emphasis in "Farm Radio Forum" was on

the forum's slogan "Read-Listen-Ðiscuss-Àct. " The central

question of this section is: what did the "Farm Forum"

accomplish? As Kidd (1950) emphasized, through study and

discussion, farm people were able to approach their problems

more intelligently, and worked together towards their

solution. Further, the groups were encouraged to carry out

action projects in their own communities.

In support of Kidd, Schwass (1976) noted that:
Most delegates felt that the forums helped to
interpret the farmers problems to the Federation
and were effective in developing problems. 'A
few, but not very many, expressed appreciation for
the value of the forums in developing a strong
IocaI organization in the country, based upon
action programmes and education, as a means of
cementing together the national organízaLion.' (p"
60 ) "

Further, McKenzie ( 1 950 ) summed up the Farm Forum's

accomplishments in rural Canada as follows:

I t has:
(1 ) rncreased neighbourliness;
(2) Promoted a better understanding among farmers

of the economic and social problems they face;
(3) Improved national understanding among farmers;
(4) Given the farmers a voice;
(5) Encouraged community projects;
(6) Developed farm leadership" (p" 177)"
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some additions. It
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outlined that the
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Radio Forum ( 1 953 )

accomplishments wiLh

'National Farm Radio

1. Influenced public opinion
2. Increased neighbourliness
3. Been educational
4" Broaden the horizon
5. Led to community projects. (p" 2).

Finally, NicoI (1954) summarized the accomplishments of

the Farm Radio Forum and provided the following:
Some Forum . sponsored improvements in school
buitdings and grounds, purchased nevr equipment,
provided hot lunchesr or obtained bus services.(p. 8s).

Many Farm Forums . sponsored the improvement
or the building of community halls or centres and
purchased equipment for them. (p. 86).

Six Forum groups sponsored the building of a
hospital in Mitlville districr. (p. Bg).

In looking at these accomplishments province by province,

and Forum by Forum, Nicol (1954) outlined the achievements

of each individual forums as well as province wide. Some of

these achievements include:

WeISt" Mary's Forum, Magrath, AlbertaJ gravelled
our market road and are working on extension of
telephone service

We IBrockley Forum, P. E. I.] made improvements to
the school and grounds. This included painting
school, shingling roof and erecting nevr fence
around grounds. (p. 85)"

We [Higtrtand Forum of Lion's Head, OntarioJ built
a new community hall at a cost of $19,000. The
building is up and in use. (p, 86).
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We llone Star Forum,
folk school at Morden.

Manitobal sent two boys to

We lCorn VaIIey Forum, Saskatchewan] decided among
our members to apply for a travelling library" It
consisted of 100 books " There were no l-ess
than 30 books out continuously and once as high as
73 books.

We [tuatsqui Forum, B. C" ] were co-sponsores with
the department of Agriculture in an agricultural
engineering f ield day. (p" 87)"

Thus, the accomplishments of the National Farm Radio

Forum were virtually unlimited, multidirectional and

multidimensional. It ranged from the promotion of literacy
and social change to community and rural development; and to

educational and agricultural innovations. An intensive

overview of these accomplishments can be seen in Nicol,

Shea, Simmins and Sim ( 1 954 ) . Canada's Farm Radio Forum.

2.2"6 Developinq Countriess Farm Radio Forum.

Radio Farm forum has beyond any doubt proved
itself a success as a medium for transmitting
knowledge. (Neurath, 1 959, p. 1 01 ) "

'Farm Radio Forum', a radio discussion programme aimed at

rural audiences, was started in Canada in 1941. After ten

years, its sponsors , the Canadian Broadcasting corporation
(CeC), the Canadian Federation of Àgriculture (Cra) and the

Canadian Àssociation for Àdu1t Education (Ceen), invited
UNESCO to cooperate in carrying out an evaLuation of the

programme and its effectiveness as an instrument of adult

education (ebe1l, 1 968; Coleman & Opoku , 1968; MathuÈ &
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The lessons learned

from Canada were then introduced in India early in 1956, and

in Ghana in 1964, with the initiative and sponsorship by

UNESCO. The radio programmes for rural forums have

concerned itself with the problems of agriculture, rural
development, rural education, innovations, seLf-government

and literacy. Such forums have now been introduced in many

developing countries. By 1968, a total of about 15,000 vras

reported (Nyi renda , 1981 ¡ l.Taniewicz, 1972) 
"

Although not exhaustive, the pages that follov¡ reviewed

some of the Farm Radio Forum projects that have been

conducted in developing countries"

In a study sponsored by UNESCO, Paul Neurath (1959, 1960)

studied the effects of Farm Radio Forum project at Poona,

India. He compared 145 forum villages with non-forum

villages. The forum lasted for ten weeks with a total of

twenty programmes. Each forum had twenty members who came

together twice a week to Iisten to a thirty minutes

programme on subjects such as agricufture, health, and

literacy. Forum members were interviewed before and after
the project, as v¡ere samples of twenty adults from each of

the control vi1lage. Each forum was visited and observed

four times during the project. It was found that forum

members learned much more about the topics under discussion

than did adults in villages without forums; and that adults

in the non-forum villages with radios learned more than
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those without radios. The iffiterate members of the forums

learned more than the literates.

ÀbeII (1968) conducted research into the effect of group

listening to rural radio forums in Ghana. Like Neurath's

study, Abell's research was financed by UNESCO" Àbel1

selected the 'Eastern Region of Ghana' for the experiment.

Sixty experimental forums were organized in forty viIlages,
while forty more villages were designated as controls.
Twenty programmes were broadcast once a week from December

6, 1964 to April 18, 1965 exclusively. Five programmes dealt

directly with agricultural problems while the rest took up

the problems of family Iiving, national policy, and

relationships with government. Each forum met on the day of

the broadcast and exchanged ideas on the topic, then

listened to the broadcast and discussed it. After the last
session, forum members vrere interviewed on what they had

fearned from the broadcasts. .The study demonsLrated that
forum members learned more than the non-forum members"

Further, Jain (1969) conducted a study on the effect of

rural radio forums. He selected a number of villages in one

area of India and formed in each one, a volunteer group of

adult farmers. All the groups listened to a twenty-five
minute tape recorded broadcast on a topic of current, rural
interesti some followed it up with group discussion or

decision making or both, while others were required to just

listen and take no further action" Tests were conducted
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after the broadcasts. the The results showed that group

listening followed by group discussion was more influential
in changing beliefs and attitudes towards innovation than

was group listening without discussion. Group decision vras

found to be an important factor as well.

In 1 956, the "Maharashtra Radio Forum" project was

carried out in India. The purpose was to determine if radio

forums woul-d work in India with rural audiences who were

Iargely illiterate, tdrely exposed to radio, and unused to

organized group discussioni to stimulate discussion,

increase participants knor¡Iedge and if possible, have the

activities result in decisions and actions to improve

village Iife. (Bordenave, 1977; Mathur & Neurath, 1959¡

Sitaram, 1969). An evaluation showed that some action vras

taken by village groups, but that many group action

decisions vrere never implemented because the necessary

materials were not available. Further, forum members learned

a great deal more than non-forum members. In amount of

knowledge gained, illiterates did as well as Iiterates.

I n Ben in Republ ic , radi o lras used to educate rural
peasant farmers in 1 960s. The processes involved

organization of small Iistening groups, calIed 'Radio

Clubs', formation of national and departmental committees,

use of village chiefs as presidents of the radio clubs and

use of animators as group leaders. Group discussions were

carried out äfter listening to the broadcasts and reports on
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group discussions vrere provided by the animators. Àfter one

and a half years of experimentation, an investigation vras

carried out to collect reactions of the peasant farmers. Às

a result of the investigation, the administration of the

Agricultural Radio programmes and organization of the radio

clubs was reformed. À year later, an evaluation vras carried
out. The results of the evaLuation revealed that rural radio

is an effective instrument of information and education

among the rural peasants.

concluded that:
Às a resulted, Anyanwu (1978)

Through education from the radio, the peasants
have gronn to understand how to work better, even
with the use of nev¡ implements which also require
new techniques for the development of agriculture.
The success achieved in this direction has
demonstrated that through col-lective Iistening,
discussion, and the use of audio-visual aids, the
radio can contribute subsLantially to the process
of transformation of agricul-turaI traditionsr âs
well as some social- and economic attitudes in
general. (p.1 5-1 6) .

Punasiri and Griffin (1976) summarized the Farm Radio

Forum Pilot project of Thailand. The purpose of the project
was to strengthen existing agricultural service; to obtain

qualitative data on the value of radio farm forums in

facilitating communication between the farmer audience and

extension service" The programmes included interviews with

spec ia1 i sts ,

announcements,

discussions f rom listening 9roups,

and the answering of questions from the

groups. The evaluation found that the two-way flow of

information beitween the farmer and extension workers had
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and overall learning

f in, 197 6) "

2,3 EHE IMPACT OF EDUCATIONAL/TNFOR¡{ATION RADIO"

For the past few decades, radio has played an important

role in developing countries' improvement. Begi.nning with

national-ist independence movements in Asia and Àfrica and

continuing through the post colonial era of political,

social and economic development, "radio has been the only

way to reach large groups of the world's population. "
(Sweeney & Parlato ,1982 " p.2) . Àlthough the types of

programmes transmitted had varied considerably, given the

different political, social ideological complexions of

its programmers, the emphasis given to radio has been very

consistent. According to Sweeney and his colleague (1982),

Radio has been used to support social change, Iand
reform, community development, and commerciaf
enterprises. It has been used to promote literacy,
smaller families, better nutrition and the entire
range of consumer products that characterizes more
devel-oped market. (p. 11).

While the role of radio in support of social programmes

is stil1 evolving, there is a considerable body of

experience, research and findings in using the medium to

support educational, agricultural extension, rural

development, innovations and health programmes. Sweeney and

Parlato (1982) ¡ras the most comprehensive evince in the

field. They "reviewed 88 programs, Projects and experiments
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r.¡ith communication components ( . " " ref ered to as pro jects )

in devetoping countries." (p. 9). These projects 'grouped by

type of radio strategy' with the country and sector

identified is depicted in Appendix A.

Àlthough radio has been widely used in educational,

agricuJtural extension, rural development, innovation and

health programmes, communication experts disagree on exactly

what radio can and cannot accomplish (Sweeney & Parlato,

1982) " The systematic review of research and projects about

the impact of educational and information radio identified

four major functions that radio can perform in developing

countries"

1. Education: Radio can teach.

2" Communication: Radio can provide information.

3. Innovation: Radio can produce action and change.

4" Dialogue: Radio can elicit feedback and aid in the

part ic ipatory process 
"

2"3"1 Education¡ Radio Teaches,

Evaluations of communications programmes, projects and

experiments have repeatedly shown that radio can teach; it

can present new concepts and information (Ca1da & Searle,

1980; White,1976; White,1977; LesIie, 1978; Jamison &

McÄnany, 1978; Byram, kuate & Matenge, 1980; HaIl & Dodds,

1977; McAnany, 1976). Sweeney and his colleague (1982)

asserÈ that approximately Lwenty ouÈ of the forty-seven case
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ofstudies included in their evince reported on the impact

radio. They concluded that

. radio plays an effective
both as the sole medium or in
print and group support" (p. 13).

educat ional role,
conj unct ion with

In a project for teaching mathematics by radio to school

chil-dren in primary grades in Nicaragua, students who vrere

taught through radio lessons achieved significantly higher

scores in the f inal evafuation than those taught

traditionally. Rural students, tested against rural control-

groups, benefited more than urban students tested against

urban control groups (çalda & Sear1e, 1980). The project

evaluators hypothesized that radio lessons vrere particularly

effective in raising the level of knowledge of those who

know least, which in this case, is the rural students.

In the Dominican Republic, radio v¡as the central medium

of instruction for students of'Radio Santa Maria's School,'

which provided eight years of primary education in four

years" Students Iistened to the broadcast Lessons at home

and had weekly contact with a field teacher who corrected

their questions (white , 1976) " A 1975 survey of Radio Santa

Maria showed that 20,000 students were enroll-ed, most young,

unmarried adults. In a comparison of standard test scores,

Radio Santa Maria students did as well as those

conventionally educated. Students test results correlated

with competency of f ield teachers, suggest ing that

reinforcement of radio programmes is desirable (wnite, 1976,

1977) "
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using a format which

combines entertainment humor and education, Kenya's

nationwide weekly radio program, "Giving Birth and Caring

for Your Children," v¡as measured effective in educating the

audience about modern child care practices (HostetIer, 1976;

Jamison & McÀnany, 197e). The results indicated that more

than one-ha1 f of those interviewed 1 i stened for the

educational content; while more than one-third listened for
the entertainment. survey showed generar recognition of the

major theme (child care),

covered by the program.

and a high recall on topics

In 1971, a major nationwide health education campaign e¡as

conceived and planned. "Man is Health" was conducted using radio

with listening groups and trained leaders. "Àpproximatery 1.5

million people participated, one-harf million more than the

government estimated. " (Sweeney & Parlato , 1982, p. 52 ) " The

Campaign targeted rural il-Literate people. The study groups

showed 4'7e" improvement between the pretest and post-test on

specific points of knowredge regarding health. some control
groups showed a 19e" improvement. However, the national- broadcast

character of the campaign affected the control group and hence,

the results (uaI1 & Dodds, 1977¡ Ha11, 1978; Bordenave, 1977).

In Botswana, a civics education project was organized by a

community college to provide villagers with basic information
about the government and its procedures about citizens rights and

responsibilities. AIthough, there was much discussion about
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participation, the planning and creation of materials v¡as carried

out by extension agents and government officials" The radio

programmes t¡ere heard and discussed by listening groups. The

project revealed a definite increase in people's knowledge and

ar.¡areness of government and of ways people can part ic ipate in

development processes (nyram, Kuate & Matenge, 1980).

2.3 "2 Communicationc Radio Provides Information.

In a media experiment for family planning in the Songdong

Gu area of South Korea, a post campaign survey of 3,045

women showed that radio ranked f i rst as a source of

information, both in terms of other mass media and

information imparted by home visits and group meetings.

(Park , 1967; Sweeney & Parlato , 1982) .

Gueri, Jutsum and White (1978) evaluated a

rBreastfeeding Campaign of Trinidad and Tobago.

of the campaign vras "to provide mothers wi

breastfeeding to aid in making a reasoned deci

their babies; to create awareness of desirabil
milk in the entire population. " (Sweeney &

p.53). The result showed a highly significant
between leveIs of breastfeeding knowledge and

exposure to mass media (Gueri,

Jelliffe & Jelliffe, 1978).

six week long

The purpose

th facts on

sion to nurse

ity of breast

Parlato ,1982,

relationship
frequency of

Campaign organizers
significantly 'rai
awareness ) among

Jutsum & White, 1978i

concluded thaL campaign had
sed consciousness' ( increased

a variety of groups:
strators, health workers andpoliticians, admini
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public. ( Sweeney & Parlato, 1982,

The Àcademy for Educational- Development (a"8"D., 1980)

discussed 'HeaLth Education Radio Dramas' of Sri Lanka" Two

radio series on famity planning and health were developed in

both the major languages (Tamil and Sinhala) of the country.

The evaluation survey showed that whil-e the majority

preferred entertainment I a strong 39e" preferred educational

materials. A substantial majority of those interviewed could

recal-1 some of the health messages, and indicated they found

the materials valuable (e"n"o., 1980).

In Korea, "Care Mass Media Nutrition Education Campaign"

programme v¡as designed to improve the nutritional knowledge

of Korean adults. Although "much attention vtas devoted to

message preparation, but not enough to evaluation." (Sweeney

& Parlato , 1982, p" 46) , more than 85eo of those interviewed

heard the programs, or had heard others talk about them.

Eighty-three percent of urban and sixty-eight percent of

rural respondents recalled some part of the messages.

(Higgins and Montague, 1972¡ LesIie, 1978).

2"3.3 Innovations Radio Produces Action And Chanqe 
"

The ability of radio to motivate listeners

the general
p.53 ) .

action, modify behaviour and undertake activit

specifically tied to available products or services

reported in several of the liLeratures reviewed thus

to take

ies not

has been

far" In
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some cases, evaLuation f indings indicate t'hat radio alone

can bring about results (Ray, 1978; Cooke & Romweber, 1977)¡

while in others, radio has achieved resul-ts when used in

conjunction with some form of interpersonal support, whether

that be discussion/study groups, printed material-s or

contact v¡ith extension workers. (Merrick, 1981; Cerqueira,

1979; Bordenave, 1977) .

WhiIe most communication and education experts agree that

radio can play an important role in inducing change, the

ability to bring about such change using radio al-one remains

controversial" Sweeney and his colleague (1982) feel that
established theories of communication hold that
human interaction is necessary at some point in
getting individuals to adopt innovations. (p"16).

Since most of the evaluation studies reporting change in
behaviour ?¡ere based on self-reported action by those

interviewed, rather than by independent observation, the

potential of radio has been particularly difficult to

ascertain on this issue.

Notwithstanding this difficul
following is a review of projects

on change and action produced

countries"

ty of ascerta

, reports and

inment, the

by radio in

publications

developi ng

In 1973, a five-year "Basic Village

vras carried out in two geographic areas of

them was a Spanish-speaking farm area

Educat i on "

Guatemala.

that was

project

One of

qui te
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developed. The other was an Indian area and vras more

traditional. The purpose of the project was to change the

farming practices and improve production through. a constant

flow of information (nay, 1978). Reviewing the evaluaLion,

Sweeney and Parl-ato (1982) concluded that:
, For the Spanish-speaking farm area, radio alone

was an adequate source of information, much of
which was translated into action. For the less
developed area, a mixture of radio and home visits
by a field worker and an agriculLural specialist
worked best. (p.16).

Thus, radio can introduce new ideas and deal with

problems in traditional areas; but personal contacts may be

required for behaviour change. In better developed areas,

however, radio al-one can introduce new ideas and some

behaviour change can be expected.

In the Philippines, a nationwide "Masagana 99" project

was inaugurated in 1973" The purpose was to increase rice
production; to spread information, and to educate the public
(Merrick, 1981). Radio was used as the principat medium to

present agricuftural information, especially

to increasing rice production. Àf ter
I

a

that related

three-month

saturation campaign of short messages on 250 radio stations

and daily agricultural programmes, an evaluation showed

significant increases in rice yields and income generation.

The project was judged a success for the whole nation as

well as for the farmers (Merrick, 1981).
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1n 1 956, the "Maharashtra Radio Forum" project was

carried out in India. The purpose was to determine if radio

forums would work in lndia with rural audiences who were

largely illiterate, rarely exposed to radio, and unused to

organized group discussion; to stimulate discussion,

increase participants knowledge and if possible, have the

activities resul-t in decisions and actions to improve

village Iife. (Bordenave, 1977; Mathur & Neurath, 1959;

Sitaram, 1969). An evaluation showed that some action was

taken by village groups, but that many group action

dec isions were never implemented because the necessary

materials v¡ere not available. Further, forum members Iearned

a great deal more than non-forum members. In amount of

knowledge gained, illiterates did as weIl as l-iterates.

In Nicaragua I a health education campaign using radio

spots was designed to educate rural mothers about the

problems of diarrhea and to teach proper techniques of

treatment. À post-project survey, and final evaluation

studies showed that approximately 65>o of the intended

audience (or 70,000 mothers) heard and remembered the

message. Àpproximately 25>" of mothers who heard and

remembered the message "acted upon" the advice (Cooke &

Romweber, 1977).

In 1975-76, a "Mass Media Nutrition Advertising Campaign"

was instituted in the Philippines. The purpose was to test
the ability of radio al-one to change food patterns; to test
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use of radio and modern advertising techniques to change

attitudes, knowledge and behaviour related to infant

nutrition; and to get Filipino mothers to enrich infants'
rice porridge with oi1, vegetables and fish. (Cooke &

Romweber, 1977) " A final evaluation showed that 50-75eo of

the respondents heard and remembered one or more of the

messages. Women who said they added oil to the porridge

increased from jeo to 23e". Those who reported they added

vegetables rose from Seo to 17eo, and those who added fish
rose from 17e" to 27eo (Cooke & Romweber, 1977)"

A study of nutrition education in rural Mexico compared

the effectiveness of mass media group (radio with posters

and pamphlets) with direct education group (teachers and

audio-visuals) in transmitting nutrition concepts. The

experimental design included three geographic areas with

similar characteristics, all in the same state. ViIIagers in

one area were taught by radio. In a second area, the method

v¡as direct education via a live teacher. The third area was

a controL. Knowledge of nutrition concepts v¡as evaluated

immediately after instruction and three months later. One

year later, changes in diet were studied. The evaluation

showed that nutrition concepts were learned equally well

using mass media and face-to-face method of education. Both

groups reported a positive change in food consumption

habits. It was observed that radio messages were more

uniform than direct education, as messages v¡ere received in
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presentaLion and content did not vary

teacher to teacher (Cerqueira et â1.,

Parlato, 1982\ 
"
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ÀIso style of

as they did from

1979; Sweeney &

2"3.4 Dialosue: Radio Àids In The Participatorv Process,

Radio has been used effectively in a number of kinds of

programmes to advise populations of new government policies
and to encourage discussion, feedback and eventual support

for nevr measures. Radio has also been used to promote

community development, innovation and other programs in
which self-help and community participation are essential"
(Byram, Kuate & Matenge, 1980; Hoxeny, 1976; Cassirer, 1977;

Punasiri & Griffin, 1976). ÀIthough radio has been used

frequently for such purposes, only a small number of the

projects have been formally evaluated (Sweeney et â1, 1982)"

The following are some examples discovered thus far"

In the "Radio Farm Forum Pilot Project" of Thailand a

simple study was used to determine the best listening time

for farmers. ALso, evaluation was an integral part of the

project" The study concluded that the crucial element of

radio forums was the opportunity they afforded members to

exchange experiences and ideas and to participate in group

problem solving" The two-way flow of information between

f armer and extens ion worker rlras shown to improve greatly.
Retention and overall learning also improved greatly due to
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high interest in content of broadcasts and opportunity to
discuss. Messages \,¡ere reinf orced by various communication

channels. Agricultural broadcasting was made refevant to

farmers' problems (Punasiri & Griffin, 1976) 
"

In Senegal, a "Radio Pilot Project" vras instituted to
provide food producers with agricultural information; to

encourage feedback from food producers; and to all-ow them to

express their opinions about government policies and

activities. The project focused on topics of major concern

to farmers: production and marketing of ground nuts;

responsiveness of government agencies to farmers' needs;

problems of debt financing at village level; and other

relevant social problems. Some broadcast materials were

produced at village level with farmers and listening groups.

Results indicate that feedback in the form of letters and

taped comments for broadcast has had direct impact on

government policy (Cassirer, 1977).

Faced with land degradation due to increased human and

livestock populations, the government of Botswana sought to

involve the public, particularly rural people, in learning

aboút and commenting on land use policies. Radio was used to

explain the policy and to obtain feedback from the

population. Radio programmes were broadcast twice a week

during a five-week period, and over 3,500 Iistening groups

were organized. After each broadcast, listening-group

leaders sent reports bn the group discussions to the project
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organizers. The information vras used for future broadcasts,

answering questions on the air, and project analysis. The

programme evaluation showed that citizen awareness of

overgrazing increased and that the adult public participated
in defining the problem and proposing sotutions (a"u.n,

1978)"

In 1979, Botsvrana inaugurated a similar five-week

educational radio campaignr "Understanding Government", with
broadcasts and listening groups. The purpose was to provide

villagers of the Kalahari Desert region with information
about the government, and ways people can participate in the

development process. Questions from the group were used as

part of the radio programme" The post-campaign evaluation
report indicated that 1leo (or 5,000) people in the project
area attended group sessions, and there was an increase in
people's knowledge of the project (eyram, Kuate & Matenge,

1980).

In 1972, radio (uensaje) school programme was instituted
in Ecuador. The purpose of the project v¡as to provide

feedback from, and active participation by student

listeners; to promote community development by having

listeners describe what they Ì¡ere doing for the benefit of

other listeners; and to heighten Iisteners' selfworth by

having them create materials for general broadcast (Hoxeng,

1976). under the progra.mr cêssettes were sent to listening
groups, whose members collaborate with others in the
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in preparing materials that were aired on a

special weekly broadcast. The programmes had promoted

community development by enabling Iisteners to learn what

other communities were doing (Hoxeng , 1976, Sweeney) "

Sweeney and his colleague (1982) summarized the findings as

follows i ;

RuraI people were clearly able to produce radio
programmes on their own and were interested in
Iistening to each others' productions, even if
they ?rere not of studio quality. 'Unscientific
analysis' indicates that project hypotheses and
objectives had been realized to a considerable
extent. Rura1 people had something to say that
their peer found useful" (p. 40).

2"4 ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS"

In general, radio has had a long history. In particular,
it has been used in various formal and non-formal

educatíonaL/information activities. These activities are

unlimited and had taken place worldwide. In the literature,
there is a consensus that radio is a rich resource of

education and information, especially, in rural areas where

population is scattered over vast distances and methods of

access are difficult.

The literature on formal educational- uses of radio

revealed that when used to supplement regular classes with,

and sometimes without, a teacher, it provides imaginary

experiences to students; it vitalizes students' interest
through di fferent modes of presentation; it results in



active student participation in

leads to improved understanding

the literature seemed to conclude

to a pooling of knowledge and a

ideas in formal education.

Etr

class discussions; and it
of the subject. In total,
that radio has contributed

stimulation of progressive

For non-formal educational uses of radio,
suggests that:

the literature

Group radio listening followed by group discussion is
more influential in changing attitudes and beliefs
towards innovation "

Radio forum members learned much more about the topic
under discussion than non-forum members.

I lliterate radio forum members learned more than

1 i terate members.

Two-way flow of information

retention of information.

improves learning and

From the literature, it can be concluded that through study

and discussion of radio programmes, communities in general

and rural people in particurar v¡ere able to approach their
problems more intelligentty and work together towards their
solutions.

The literature on the impact of educationat/information
radio showed that radio has been used to support social
change, Iand reform , commun ity/ruraI education, and

promotion of literacy and betLer nutrition in devetoping

1.

2.

3.

4.
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countries. It has also been used to teach, to communicate

and inform, to encourage innovations and dialogues. The

literature revealed that radio has enabled a person to find
alternative ways of Iiving, raised a family's economic

status, motivated the illiterate to become literate, and has

increased the aspirational level of farmers. Thus, it can be

concluded that the educational and informational impact of

radio in developing countries is unlimited, multidirectional
and muÌtidimensional.

2"5 IMPLTCATIONS OF THE REVIEW.

The reviewed l-iterature displayed some implications for
the uses of educational radio in the agricultural extension

services of a developing country. In a capsule form, the

literature disclosed that:

Human interact ion i s necessary for adopt ion and

adaptation of any innovation.

À mixture of radio programmes with home visits by

agricultural extension agents and other related

specialists is a necessity for effective and

af fective communication.

Organization of smaIl listening groups (forums) where

members get together, listen to radio programmes,

carryout discussion, react based upon their
discussion and provide feedback to the organizers

through group leaders is inevitable because of its

1.

¿.

3"
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relative effectiveness, This is absoJ-utely important

for any non-formal educat ional- uses of radio,
especially, those for illiterate and neo-literate
adults.

The use of committees where each segment of the

society is represented during planning, production,

implementati on/delivery and evaluation of radio
programmes appeared more desirable"
Feedback - two-way communication mechanism should

be implicit in the whole system. In this case,

information and reports sent by group leaders should

be used for future broadcasts - to answer questions

from the group and provide feedback.

Various forms of programme production such as drama,

panel discussion, interviews, etc. should be used for
vitality.
Radio should be used in conjunction with other media

such as prints, posters, slides, etc. for adeguate

coverage of subjects and for reinforcement purposes.

Study materials should be prepared in advance and

sent to forum members for readiness. I n thi s

situation, the idea of rRead-Listen-Oiscuss-Act, may

be employed.

Ànd last, but not leasti reinforcement must be an

implicit factor for a better understanding and 1onger

retent i on .

tr

6.

8.

o
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These suggestions appear necessary for any formal and

non-formal educaLional uses of radio; for the accomplishment

of the educational objectives; and for effective utilization
of radio as a mass medium in the agricultural extension

services of a developing country. These implications are

further explored and explicated through the "reflexivity"
literature in chapter VI



Chapter III
DESIGN AND PROCEDI'RES.

3..I INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of this study was to investigate how

educationar radio has been used to disseminate agricultural
information to farmers in rural communities; and to
recommend appropriate guidelines for its potential uses in
the agriculturar extension services of Nigeria and other
developing countries. To accomplish this purpose, the study

focused on;

1. How radio is used to educate or disseminate

agricultural information to farmers in rural

¿"

a

communities of Manitoba, Canada

How educational radio has

dissemination of agricultural
in rural- communities of some

countries; and

ì

been used in the

information to farmers

selected developing

How Nigeria and other developing countries can use

radio to educate and/or disseminate agricultural
information to farmers in rural communities.

The design and procedures followed for this study were

that of qualitative methods ascribed in part by Lincoln and

59
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Guba (1985), Miles and Huberman (1984), Carney (1983,'1972),

Bogdan and Bilken (1982), Patton (1980), Gl-aser and Strauss
(1967); and modeled in part by Woodley (1984). This chapter

explains the design and procedures followed to complete this
work" Tt also revealed some of the problems encountered and

measures taken to minimize involved biases"

3.2 SELECTION OF' PARTICTPÀNTS"

To identify participants for the study I a list of

agricultural extension agents/communication experts in

Manitoba, Canada, $¡as supplied by Vern McNair, Director of

Communications, Manitoba Department of Agriculture. Further

discussions with him revealed that most agents/experts do

not use radio to disseminate information. Às a result, the

list was scaled down to those experts who use radio mainly

to spread information to farmers in rural communities"

Also, names of former Canadian Farm Radio Forum experts and

one educational broadcaster vrere supplied by Jim Rea of the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CSC) and Jack Giles of

Ducks Unlimited respectively.

AfLer the ident i f icat ion process, pârt ic ipants were

solicited through a letter (appendix B), fol-lowed by phone

calls" Of the eighteen potential sol-icited participants,

sixteen of them agreed to participate. The interviews were

then scheduled such that each one v¡as done a day and at the

interviewe's convenience" Mostly, the interviews vrere
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carried out at the interviewee's residence, place of work

and hotel rooms" The interviews took place during the month

of January 1 986.

Àlthough sixteen communication experts agreed to
participate, only fifteen of them were interviewed because

)

of the distance involved" Those interviewed were ten

present day communication experts, four ex-communication

experts and one educational broadcaster. These participants
possessed a wealth of exper íence as in format ion

disseminator.

3.3 DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF INTERVIEW OI'ESTIONS.

The design of the structured interview questions used for
the study was influenced by the purpose of the study, the

conceptual framework and review of the related literature.
Based upon these influences, a six section preliminary

structured interview questions, Fêferred to as an "interview
guide" (Gay, 1981) was designed. The sections focused on

the backgrounds of the respondents; the purpose and

planning, production, delivery and evaluation of radio
programmes; and recommendations for the uses of educational

radio in the agricultural extension services of a developing

country, with particular reference to Nigeria"

The preliminary designed interview guide vras validated

through a pilot test. The pilot test took the form of
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examinations by university professors, ex-communication

experts and fellow graduate students, The purpose was to

ensure objectivity, communication, use of appropriate

words/language and the accomplishment of the purpose of the

study. During this process, it v¡as discovered that the

inadvertent academic jargon used would not be undersLood by

the respondents. As a result, the preliminary structured

interview questions v¡ere modified, improved and then field
tested.

The f ield test took the forms of interviews and

recommendations for improvement. In this case, five ex-

communication experts were interviewed, recorded and

analyzed. The purpose was to further improve the interview
questions and to determine the anaJ.ytical structure to

follow during analysis. The consequences of the field tesLs

and its analysis enabl-ed the researcher to make f inal
changes to the structured interview quest ions. I t also

revealed additional probes which were used during the

interview, and the methods employed for data analysis. The

questions were then modified to suit the ex-communication

experts. This v¡as done by changing the tenses. The final
structured questions used for the interview is displayed in
the Appendix C (present tense) and Appendix D (past tense).
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3.4, COLLECTTON OF T'ATA.

Bef ore collection of data, the researcher \,¡as requi red to
get permission from the University Ethics Committee. In

order to obtain this permission, three copies of the thesis
proposal and the developed interview guide v¡as submitted.

Upon deliberation, the committee approved it and reguested

that each participant grant the researcher permission to

audio-tape the interviews. A letter of permission (Àppendix

E) to audio-tape the interviews vras written and each

participant signed it before the interview began.

The interviews vrere administered in person by the

researcher" During the interviews, 'field notes' (¡ti1es &

Huberman , 1984; Carney, 1 983; Guba & Lincoln, 1 981 ) were

taken while the whole interview were recorded on magnetic

tapes. With the aid of the interview guide, each

participant was asked the same questions with variations in

probes, depending on the responses received; and it was

possible to ensure consistency in the interview format as

well as the collection of data.

3.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA.

To analyze the collected data, each interview vras first
listened to and compared with the fietd notes. The whole

interviews were then transcribed and read at least three

times while Iistening to the audio-tapes. During this



process , "memos " and "analyt ical
Glaser, 1978) were taken,

notes" (Carney,
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1983;

Applying Carney's modification of Geertz's 'thick
description', the collected data was focused by summarizing

each individual interviews" This vras necessary "to make the

information gathered more easily manageable landl to sort
out the main ideas" (Oberg & Dufresne-Tasse, 1986, p.15) 

"

Àlthough greatly reduced in volume, the individual summaries

took into account the tone of the interviews and the content

of the dialogues, while focusing on the structured
questions"

Although it was necessary to synthesize the original data

down to make i t 'more eas i ly manageable' for general

analysis, this process posed three main dangers" The first
danger vras the possibility of oversimplification of

communication experts' responses to the structured interview
questions. This could be done by merely allocating responses

to answer specific questions either arbitrarily or

intuitively by the researcher. Though it vras important for
the researcher to make sense of what was said in the

interviews, it was equally important not to adopt

restrictive vrays of interpreting
1984).

the responses (woodIey,

The second danger inherent in reducing a large mass of

information into a workable quantity v¡as that of treating
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ansvrers to specific questions in isolation. This domain

presented perhaps the most perplexity in that one could

either oversimplify by considering specific answers out of

context from the background comments or from the balance of

the interview; or even by constructing artificial linkages

between questions and disassoc iated responses; and by

attaching undue significance to certain responses. The third
problem was the difficulty of knowing if the rewritten
responses of the interview accorded sufficient emphasis to

the points made by communication experts after the interview

had been summarized and anal-yzed.

In order to guide against these problems, the summaries

were, as much as possible, quoted. They hrere also divided

into sections to reflect the structure of the interview
guide" Secondly, as a respondent check, triangulation,
iteration, verification and qualitative validation (LincoIn

& Guba, 1 985, 1981 ; Mi les & Huberman, 1984; Carney, 1 983;

Bogdan & Bilken, 1982) , each participant was sent a copy of

their summary analysis. Appended to this v¡ere a copy of the

interview guide (appendix C or D), a summary validation
letter (Appendix F) and a summary validation questions

(Appendix G) which asked the following:

1. In general, does the analysis accurately represent

your views and practices as communication expert?

2. Are the key elements/practices identified correctly
and appropriately?
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Does the analysis capture the major elements of your

practices (Purpose and planning, production,

delivery, evaluation and recommendations. ) as

communicated during the interview?

Comment

Of the fifteen letters sent, only ten replied and three of

them made minor changes. These changes were corrected

immediately.

Às a follow-up, the researcher contacted the remaining

five communication experts by phone. Upon talking to them,

they reported that they v¡ere basically in agreemenL with the

summary anal¡zsis of the interview, and that any comments

they might have made vrere very minor. They had not replied
because they received it late and because of the statement

in the letter which stated that if they did not return it by

a certain date, the analysis will be assumed to be correct

and va1id.

Although substantive problems were encountered in

reduc ing the or iginal transcr ipts to a more easily
manageable and workable size, there was almosL unanimous

agreement among the respondents that the analysis and

synthesis had been accurately performed. It was very

important to have this verification and qualitative
validation by the respondents as the general summary

analys i s in chapter V was based largeJ.y on

summary analysis.

4"

the transcript
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The general summary analysis presented in chapter V was

carried out by identifying recurrent themes and areas of

emphasis in communication experts' responses to the

structured interviews. To facilitate presentation of the raw

data, "di splaysrr - tables and summary charts - (Mi les ç

Huberman, 1984) vtere constructed for specific coded

questions and sections respectively. The questions were

coded on the basis that they were soliciting specific
responses while the summary charts were constructed by

focusing on the noted patterns and major themes of each

section (..g. Hov¡ do communication experts plan their radio

programmes?); and by identifying the views of each

communication expert for that particular theme" This type of

summary charts acted as the "analytical 'ladder of

abstraction"' (Carney, 1983, p.13) and thus, permitted the

identification of recurrent themes and areas of emphasis

during the interview,

The validated interview summary analyses presented in

chapter IV were each studied very carefully. The coded

questions were categorized, p€rcentages of agreement vrere

calculated and recorded as displayed in the tables of

Àppendix H. The statements and sentiments corresponding to

each sections were depicted in the summary charts. The

presented tables and summary charts v¡ere conseguently a

further distillation of the original research data and their
development was guided by the qualitative validation and
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verification of the individual interviev¡ summaries. These

tables and summary charts noted the major themes and

sentiments of communication experts responses to the purpose

and planning of educat íonal/agricultural radio programs,

production, delivery and evaluation of radio programs, and

recommendations for the uses of educational radio in the

agricultural extension services of a developing country"

The summary charts contain both direct quotations and

sentiments expressed by each participant" In some cases,

ideas vrere expressed repeatedly or with many words that it
was not possible to provide direct quotations because of the

restricted space of the charts. For this reason, âlthough

each idea on the summary charts is designated by a dash (-),

not all of these are in quotation marks. Those which are

not in quotation marks are the researcher's interpretation
of the respondents views about a specific theme or section.

Using this method of documentation, ít was possible to

develop summary charts for each section and the fifteen
respondents which not only reported the actual phrases of

the respondents, but which also allowed for the presentation

of frequency, emphasis and sentiments in the responses.

In some areas of the

ideas/themes varied from

interviews Lo blank spaces

reasons that can be attr
instances during the in

summary charts, the number of

one, two and more in some

in oLher. There v¡ere a variety of

ibuted to this. First, in some

terview, it was possible that
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communication experts had considered the questions put to
them in relation to their practices, but did not have enough

time to provide a well thought out response. ln some cases¡

some communication experts chose to avoid specific replies
to certain questions, while some seemed to be under time

constraints" Second, some communication experts asked for
clarification about certain questions during the interview.
It appeared that the structured questions did not fo1low

their pattern of thinking or practices" Thus, for those not

answering specific questions it did not mean that they had

no thoughts on the subject rather their thoughts did not

follow the structural construct of the questions.

Third, there was no vJay of measuring the impact that the

interview environment or the interviewer himself had on the

respondents. It was possible that certain communication

experts might not have felt comfortabLe during the interview

and as a result, ?rithheld specific .responses to certain
questions. This could probably be a means of reducing their
vulnerability to criticism, ridicule, or the possibiliLy of

reducing their credibility" Àlthough the blank spaces may at

first glance appear to indicate incomplete results, such is
not necessarily the case, Since the questions dealt with the

'how' rather than the 'what' of communication, it v¡as felt
that forcing individuals to respond to questions outside

their practices would have destroyed the relationship within

the interview and thus, invaliðate the results"
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In order to ansvrer the second major problem of the study,

the idea of 'reflexivity journal' was borrowed (Carney,

1 983 ) . Based upon the focus of the study, f ive major

projects were selected from developing countries and

described. These descriptions can be found in chapter VI.

Final1y, summary, conclusions and recommendation were made

and placed in chapter VII;



Chapter IV

ÀS TT ISs WHAT COMMT,NTCATION E}TPERTS SAV"

4..I INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to focus the collected
data by summarizing what each individual communication

expert said in the interviews that were conducted. Although

greatly reduced in volume, the individual summaries

presented in this chapter have taken into account the tone

of the interviews and the content of the dialogues, while

focusing on the structured questions. Although it v¡as

necessary to synthesize the original data to make it easily
manageable and workable for general analysis, this process

posed three main dangers.

There was the possibility of oversimplification of

communication experts' responses to the structured

interview question" This could be done by merely

allocating responses to ansv¡er specific questions

either arbitarily or intuitively by the researcher.

There was the danger of treating ansv¡ers to specific
questions in isolation" This domain presented perhaps

the most perplexity in that one coul-d either
oversimplify by considering specific answers out of

1"

¿"

- tt
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context from the background comments or from the

balance of the interview; or even by constructing

artificial 1 i nkage s between quest i ons and

disassociated responses; and by attaching undue

3.

significance to certain responses

It r¡as diff icult to know if the

of the interview accorded suffic
points made by communication

interview had been summarized and

revrr i tten responses

ient emphasis to the

experts after the

analyzed.

In order to guide against these problems, the summaries

vrere r ês much as possible, guoted" They vrere al-so divided
into sections to reflect the structure of the interview
guide. Secondly, each interview summary analysis was sent to
their respective respondent for verification and qualitative
validation. Such verification and confirmation of data acted

as a response check, triangulation and iteration (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985; Miles & Huberman, 1984; Carney, 1983); and thus

a qualitative validation of the data.

What follows is a summary of each interview in totality.
As it is, most of the summaries are direct quotations of

ideas/themes and practices of each communication expert. In

order to understand these summaries fully, the reader should

first read through the structured interview questions

depicted in Appendix C and/or D.
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4,"2 I3{TERVIEW fl_e SITMMARY ANALYSIS.

Personal Ðat,aB Communication expert #1 has been an

instructor of journalism at Red River Community CoIIege

(nnCC) for seven years. She was a "a broadcast journalist,

radio and television primarily, landl some print" for ten

years. She used to collect the returns letters and

opinions - from farm forum, review them, prepare and "then

broadcast five minutes radio summary of what farm forum had

concluded on each farm issue every week." Às a journalist,

communication expert #1 had experience in Àfrica and India

for three weeks each. In these countries, she had the

"opportunity to talk to cabinet minísters

and a broad range of people. "

and politicians

Purpose and Planningc Ccmmunication expert #1 thinks

that the purpose of farm forum broadcasts was "to engender,

Iand] to stimulate debate" on various agricultural topics

and problems of that Lime; to inform farmers as well as to

elicit their ideas and opnions. Àccording to her,
t-.rarmers vrere very important people and their

opinions counted. So it was a two-way street
not only v¡ere they informed by the radio
broadcast, but their opinions vlere traded, so I
would assume that the purpose of those broadcasts
was to engender, to stimulat.e debate on all
kinds of things.

She thinks that the goals of the broadcasts lrere determined

through the "cooperative effort" of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation (CnC) and the Canadian

Universities.
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She indicates that "farmers Iand] Farm families" were the

target audience. She assumes that the target audience were

"indirectfy" involved in the planning process. According to

her, "they Ifarmers] did register their opinions in writing
every week and those could be considered in planning the

next season.tr She claims that forum members were "proactive

audience as opposed to most television or radio listeners
who just listen; farmers responded." She feels that farmers

the target audience knew about the broadcast by

"listening to CBC radio" because "The CBC did a lot more

promos on theír own radio network in those days so they

would promote a show; they did commercials in those days on

CBC radio . . . I during the commercial break, they would

promote other programmes, so I woul-d assume it would be from

listening to CBC radio that people would find out."

Production: Communication expert #1 produced her radio

programmes by: preparing the scripts, going down to the CBC

studio, "readIing] it and the technician recorded it." The

information she used for her programmes was collected from

"letters from farmers." She thinks that the seasons of the

year did noÈ affect or determine the kind of information

given to farmers "because it was not the how to do program;

it vras issue and political, there were other CBC programmes

that would talk about planting and fertalizer and those

things; it woul-d be great closely tied to seasons,
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Deliverys Communication expert #1 thinks that the ideal

broadcast time is the noon hour because "farmers come in for
lunch and listen to the radio. " She gave an example where a

farmer listen to radio whil-e on the tractor and said: "for
him anytime was a good time to broadcast, but noon hour

tends to be good o. o" She cl-aims that her programs v¡ere

in the "evenings." The length of the total Farm Forum

programs range from half an hour to one and half hours but

her portion, "my f ive minute portion, r^¡as simply talking. "

She thinks that the CBC and the University vrere involved in

the delivery process" She claims that the programmes were

used in conjunction with "prints": "There were kits sent

out." She contends that they used print because it was

"cheap and easy. " She explains

This is not a high profile programi it's not a big
budget; there would not have been the money to put
up films or television shows, in fact, têlevision
wasn't even invented then; it wasn't here.

She feels that the majority of the target audience

listened individually but "there vrere a few smal-1 groups in

existence who would meet in farm homes, Iisten to the show

lradio programme] and discuss the content." She asserts that
feedback was the basis of her participation: "The farmers

wrote in every week and expressed their opinions and

experiences, reacted to what had been discussed" According

to her, the arrangement for feedback "was fuII circle."
They lForum members] Iistened to the broadcast,
they discussed it, they told me what they thought;
I reported back [to] all of them what we
di scussed.



Evaluation ¡ In terms of evaluation,

expert #1 feels that "It wasn't such a very

world then " I suppose Lhey were evaluated

measurement devices number of Iisteners;
the programme [sJ by how many responses I got

letters 
. 
I got in from farmers. " She claims

were "listening in an active way" and as such,

a great deal across the board on those issues.

her experience this vray:
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communication

sophi st icated

by broadcast

. I evaluated

in; how many

that farmers

"they 1earned

" She explains

I learned that farmers are weII informed; I
suppose it's a function of the marketplace, but
they seem to know what the crops are doing in
Russia and what's going on in Ottawa. I learned
that they v¡ere through that process very well
informed and then when I was a professionaf
broadcaster after I graduated from University; I
had a certain fondness for doing shows on
agricultural topics because I know that the
audience out there was responsive, intelligent and
well informed and it was quite gratifying to do
open line radio with those people phoning in.

Recommendationg In her recommendations, communication

expert #1 maintained that "it should be a Nigerian who's

delivering the educational" programs. She gave an example of

her friend who "went to India to teach dryland farming

[Uut] got no cooperation at all for about a week" because he

was not using the right words and language. Às a result, she

thinks that the person doing the educating, and broadcasting

"has to be someone who knows those Iittle naunces" of

the society. She warned that we should not "import someone

to do" it. She suggested using the Farm Forum approach

"depending on the postal system and the literacy rate" of
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Nigeria so that farmers can report back in writing" She

thinks that the "open line radio" "where people could

phone in and talk on the radio in response to questions"

wilI be helpful. She suggested organization of "smal-1 groups

in villages Iwho wou]dl sit, listen and discuss" radio

programs. She thinks that the major pitfaIls are the "kind
of arrogance in people who are agricultural experts; They

tend to say lthat a topicJ is too complicated, you'11 never

understand it. They are impatient." Àccording to her, "it's
a pitfall to get an expert who can't talk in plain
understandable language." She made a case that "too much

expertise, too much jargon would get in the v¡ay of people

understanding the experts. " She caut ioned that the

programmer must "translate the experts' fancy talk into
ordinary, understandable language, .and persuade the experts

that it was not too complicated to understand agricultural-
issues. " She raised many questions that need to be

investigated before the imptementation of this kind of

program. She asked:

1.

¿"

)

How common are radios?

How many households have radios?

And how about the choices of radio
stations? Just one or lots?

She feels Lhat it would be a problem if a housewife wants to

listen to music whil-e the husband wants to listen to

agricultural shows especially if there are lots of radio
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stations and one radio in a household. She indicates that

the "programs would have to be awfulIy interesting" if there

is competition.

Communication expert #1 thinks that people with "the
educat ion and the experience and, most importantly,

knowledge of your own country" r¿i11 be capable of solving
these problems. She also suggested the use of "consultants."
Finally,

It's got to be a Nigerian that's doing it in the
most interest ing possible v¡ay in view of the f act
thaL there' s competition.

4.3 INTERVIEW #22 SIJMMARY ANALYSIS.

Personal Dataå Communication expert #2 has been a

"broadcaster" for thirty years. He is the executive producer

for Manitoba Education. His major duty is to organize the

production of video and audio tapes to assist the

curricular. He acts as a "focal point between the needs of

the curricul-um consultants and the creative society. He is
constantly in touch with writers, producers, actors,

directors, film makers and coordinates the needs of the

curricular. He brings the curriculum needs to the creative
community and supervises the production of materials"

Purpose and Plannings Communication expert #2 claims

that the purpose of broadcasting depends upon v¡ho the

"audience is," His goals are determined through contacts
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with the curriculum consultants - who work in the field and

find out the needs" He draws a dichotomy between his work

and agriculture extension. He contends that communication

must be two v¡ay:

You send information out but you also have to get
information back; so it's very important that
there be such mechanism whereby you can get back
inf ormation "

Communication expert #2 affirms that the Government policy

"decides on the goals" of broadcast. He said that the topics
of his broadcast are determined by a two-way process.

According to him, "It's a matter of saying what information

do you need and we will provide it. And fo1low-up by saying,

is that what you wanted? If not, tell us.t' He contends that
a committee is in charge of determining the topic of

broadcast. The committee sets priorities and decides what is
most important rel-ative to affordability and practicability.
He makes a case that they can only produce few programmes a

year. He thinks that "no one's ever going to be completely

happy" with the priorities but argues that someone has to

make the decision.

Communication expert #2 affirms that the determination of

the content is very important. He determines the content by:

stating who the audience is; what the main points are; and

what the behavioral objectives are. He then prepares a

'broadcast brief' present it to the creative community, the

consuLtants and experts who will decide what the important

points are, and the content will be refined afterwards. He
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claims that the target audience "wi11 vary" and warned that

"it's very, very important that you know exactly who it is."
He thinks that the target audience should be involved in the

planning process, and feels that "it's very important to
find out as best [as] you can what rel-ative information your

audience wants." He contends that the programme must be

meaningf ul"
It's an absolute fact of broadcasting that unless
the programme means something to the audience,
they won't watch it, they won't listen to it; it
has to be meaningful "

He found that the most successful- way of informing the

target audience about their programmes is by direct mails to
principals, teachers, librarians; indicating when the

programmes will be oD, and its relative value to them. He

said that they used to send out schedules and posters but

now they don't. According to him, "it's a very difficult
problem to get the information out." The major problem he

encountered during planning was "dealing with people who

don't understand broadcasting" - They want to do too much in

a program" He attempted to solve this problem by arguing

with them, âs weII as educating them.

Production¡ Communication expert #2 used to produce his
programs in his studio; that the production was done by four

producers and three technicians. He indicated that nov¡, the

programmes are contracted out and produced by private
producers. He suggests tha! "it's very important that each
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programme be produced by a producer," He defines a producer

as someone who takes all the necessary ingredients and

organizes it and somehow gets the programme done. He

suggests invol-ving writers, educators and actors, depending

on how complicated the programme may be. He stipulates that

"the two most important people in any production are the

producer to organize it and the writer who does the script.
Everything else comes from that." Communication experL #2

asserts that the writer is important because he collects
information. "The writer Is] does the writing and the

research; they ask the questions, they do the interviewing,
that whole aspect. " He thinks that the seasons of the year

affects the kinds of information given to farmers. He holds

the view that there are two major problems in all
productions: "the problem of money" and "the problem of

time." He makes a case of how expensive it is to produce a

program and concluded that "There just never seems to be

enough time to get the programme done in time for it to be

usefuI." According to him, they attempt to solve these

problems by "Ì,rorking as efficiently" as they can.

De1iveryB Communication expert #2 thinks that the ideal
broadcast times to farmers should be in the evening. He

thinks that the programmes should not be longer Lhan "half
an hour" because it is difficul-t to get people's attention
f or longer than half an hour. He cl-aims that the delivery
must be done by a "broadcast system.'r This, he argues,
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varies $¡ith the kind of broadcast system in each country or

province. He feels that the broadcasts should take the

forms of discussions, lectures, debates , ínterviews,
documentaries, dramas and a combination thereof. He suggests

having interesting people with something nice to say. He

agrees with other interviewees that the broadcast should be

used in conjuction with other media: "printed material." He

cl-aims that every educaLional broadcast should have an

accompanying package of printed material questions and

answers - that they can come back to and reinforce. "It's
reaIly quite important."

Communication expert #2 thinks that farmers should l-isten

in smal1 groups "classroom size." He contends that "there
needs to be more than one person ...t especially if you want

to get discussion going. " He strongly feels that there

should be a feedback mechanism. He thinks that the major

problem is getting people to participate. Àccording to him,

It's just an ongoing problem to get people to
participate, to Iisten, that's a matter of letting
them know when it's going to be on and whether
it's rel-evant, getting them involved in it, etc 

"

Evaluation¡ In terms of

" I t' s really very important . "

to find out how effective his

of reguests for dupl icat ion

received. The only way he

through cri t ic i sms by hi s

evaluation, he thinks that

According to him, the only way

programmes are is the number

and/or number of letters
evaluates his programmes is

clients' the curriculum
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consultants. He claims that the size of audience aimed at is
about 800 schools, but Lhose actually reached is ',very

smarl. " He hopes that the target audience learned what he

wanted them to fearn. He thinks that if the objectives are

crearly stated and the programme welr done, then they should

fearn those things. For him, he learned "An awful 1ot." He

learns the subject while producing a program; he "reaIIy"
gets a "sense of the importance of education;" he "realIy"
becomes aware of the importance of his work: "to communicate

to other people who don't know those things and it's a good

feeling." He is "totally, absoì-uteIy convinced about the

value of broadcasting | .. . it is the greatest thing in the

world in terms of reaching out to people, it really is." He

claims that the major problem encountered during evaluation
is that of logistics, management and finances. He explains:

you have so much money and you spend alI your money on

production and you don't spend any on evaruation and if you

spend money on evaluation, you haven't got any money for
programming. As a resul-t of these problems, he suggests a

system whereby listeners courd contribute to the programmes

and be involved in its evaluation; a system whereby contacts
wilI be established in the community for two-way

communication. He craims that it will help to develop the

programmes as well as "find out whether the programmes have

worked or not. t'
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Recommendationsa Communication expert #2 feel-s "that
it's very important to reach a very wide audience." The

pitfalls he thinks should be avoided includes "Ioosing

contact v¡ith the audience; loosing contact with the needs of

people;" and becoming "self indulgent" loosing "sight of

the fact Lhat you're ultimately communicating with people

out there . . o . " The major problem he forsees for the uses of

radio in a developing country is "convincing people who

ultimately control your fate in terms of budgets and staff
and so on that this is reaIly important. " FinaIly,
communication expert #2 thinks that "people like yourself"
who are "zealous", "self-convicted", "enthusiastic" and

"highly motivated" in terms of perceiving the importance of

the program wiIl be capable of approaching these problems.

4"4 INTERVIEFI #39 SI'MMARY ÀNALYSIS.

PersonaL Dataå Communication expert #3 has been retired
f or ten years " Bef ore hi s ret i rement , he r,Ias a f arm

broadcaster for thirty years. He spent the last twenty six
years with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CgC) as a

farm commentator and later, as a supervisor. As a

communicator, his job vras "to gather and disseminate

information of interest and value" to farmers. " n o o to
gather and disseminate information about agriculture to
primarily the farm people and to the general audience as

well"tt
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communication expert #3 has had numerous experiences in

developing countries. He had been to latin America, Costa

Rica, El Salvadore and Guatemala to "observe" the United

Nations (uN) worl-d Food Program. He was in Barbados f or a

month to help the canadian university services overseas

(CUSO) and the agricultural society on the island "set up a
radio and television service that wourd suit their purposes

..." In 1975-76, he v¡as in Pakistan, India and Sri-Lanka for
the world Food Program of the uN "to observe some of the

projects that they had over there o n o " He also had the

opportunity of working with many agricultural broadcasters

from developing countries who had come to canada "to observe

our ICanadian] methods of broadcasting .oo"

Purpose and PlanningB According to Communication expert

#3, the goals of disseminating agricultural- inf ormation r.¡ere

to provide farmers with "up-to-date market landl technical
information that wourd herp them in their farming practices

and marketing decisions ..." These goals vrere determined by

the "policy of the CBC farm broadcast department n . o " He

states that the supervisors and assistant supervisors in

cooporat ion with "the agr icultural department " were in

charge of determining these goars. He craims that the topics
of the broadcasts were determined through "sugar coated

piIIs" going through a pile of information and "pick what

Itteyl thought would be the most important information of

the day to farm people. " Thus, the farm broadcaster at each
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in charge of determining these topics of

broadcasts. À1so communication expert #3 and his colreagues

determined the contents of broadcasts b1' trying to "get as

much timely information, right up-to-date, " as possible"

He strongly contends that the target audience "people

who made their livings off farms" - were involved during the

pranning process. They were involved through a "committee of

the top echelon of agriculture" which included a

cross-section of ar1 parts of agricurture and they would

teII the CBC what they wanted from it o . . " He feels that
these farmers know about the programmes through advanced

advertisement, promotions, farm papers, news paper and

through agriculturar representatives" He asserts that the

major planning problem "Ì.¡as walking into the studio and

doing the broadcast, ..., the problem was to take it off the

paper [script] and put it on the air.'r He clai¡ns that the

problem was solved "by doing it." According to him, "ooo by

experience you met your daily problems, you sol-ved your

dai1y problems, and did the broadcast."

Production; Communication expert #3 contends that it
vras the responsibirity of the producer to get them "on" and

"off" the air. "The producer was in charge of the programs'

production technically, " and he offered advice on

presentation, but the content was the responsibility of the

f arm commentaLors ( broadcasters ) . The producers Ì,¡ere arso

assisted by some technicians. The programmes were produced
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primarily in the cBc studio and sometimes during "national
farmers' meetings" and conferences. The information used for
production was collected in a variety of ways. He thinks
that "farmers learn by looking over the fence and see how

their neighbours do things.' Thus, the extension agents

talked to leading farmers in ' the region about their new

techniques and innovations and put it on the air. other
information was collected from Universities and experimental

farms. communication expert #3 folrows "the seasons of the

year." He contends that the seasons of the year determine

the types of information given to farmers. He gave various
examples: Now, when it's 30 below zeîo in Winnipeg today,
v¡e wourdn't be telling them about growing tomatoes or a lot
of other things; we would try to have some of the

information topical about how to keep the calves warmr or

how to keep the baby lamb warm, FinaIIy,
encountered several problems during production.

he

These

problems ranged from insufficient budget to "people higher
up in the echelon" who thought that they knew broadcasting

better, telling him what to do and how to do it.

DeJ.ívery; communication expert #3 is convinced that the

noon hour is the 'ideal time' for farmers to listen to the

radio broadcast because farmers have "their big meal" and "a
rest" at noon. Alternatively, he thinks that 6:00 to B;00 in
the morning would be advisabre, but contends that the ideal
time "depends on the area and on the farming practices",,For
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Farm Radio Forum, the actual broadcast time was Monday night
at 9 o'clock, Iocal time. The actual length of the programme

was 30 minutes - 25 minutes discussion and 5 minutes

provincial report. Communication expert #3 feels that a

variety of different specialists should be involved, but

craims that the "number one man" v¡as the "farm broadcaster,"

followed by the technical and production people. He feels
that the programme forms should vary 

"
He suggests

Àccording to"discussions"r "debates", and " interviews. "

him, the format would be:

to tell Ifarmers] what you are going to tell
them, then you tell them, and then you tell them
what you already told them"

He thinks that farm papers, nevrspapers and posters were used

in conjunction with radio broadcasts. He craims that farmers

Iisten to the daily broadcasts "at home or on their car

radios or on their tractor radios or in their vrorkshops or

wherever." For Farm Radio Forum, he affirms that farmers got

together in sma11, and sometimes, Iarge groups and listened
to "the discussion type programs. " For some speciaI
programs, the sma1l and large groups met at a central
location and "they might have a hundred people there, and at
that time they might put on some other type of a program. "

Communication expert #3 asserts that the "weekly reports"
and the "Ietters" received were the arrangements for
f eedbac k f rom the audience to the broadcast

stat ion/proð,ucer. ^A,lternativeIy, he thinks that they get
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"feedback best by talking with people and being invited to

sit down and have a coffee with them or sit down and have a

meal with them. This is where ooo," he proclaims, "we kind

of knew what they Ifarmers] wanted and we tried to provide

that information." Communication expert #3 claims that the

major problems encountered during delivery v¡a s

"nervousness. " And to solve this problem, "don't think
you're talking to a thousand people or five thousand people

or a million people, just think you're talking to one

person, .oott

Evaluation: Communication expert #3 contends that "You

never know" how effective your programmes vrere, but claims

that their programmes were very effective, especially, the

program: "This Business of Farming" which had the highest

audience rating of 51eo. He indicates that the effectiveness

of their programmes were judged through "audience ratings."
À1so, they checked their effectiveness by talking to

farmers, from people talking to them and from the reactions

they got when they went to the country. For him, the

programmes v¡ere aimed at "411 the farmers on the prairies

[rural communities] " and "to as many people as wanted to

turn" their radio on. The audience actually reached was "À

fair percentage. " He thinks that farmers "Iearned nev¡

techniques, some old techniques; they got up-to-date market

information that would be difficult to get from other

sources." Communication expert #3 met more people and talked
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to more people; he had a good working relationship or

rapport with a wide cross-section of specialists. His major

evaluation problem was to answer alt the letters received,

and he did it by working very hard.

RecommendaiionEB In his recommendations, communication

expert #3 made the following suggestions:

1. "Keep it lt¡re programS simple and ta]k to them in

their kind of language."

¿"

3.

4.

tr

Convert the "technical
understandable language "

"ta1k to them in a friendly
odd mistake, oo"o"

Design and direct the

audience.

Deliver the programme by

you want to teII them, tell
what you have already told

jargon" into everyday,

kind of way and make the

pro9ramme to the target

telling the

them, and

them.

audience what

then, teIl them

He cautions: "don't talk over and above the head of the

audience, be with them." FinaIIy, communication expert #3

foresees availability of radio sets as a problem. He thinks

that the farm broadcasters in corporation with the

producers, programme directors and the person that controls
the budget will be capable of solving any emerging problems.

In sum, he suggests having a good working relationship with

the people one works with; and with people above and below

the hierarchy.
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4,5 INTERVIET{ flle

PerEonal Data;

journalist, farm

director of Radio

Before his resignat

gather informat ion,

the proper informat

ST'MMARY ANALYSTS.

Communication expert

broadcaster and also

Southern Manitoba" for

ion on December 31, 1985

"to write it and make

ion" and to disseminate

#4 was a "farm

farm programme

fourteen years 
"

, his job was to

sure you've got

the informat ion "

Purpose and PlanningB Communication expert #4 was Lhe

"chief cook and bottle washerrr - "one-man department." He

thinks that the goals of disseminating agricultural
information to farmers in rural communities was "to
communicate and then to understand the farmer." Àlthough he

did not state what to communicate to farmers, he claims that
it can only be done by spending "a lot of time developing

contacts, developing credibility and then trying to get the

information . . . " He feels that the goals are determined by

experience and he learned his job basically by doing it
Àccording to him,

Basically you Iisten to the rural community, you
find out from industry people and then determine
what you feel are the goals for the audience you
have before you.

Although the final goals were determined by the general

manager and himself, they soughL ideas and opinions of

"fe11ow journalists and the rural community" they were

directing their broadcasting. In terms of determining the

contents and topics of broadcasts, communication expert #q
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follows "the current information, the current news" and "the
seasons of the year. " Some of the actual contents were

determined through " farm meet ings, " "good nevrs stor ies,
feature information" in which a farmer tell-s stories of

hís/ìner accomplishments. He claims to be "solely in charge

of determining the topics" while the community (farmers) aid
in determining the contents of broadcast" He feels that
there were various target audience: "the farmer - the

producer - [and] the producer's famiIy. " Other target
audience includes "the farmer's wife, " "the general public, "

and "the industry people" which he referred to as "the old

grain trade. "

Communication expert #4 thinks that the target audience

was involved in the planning process "but not directly." He

contends to have sought ideas and information from industry
people " informally" and because of his establi shed

relationships, the industry peopleand the audience "vrere

quite open with" him. "They could tell Ihim] what was

going, and what wasn't going." He maintains that the target
audience knows about the programmes through promotions on

their radio stations; through "personal promotion telling
people directly off-air," through "the farm newspapers," and

through :the local rural community papers." He claims that
they "didn't have any major problems" during planning,

rather they tried to have a "steady improvement in ltf¡eir]
broadcast Is] . rr
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Productione Communic'ation expert #4 produced his radio

programmes in a specific way. He went out in the field

"to a farm meeting, to the farmer's yard, the farmer's

tractor, whatever the case" - to conduct interviews; he

conducted telephone interviews; he wrote up (edited) t¡re

information by taking "the best of that interview, go to the

production studio and then put it together on tape. "

Communication expert #q was mainly involved in the

production process " He claims that his programmes were

produced "Anywhere" - "whether it was Brandon or Winnipeg or

Chicago or wherever, o o o " He strongly contends that his
production information was collected

[he] ]ras talking to people and just keeping that
information and using it. to the best of lhisl
abi t i ty.

"Àbsolutefy", he concedes the seasons of the year "rea1Iy
determined the content" and the kind of information to be

broadcast. He recognizes the fact that "Radio is immediate"

and his major problem was "Trying to get the information" on

immediately. A second major problem was finding a person to
interview, "talk to" and after being successfuJ., the person

is "unwilling to talk." A third problem was "the Iimiting
time factor" of radio. To this effect, he cautions, "you

have to be careful that you don't water lttte information]

down, ... so that you lose the meaning of the story."
Finally, he claims that these probtems were solved through

"the credibility" he had developed in the industry.
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Deliverys In terms of delivery, communication expert #+

claims that the 'idea1 time' is different "for different
farmers and is dependent upon the time of the year.rr "The

ideal timet o.c, would be anywhere from 6:00 to 8:00 in the

morning and from 12200 to 12230 extended to 1:00 during the

lunch hour." His actual broadcast time starts with "the

farm almanac at 5:30 in the morning and goes through

until 7:00 A.M. That's interspersed with farm news, regular

news, sports, farm market informatiom, farm calender,

upcoming events, and a current farm newscast." Other actual

broadcast time is "between 12200 lnoon] and 2¿00 P"M. " He

thinks that the actual length of programmes vrere very short;
his "actual time probably was about fourty-five to fifty
minutes" of agricultural information a day. According to
him, "the ideal time for an individual slotted programme

would be five minutes, but if you're going to use markets

combined with it, twenty to twenty-five minutes is the other

overal package. "

Although he "had involvement lUVl a lot of the newspeople

at Itfre] station" ¡communication expert #4 claims that he

"was involved mainly" in the delivery process. He contends

that the programmes took the forms of "interviews, some

discussion, " "commentary", and "regular f arm ner.¡s stories".
He claims that "print" is used in conjuction with radio "but

only on very specialized subjects and occasions". The print
is also used "to promote an event, promote a meeting, to
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He thinks that "À11 farmers are

individualists and independents", Thus, they listen to
radio programmes " individually". "SecondIy", he concedes,

"there would be some 'family circles' that would listen, but

by f.ar, the ma jority would be individually". In terms of

arrangement for feedback, he claims that the audience "knew

that they could tell lbroadcasting stat lon/broadcaster] when

they liked It¡re programJ, whether it was good information or

whether Itttey] were missing". He also claims to "get some

organized feedback" through dialogue by getting together

"with smal1 groups of farmers informally mostly, Iand]

sometimes formally, . o n " but not on a regular basis.

Communication expert #4's major problem during delivery was

"l-ack of time. "He thinks that lack of time causes "a bit of

lack of professionalism in putting together the program". He

attempts to solve the problems by working

harder at it. Concentrated more and instead of
rushing on with inf ormation, lfre] just made sure
that lhel had researched it and written it and put
it together well so that [he] wouldn't run into
those problems.

Evaluation: In terms of evaluation, communication

his programmes were very effective" He

the success of a radio station by the

it possess. He claims to have done

evaluations In a var i ety of vrays: firstly,
"sel-f-evaluation", secondly, "your boss's evaluation and

expert #+ feels that

contends to "measure

number of listeners"

thirdly, informal evaluations by your auCience'and friends
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that you counted on doing that. " He thinks that the total-

"radio audience" aimed at "was about 100r000 a week"; and

that "95eo of all the people in Manitoba can get [tfreir]
signa1". He feels that "it's awfuJ-Iy difficult to determine

the actual number" reached, but cIaims that they got "a

good chunk." He feels that the target audience learned

"current nelrs, weather and market information". ÀIso, "they
Learned reliability and when to get" the information. He

strongly claims to have learned so much; " about

agriculture", "about information", about "how things

happen", about "how everything was rea11y put together and

how it worked and then to love peopIe." He claims that

"to get a consistent evaluation" vras the major problem

encountered, and as a result, they It¡te radio station] "were
just careful how those kinds of evaluations were used. "

Recommendat,ion¡ Based on his experience, communication

expert #4 made the following recommendations:

To devel-op "credibility", to know the "audience" and

to know "what they want".

To use "expertise" and "get down to basics" in such a

way that they will "understand it".
To "go down to the farmer" and "ask him how he did

it"; "go to the expert" and ask him, 'how do you

suggest it?' And then "put those two programs

side-by-side".

1.

2.

3"
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onr" To 'always keep your nose down'

the people you are serving".
"dontt look down

In sum, Communication expert #4 cautions

You've got to learn your audience, you've got togo back there and not try and ram down their
throats theories and things that work in Canada
because what may work in Altona may not work in
Steinbach.

communication expert #4 thinks that the major pitfarl to be

avoided is to "turn off" the audience. Again he cautions;
"o.o, you be carefuI that you don't turn off your audience

before you've even started". He seems to forsee the

possession of "good eguipment", and the use of radio as a

"propaganda thing" as a problem. He thinks that "people who

are genuinely interested in getting the information to the

producerrr - farmers - will- be capable of solving these

problems. Finally, He thinks that the only way to resoLve

these problems is "to work at it."

4.6 INTERVI Ew f 5 s SttMt{ilRY ANALYSI S.

PersonaL Datae Communication expert #5 has been a

"journarist" for thirty years. He spent ten years with a

private broadcasting station, and twenty years with the

canadian Broadcasting corporation (cBc). At the time of the

interview, he was a " sen ior news edi tor " and the

"legisrative political reporter in Manitoba" for cBc. He vras

also a "senior producer and editor" which invorved major

news, special events and major world conferences, such as
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the Commonwealth conferences " His major duties include

"editorial lineupstt - editing for the CBC major radio

newscasts. Besides his experiences in the "Commonwealth

conferencesr't communication expert #5 has "worked in
Singapore and Jamaica" as "Senior producer and editor" of

major newscasts"

Purpose and PlanningB CommunicaLion expert #5 claims

that his goal(s) of diseminating information is to provide

farmers with "economic trends as Ifarmers] might be effected

by government actions." He determines the goal(s) by talking
and getting feedback from "farmers and agents"; and by

asking: "what do these people need to know from me, and how

can I mold or fold that into my political oriented stories
.".? He claims to be "self-assigning." Thus he is in charge

of determining the goal(s) "through [nls] experience and

background"; determining "what topics are going to be

broadcast"; and the contents of broadcast.

Communication expert #5 claims to have two types of

target audience: "the farm audience" and the "urbant'

audience. These "t,arget audience, basically, Iare not]

involved in the planning process unless they are farmers

o o . " He a.sserts that the target audience knows about CBC

broadcasts "because it has been traditional in the CBC to
put aside that time of day for the farm audience." Although,

if they are doing a "special program", the target audience

will be informed through promotions" Finally, communication
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expert #5 feels that his major "problems are deadtines." He

thinks that "that's a personal problem, one of logistics,
IUut] not one of content. "

Productiong In terms of production, Communication expert

#5 explained in detail, the production process of two major

radio programs: "Sunday Magazine" and "Sunday Morning." In a

nutshell, the production process follows these steps:

1"

¿.

I

¿.

"Make up a list" of topics.
Conduct research on them"

"Decide what Ittre] ma jor topics were 1ikeIy to be. "

"Send out telex messages" to "foreign correspondants"

and "national reporters across the country and to any

freelance reporters across the country or around the

worId, depending whether it was a national or

international story. "

Request their advice and contributions.
Collect advice and contributions through the

"broadcast circuits. "

"Edit to maybe a 15 18 minutes section, based

on pac ing, interest , entertainment value . o o "

Broadcast.

L

6.

7"

8.

Àlternatively, they "do

reports." Communication

programmes are produced

information is colLected

the programme live, with telephone

expert #5 asserts that the

in the CBC studio; and the

"through staff members, reporters,
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f oreign correspondents and al-so f reerancers. " He f eel-s that
the seasons of the year effect and determine the kinds of

information given to farmers. "For instance, in every

spring, you're going to be looking for a flood story. In

every summer, you're going to be looking for a drought

story. Every fall, you're worried abouti too much snow, . o.

Seasonal sLuff."

DeLiverys In terms of delivery, communication expert #5

thinks "that the ideal broadcast time Is] wourd be between

5:30 and 7230 in the morning for agricurtural information."
He believes that "the noon to two o'clock period", which is
his actual broadcast time, "is the best." In his own case,

the lenght of programmes "varies. It's not a hard and fast
thing. " He concedes the "farm specialist" as one who is
mainly involved in the derivery process. He thinks that the

broadcasts are basically "discussions, ..., and interviews."
He feels that "There are no formal arrangements for
feedback although, I do get a chance to talk to a lot of

farmers and agents. I get from them, informally, at least,
some idea of the things that interest them and the kind of

information they want to get from me."

EvaLuation¡ In terms of evaluation, Communication

expert #5 has "no r{ay of evaluat ing those things Itrl s

programsl, [has] no way of knowing how effective they

are.rr He has "no idea" of the size of audience aimed at or

actually reached. He explains: "Basically, in the news
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department r w€ really don't câE€. " He "doesn I t know" what

the target audience learned f ron his program(s) " "411 lfre]

realty knows is that they continue[d] to listen." But did

not state how he came to know that the target audience

continued to listen. Lastly, communication expert #5 guesses

that the target audience learned "the sort of basic survival

information, i f you wi1l, that they need. " They learned

"what kind of political decisions are being taken o.. r that

might affect them ..oo"

Recommendations¡ Communication expert #5 suggests

getting "a radio into the hands of everybody"" He feels that

the "pitfalls to be avoided in any sort of broadcasting are

talking down to Itfre] audience." Secondly, taking "it for
granted that everyone understands the code words ltechnical
jargons] involved." Finally, he cautioned: "stay away from

taking it for granted that people know what you are talking
about. "

4.7 INTERVIEW #6: ST'MMÀRY ANÀLYSIS.

PersonaL DaÈa! Communication expert #6 has been "media

specialist or communication specialist" for thirteen years.

Her job as communication specialist is "to make Manitoba

farmers, specifically, avrare of government policies and

programmes that might be of use to them and also to provide

them with knowledge of technical information, production

information, that kind of thing. Tools that they can use in
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their farm business. " Her major duties incl-ude "regular
radio progr-amming, " "television programmingr" "newspaper and

press releases, feature stories," and training of "other

extension workers" as welI as "assistIing] them in doing

audio-visual presentation to farmers." She performs these

duties by conducting "interviews with farmers, preferably,

industry or extension staf f . . . ," by talking to "most

knowledgeable" individuals, "pick up the information and

script it oo"o" Thus, she suggestss "try and use a farmer to

say what you want said."

Purpose and PlanningB Communication expert #6 thinks

that "the first and foremost goa1" of disseminating

agricultural information is to improve farmers' "farm

management ability so that they can enjoy a better Iifestyle
...." Thus, "everything v¡e do is directed towards trying to

help those people have a better quality Iife." She thinks

that the goals are determined "first and foremost, by

observation of the situation, decidinq what the needs are

Mostly [¡V] observation and discussion with the farm

community. " She feels that "the current minister of

agricul-ture and his government has the final sây," but

contends that the goals are determined through "a joint

effort. " She explains:

But reaIIy, I would say its a joint process, very
much between the actual government, civil service
and the producers themselves who will be affected.
Industry is involved.
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Communication expert #6 claims that the topics and contents

of the broadcasts are determined by its timeliness and

importance to farmers" "Sometimes, things are very timely.
Sometimes, the topic is decided because a nevr programme has

just been announced or there has been a weather crisis,
a foot of rain on the ground. Is there any hope of getting
the grain off the fields? Certainly, that decides lwhatl ttte

topic of the broadcast is going to be for that specific
time. Otherwise, they woul-d tend to be determined" by

listening and asking, "what are people interested in now?

What would be topical? sit down with the beef specialist
and sây, what have you been doing a lot of these days?" She

claims that "whoever is doing the interview" is in charge of

determining the topics and contents of the broadcats.

According to her, they are determined "arbitrarily by the

person doing the interview. We would decide what were the

key things. "

Communication expert #6 feels that the target audience

varies, f'It can be a general farm audience. It can be

directed at a specific segment say the beef producer, the

dairy producer, the rape seed grower, the alphalfa seed

grovrer. It varies with your message whether it is something

of interest to the general farming community." She strongly
feels that the target audience is "informally involved" in
the planning process. "There isn't a formal planning

process, but through general discussions with producers
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and extension staff who would be responsible for that

specialty, " they are involved. She notes that the "Country

Comment has been on the air for years in Manitoba. Some

peopJ-e have Iistened to it forever, [and] it's generally

placed in the farm broadcast periods. So, if they Ifarmers]

are to listen to a farm broadcast on a station, they are

going to catch the program." That's how farmers know about

her broadcasts. Also, some spec iaI programmes are

"advertised" and "promoted heavi1y by the radio station
o o o o " The major problems she encountered during planning is
"other people that lshe is] working with. o o., they never

want to make a committment to [planningl and they never want

to put the time to do it It can always be put off." She

strongly contends that the solution to this problem is

"flexibility."

Production: Communication expert #6 produces her

programmes as folIows: "Determine the interviews, do the

interviews, listen to them, time them landl edit." She

indicates that the "audio technician," who "takes care of

all the actual editing [and] re-recording, " and the

secretary who "types out the inserts . . . " are all involved

in the production process. "Its
feels that the interviews could

a three person thing"" She

be recorded at any place:

takes

master

somebody's kitchen, a barn, a feedlot," the editing
place in the office and "the actual recording of the

tape and dubbing is done in the studio"" The
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information used for production is collected through "on

site interviews with producers or extension staff or

industry people, Iand] some studio interviews, if you 're
dealing with specialist oooo" "Definitely," the seasons of

the year affect the kind of information given to farmers,

she claims. She "indicates that interviewing" somebody who

is afraid, a person who is nervous" may be a major

production problem" Further, she claims that the "distance"

to travel is a problem" To drive "v¡eII over one hundred

miles to do [an] interview for a tape that is going to last
for two and half minutes. " But she "can't solve" this
problem, rather she tries to "get better mileage out of the

trip by spending the day with the troca1 staff," other

farmers and writing a press release.

Deliverys Communication expert #6 feels that the ideal

broadcast times to farmers would be "very early in the

morning and somewhere around the noon time from, o. o , 12"30

to 2.00." She claims that "Most farmers have their radios on

when they 're having breakfast"" Also, "they are very much

trained for the noon slot farm broadcasts." Thus, her actuaf

broadcast times ("the regular Country Comment runs generally

in the noon slot.") are "early in the morning [and] at

noon.rr In terms of the length of her radio programs, "ooo

the Country Comment i s 21 /2-3 minutes. The special

programming, like the home study programs, those are five
minutes" Impact kind of things would be at a maximum, ninty
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seconds, preferably less, news items, that sort of thing

oooo" The programmes are short "Because time is money for
broadcasters" Because we have found out that the farmer

is highly unlikely to sit and listen for ten minutes." She

indicates that they are using radio "primaril-y as an

avrareness rather than, ...¡ âs a fuI1 education medium." She

feels that "the farm broadcasters, thei r programme

directors, and the news directors and a1l of the

aforementioned production people from the interview unit"
are involved in the delivery process.

The forms of her programmes are "straight scripts" and

" interviews. " Straight scripts are used, especially, if " it
is a very complicated subject and would be extremely

difficult to cover in an interviev¡ situation." Communication

experL #6 uses radio and print to "support each other.I' She

does "a radio item as an avrareness . . . and put [sJ a more

extensive press release out. It gives a good deal more

information, i f possible, and lshel back [s] up a

technical process with some sort of a handout sheet that
gives aI1 detailed technical information on the how to [do]

in the sirnplest possibte f orm, ptrêf erably, with diagrams and

illustraLions." In some cases, she uses "a radio item as an

awareness item | .. o I for a particular technique, method,

message that [she wanLs] to get across. Then, have a farm

meeting" with the "target audience" and some leading

technical people who have got the information to deliver
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oonotr These technical people uses "some posters." She uses

"lots of slides for audio-visual presentation. "The

field extension staff" and a "l-ot of video tapes" are also

used. Thus, communication expert #6 uses a variety of media

pr ints, posters, sl ides, extension staf f , press release

and video tapes in conjunction with the radio broadcats.

She claims that farmers listen to the broadcast

"individually or at lunch with the wife at the tab1e."

Although there are "no formalized structure f.or getting
feedback from the target audience," she claims to "get lots
of Ifeedback], mostly, because people wilI walk in the

office or phone and sây, 'I heard this on Country

Comments or on CBC, What have you got about it?"'
Àccording to her, farmers do listen and respond. "Just make

a mistake, its a great little pi11 for feedback."

Evaluation; Communication expert #6 doesn't "have formal-

evaluation techniques" but thinks that the broadcasts are

"guite effective." She evaluates her programs by "asking

Ifarmers] where they get their information" on an "informal
basis in a local area." Also, She claims that the Manitoba

Department of Àgriculture, Communication branch "has done

surveys, asking Ifarmers] where they get their information."
Further, she contends to get "more informal feedback

from staff and farmers." In terms of 'size of audience',

she is "trying to hit all the farmers in three (Interlake,

Eastern and Central) regions." She claims that "the Country
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Comment programme would be aimed at trying to reach every

farmer in Manitoba" hoÌvever, she concedes that "that's
impossible." "The biggest thing" she thinks farmers learn

f rom her programmes i s "where to get informat ion. " She

indicates to have learned "thousands of things. Its a

tremendous experience for me." She has had "the opportunity

to talk to provincial specialists, internat ional

researchers, scientists, land] farmers who are doing things
on their farm" The opportunities are absolutely endless."

The knowledge that I have picked up, both general
and specific t ... is just marvelous. Its better
education, in some l¡ays, than going to university
for fifteen years because you 've got such a broad
spectrum. It's just great, the opportunities and
the people are so terrific.

Her major problem during evaluation "is the evaluation

itself . There is no way of doing it statistically and

accurately. they tend to evaluate the effectiveness
how effective the information has gotten out lbut] not how

it got there." The "only evaluation that matters to me" is
finding out if "something change[dJ on their farm or their
operation because they heard that program." Unfortunately,

she knows of "no way of getting that kind of specific
information. " Hence,

problem.

Recommendat, ions:

"don't have [an] answer to" the

Communication expert #6 thinks that
radio "is basically a v¡ay of creating awareness and starting
thought." She feels that "it must be backed-up, somehow, .by
person-to-person contact Iand] by demonstrations." She gave
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interpreted thusly;

example which,
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part, can be

start to
it as

basis to

be solved by

with the
trust and
head and

1n

1"

2"

2

TelI them what you v¡ant to tell them

Show them what you told them;

Ànd everyone could do it.

According to her, "its a great way of getting people

thinking. I ts a great vray of becoming av¡are of changes

they can make, of technigues that are available to them, of

people that are available to themt ... But it has to be

backed up by more." She thinks that "Trying to put too much

information" in a programme is a pitfall to be avoided.

Another is "timing for lone's] convenience, for the

broadcasters convenience, rather than for the audience

convenience. " I n reflect ion, she recommends keeping the

programmes "short and concise [becausel people's attention
spans are not that great. " And to "better know when lttte

target audience] are prepared to listen. " The "biggest
problem" she foresees for the uses of radio in a developing

country is:
encouraging people to actually

listen to it; to actually think of
something they want to do on a regular
get information.

She strongly contends that these problems can

Someone who has a good relationship
target audience. Someone whom they
respect. Idea1ly, someone who isn't
shoulder above them.
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According to her, they "have repeatedllyJ found that the

best extension worker is the well-respected farmer in the

community. if there is a natural leader or someone who tends

to be respected as the guy who has done the best job with

whatever he's 9ot, that person is the most capable of

encouraging people to make use of that new resource. If you

are the person who is initiating the things, its up to you

to find that person[sJ and get them on your side." In terms

of approaches for problem resolution, she recommends the use

of:

1.

¿"

)

extension advisory groups
organizations consisting of
Itfre] target group.

those individuals in the
try and identify what is most
be said.

Community involvement.

f orma 1
people from

community to
important to

She feels that "the person who is actually doing the

programming" should get out in the community and become

known "so that people lwiIll feel comfortable with him, or

so that he or she is one of them. Finally, communication

expert #6 concludes the interview by indicat ing that

"knowing your audience is the biggest thing. [tnat] you

can't rea1ly know them unless you 've spent time with them,

seeing where they are now because you always have to start
from there. "
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4"8 I¡{TERVÏEW #7e STMMARY ANALYSIS.

PersonaL DaÈaB Communication experL #7 has been a "media

specialist for twenty-two years. " His job as a media

specialist is to extend practical agricultural information,

as well as government and departmental policies to rural-

farmers. His major duties include the production of radio,

and some television programs; and publication of press

rel-eases. Communication expert #7 performs his duties by

planning and coordinating, by direct interviews with

farmers, and by editing and preparing the radio programmes

that goes to rural Manitoba.

Purpose and PlanningB Communication expert #7 claims

that the goal of disseminating agricultural information is
to improve farmers' "income and standard of living in rural
manitoba." He thinks that the goal is determined through

"planning processes with staff", but concedes that his

director and other regional directors are in charge of

determining the goals. He contends that the topics of

broadcasts are determined in two ways:

i"

¿"

Through ident i fying
production people (

interpreting them to

Through "unplanned"

result of emergency

the major concerns of the

farmers ) in each region and

determine the topics,

events - topics determined as a

e.g. crop disease.
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He claims to be in charge of determining the topics, and

sometimes, with the assistance of a specialist in that
particular area, ê.9. crop specialist. He affirms that the

contents of broadcasts are determined through "consultation"
with some individual such as "specialists, agricultural
representatives and/or farmers. " But contends to be in

charge of determining these contents. He has two kinds of

target audience: "farmers in most cases", and "in some

cases, the urban peopIe." He claims to occassionally involve

the target audience in the planning process through

"surveys" and by sending "questionnaires" to them. He feels
that some of the target audience knows about their
broadcasts through "promotions by the radio station."

Production! Communication exper t #7 produces his radio

programmes by: 1. Conducting interviews and recording them

on tapes " 2. Editing and scripting the interviews. 3.

Re-recordíng/re-taping the interviews to produce the finai
product. Communication experL #7 and a technician (who puts

the tapes together ) are the only people involved in the

production process" According to him, the programmes are

produced "initially in the field and put together in [his]
offic€o" The information used for production are coll-ected

through "straight interviews with farmers and agricultural
production people." He strongly feels that the seasons of

the year effect the kinds of information given to farmers.

For example, we cannot provide information on "winLer
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f eeding of beef during Ju1y" ( summer ) nor can !,re provide

information on "forage harvesting" in January (winter) " His

major production problem is to decide on the appropriate
person to interview. He claims to sofve this problem through

"experience" and "consultation" with extension agents and

farmers.

Deliveryå He feels that the ideal radio broadcast time

to farmers is "between 12200 to 12:30"" Examples of actual
broadcast times are between 6¡00 to 7:00 p.m., 7"00 to7.30

a.m. and 1.00 p"m. He claims that the lenght of his
programmes are between two to three minutes, because it is
convenient for the radio station. He feels that any time

longer than three minutes "may not be desirable." He cl-aims

that, since the broadcasts are "pre-taped items", himself

and the technicians are involved in the delivery process.

He contends that the programmes take the form of "interviews
and scripted commentary. " He claims to use television
(titmed items) and press rel-eases (print) in conjuction with
the radio broadcasts" He thinhs that the "majority of

farmers" listen individually while in their cars, tractors
and barns. He feels that there should be some kind of

arrangement for feedback from farmers.

Evaluation; Communication expert #7 claims that there

are "no documents to say how effective" his programmes are.

He evaluates his programmes through "general feedback from

staff and the target audience." He supposes that the size of
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In terms of

what the target audience learned, he thinks that "they're
kept aware of timely agricultural production and management

inf ormation to the extent of Ittreir] programme topics. r' He

concedes to have gained "more practical understanding of

agriculture and its oroblems a better understanding of

what the on-farm problems are and also the complexity

of those problems." He feels that "trying to get an accurate

eval-uation is probably the main problem. " Also, trying to
find out "what people really feel about the programmes and

how they can be improved and be more effective" as other

problems. FinaIly, Communication expert #7 feels that these

evaluation problems can be resolved by "Asking perhaps more

relevant questions

questionnai res" , and

Recommendations e

in the evaluations and the

by trying to "avoid biases."

CommunícaLion expert #7 recommends

keeping "the radio messages Iprogrammes] tairly simple and

understandable." He t,hinks that the pitfa1ls to be avoided

is being "too specific. Be fairly general. Yet detailed
enough that they can get guidance in a particular practice",
he suggests" According to himr w€ should not "lead people

to think that ltfrel message is the ultimate and final answer

rather that they are guides and suggestions." FinalIy, he

feels that the programmes "should be presented in such a v¡ay

that the user can relate his own situation to it and not get

trapped into he has to adjust and adapt the practice to

suit his own particular situations."
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&"9 ÏNTERVIEW #8 e ST,MI{ARY ANALYST S.

Personal DaLas -Communication expert #8 has been a "farm

news broadcaster" for twenty-one years" His job as a

communicator is to "gather agricultural information from

various organízaLions that are directed to farmers and to
put the information in the simplest form possible and

transmit to the Iistening audience." According to him, his
major duties are, " o o n gathering newsworthy agricultural
information, putting it together in the simplest form

possible so that the listening audience can understand it
and putting it on the air. t' He claims to perf orm his duties

gather the information I'By attending various agricultural
conventions, talking to the farm people that are directly
involved in farmiDg."

Purpose and Planníng3 Communication expert #8 thinks
that the goal of disseminating information is to provide

farmers with "information of what is upcomiDg." He claims

to be in charge of determining the goals, the topics and the

contents of broadcasts. He contends that "The farm community

The rural- 1istener" are the target audience, and they are

involved in the planning process" Àccording to him,

indirectly they are because the target
audience is the farm community and the farm
community is a member of these agricultural
associations and when they hold their meetings and
the information that comes out of these meetings,
they determine. It's their comments.
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He feels that the target audience knew about their programms

"mainly through the habit of promotion of the programme

itself . " " , through the habit they get to know they're on, "

He claims not to have encountered any problem during
planning.

Production; Communication expert #B contents that the

programmes are produced by "Taking the small tape and a

microphone out into the area, tâlking to the people, just
carrying out interviews." He then takes the interviews and

"organize them at the studio and prepare them for the

air. r' He claims to be the only person involved in the

production processf and that the programmes are produced in

their station. He collects information for production by

"Circulating the rural community landl Talking to the

people." "Definitely," claims communication expert #8 that
the seasons of the year affect the kinds of information

given to farmers. For example, "During spring season you

talk about moi sture condi t ions t . . " faI1 season , you' re

getting into your harvest situation" Ànd in the Winter

it varies greatly " His major production problem i
"everyday problems. We have our breakdowns. "

Delivery; Communication expert #8 thinks that the ideal
broadcast times "could vary in some areas" but should be

"anywhere from 6:30 to 8:00 and 12¿00 and 1:00." His actual
broadcast times are : "6:45 in the morning " for a five
minute farm market; 7225 for a five minute farm nevrs; and

I

S
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between 12;05 and about 12t10,

depends on Lhe length, " for farm markets and "about ten

minutes of farm news following that." He claims that his
programmes are "five minutes each" in the morning and about

"fifteen minutes during the noon hour" He concedes to be the

only person involved in the delivery process. Ànd that the

forms of the programmes are "LargeIy intervievrs", "strictly
written copy" (scripts) and some commentary. He feels that
his programmes are not used in conjunction with other media,

but seems to say: "Just occasionally." He thinks that the

farmers Iisten "Individually." According to him, there's "No

definite arrangements" for feedback, but he claims to get

feedback "just from contact with people."

Evaluation: Communication expert #8 evaluates his
programmes from the comments of the "l-istening audience" and

Lhrough "se1f-evaluation. " He thinks that the size of

audience aimed at is very large "the population within our

listening areaonoo" But claims that "it's difficult " to say

the size actually reached" He feels that what the target
audience learned from his programmes "depends on the topic."
He feels that the whole programme is "an .educational
process." Thus, he claims to have learned whether he is
"improving or going backwards."

Recomendations; Communication expert #8 recommends

"Keeping the information direct, simple and putting it
across in the simplest form so that your listening audience
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to be avoidedcan understand i

is "Getting too

t. " He thinks

technical on a

that a pitfall

topic. "

4.10 TNTERVIEW #9E SUMMARY åNALYSIS.

Personal Dataa Communication expert #9 is the "general

manager of the Keystone Àgricultural Producers, a

lobbyist on behalf of the farmers in the Province of

Manitoba." He has been in "this sort of business for just

about thirty years." He was involved in the former Canadian

Farm Radio Forum. His job at that time "v¡as simply a

representative of the farm organizaticn office working with

the Farm Radio Forum Board. " Às major duties performed, he

"supervised the operation of Farm Radio Forum and lsets]
up workshops to help people that operate [dl Farm Radio

Forums.tt

Purpose and Plannings Communication expert #9 thinks

that the goals of disseminating agricultural information

were "to get farmers to examine and look at farm policy
questions. "

There were two kinds of information on Farm Radio
Forum. There vras some technical information in the
sense of technical farming but I think the more
important part of it from Farm Radio Forum point
of view was the broader discussions on economic
and social policies and possible solutions to
i ssues.

Communication experL #9 strongly contends that these goals

were determined "primarily by consensus.rt And that "the Farm

Radio Forum Board, nationally ", the provincial staff units
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and the "liason with the farm groups" wefe in charge of

determining these goa1s. He thinks that the topics of

broadcast were determined by the Board in consultation with

the CBC radio, but the Board "had the final say." He feels

that the contents of the broadcasts v¡ere determined by "the
people that were operating Farm Radio Forum [ffre noard] and

the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation ICsC]."

Communication expert #9

v¡as "farmers" and people

strongly that the target

claims that the target audience

in the "rura1 areas." He argues

audience were involved in the

provides two major kinds ofHeplanning process 
"

involvement:

He

in

One is, the Farm Radio Forum groups had a
represenLative body in which they had some voice
in what happened and then there was the
consultation with the existing farm organization
as well.

claims that the target audience knew about the programmes

two vJays.

There was a brochure issued giving the dates and
times and subject matters, and then the radio
itself, CBC, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation did
spot announcements.

Communication expert #9 did not conceive any major problems

during planning but feels that the difficulty was to "keep

it up-to-date and current with the issues." He explains;

"WiLh the decision in the month of September for the

following winter season we found that sometimes we got to
January and then vre would cancel the programme and put a new

one in because there was a new issue. So I guess, that's
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the biggest problem. To keep it up-to-date and current with

the issues. " He cl-aims to solve this problem by "leaving
some flexibility in the programming."

Productíona Communication expert #9 indicates that the

programmes were "panel discussions:, "some dramas" and "some

straight talks o" He concedes that "the national- staff of

the Farm Radio Forum and the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation staff" were involved in the production process.

He claims that the programs "vrere produced nationally in

different parts of Canada and sometimes in the province

or in a region. " He seems to indicate two types of

pr09rammr.ng: the "national" and the "regional or

provincial. " He thinks that the information used for
production v¡as collected by

going to the sources of people who have a
good deai of information. Whether that was
agricultural extension people, or whether that was
university people, or government, or private.

He thinks that the seasons of the year affected the kinds of

information given to farmers. kinds of information given to
f armers. Also, he "woul-dn' t say there were any ma jor
problems "

DeIiverys Communication expert #9 states that the ideal

broadcast time is in "the evenings", and the actual times

was "Monday evening at 8:30." He thinks that most of the

programmes v¡ere "thirty minutes" 1ong" He claims that those

involved in the delivery process "varied, depending on what
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ilthe subject was and what panel, or what presentation,

He contends that the forms of the programmes varied"

there were panel discussions, there were
debates, there were lectures, there were
interviews. You know a whoLe variety of
presentat i on .

He recalls that the broadcasts were used in conjunction with

"the print[edJ media." He explains why;

I Èhink that print media is quite important
because there vras often quite an additonal piece
of information provided which rea1Iy helped round
out the programme if you wanted to get more
detail.

Communication expert #9 claims that "al-most all" farmers

listened "in small groups of farm families." He thinks that
"there were three, four or five families coming together'
while others listened individually. In terms of the

arrangements for ' feedback' from the audience to the

broadcast station, he expounds:

They had a discussion Kit and often had forms or
questions posed to them and they answered them as
a group and provided answers back, at which time
summaries of the answers from all the discussion
groups | ... were broadcast five minutes at the end
of the show" saying ' on the subjecL of
international- trade | 43eo of the group reporting
said they favoured this o. n'

"ft vras a very informative feedback from the groups all
around", he argues. Comunication expert #9 feels that the

major delivery problem hTas the "difficulty lofl getting
people to get together on an evening o o " " He claims that

"there vÍas some intentions" to sol-ve this problem "but " . . in

those years, the 50'sr w€ didn't have tape recorders like we

have today." He explains,
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there were some attempts to tape it and play
it later and so onr but we really didn't have the
technology in those days to do it.

Evaluationa Communication expert #9 cl-aims that the

Farm Radio Forum programmes "vrere excellent" but thinks that

"they ran into a problem because of the whole changing

society, it didn't quite fit" But at one time, w€ were quite

effective." He seemed to claim that "there was no evaluation

at aII", but feels that the weekly report and "a big

evaluation at the end of each seasont' was done. These

evaluations, he contends, v¡as done by having the

"representatives of all areas ... come together and talk

about it." He indicates that "the farm audience at one time

was 30,000 and got up to reaching half a mil-Iion. " He

thinks that "there was a lot more learning and information

going on than Ithey] realized was happening." He claims that
farmers learned "how the system works, and national
perspective on things . o o " He concedes to have learned more

in "terms of the organization and carrying out of the

broadcasting and the feedback." He thinks that the major

problem encountered during evaluation hTas "trying to figure
out whether [ttrey] were doing the things that the farm

population wanted Ithem] to do. " But he indicates that "you

never solve it, you just keep struggling with it." He feel-s

that the the only $¡ay to solve the problem is "to perfect

Itf,e] evaluation procedures and to ensure Ittrat they] were

getting as good a meeting as lthey] cou1d." He evaluates:
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"Obviouslyr wê didn't do all that welI, becauses if vre had

really been doing it, probably Radio Farm Forum would not

have died, it would have changed to something else."

Recommendationss Communication expert #9 claims not to
know the Nigerian "situation well enough" and thus, did not

recommend any approach. After some probing by the

interviewer, he suggested going "back to ltnel whole Farm

Radio Forum thing." He thinks that the pitfalls to be

avoided is starting a programme without committment by

farmers. He advises as well as cautions:

start by asking questions of the farmers.
if such a program was provided would they want toparticipate? you don't start the programme until
you get a fairly good committrnent out there that
they want it.

In terms of problems foreseen for the uses of radio in the

agricultural extension services of a developing country, he

raises the question: do "farmers have radios?"

4 "11 INTERVIEW #1 O; ST,MMARY ANALYSIS.

Personal Datas Communication expert #1 0 is "an

agrologist, a member of the Manitoba Tnstitute of

Agrologists .. . " He is "the principal of the Agricultural_

Extension Centre, an adult education centre for rural
people, " in Brandon, Manitoba. He has been with "the
Manitoba Department of Àgriculture for thirty years r .. o the

last seven" years as a principal. Before this position, he

was "either an extension agent or county agent, ãgticultural
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communications, radio, televison,
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a media specialist in

f i lm product ion for
Manitoba Àgriculture" for "about twenty years.r' His job as

a communicator includes "using the radio and other media to
reach farm people, primarily to inform them of upcoming

courses at the centre o o . , " to organize and coordinate
interviews for "the farm media," to "promote workshops and

other things like that." He has had some experience in
developing countries" He was "in charge of a youth project"
in the Carribean Is1and of St. Lucia, .o., where he worked

with the "locaI people for about a month in 1967.,, In

1972, he vras in Nairobi, Kenya f or a month as a

"Commonwealth foundation exchange partner with a farm

journalist from Kenya." Finally, he was an employee of the

"united Nations, the Food and Àgrculture organization (reo)

for a year in 1978-79 
"

Purpose and Planning: Communication expert #1 0

indicates that "there are a number of goals for
disseminating agricurturar information to farmers in rural
communities"

First, it's to inform people of other available
information, tell- them about events that they
could attend, where they coul-d pick up information
on their own. Number two, there is quite a lot of
direct information on how to grovr, how to farm,
basic information. Now is the time to plant
now is the time to spray Thirdly, there is
also good information and it's sought after by
farmers as to what the prices are today, what the
market is }ike, when you should sel-I your wheat
because the market is such and suchr or what the
prices are of yoi:r livestock, and so on.
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Àl-so, he thinks that, in the early days, there were

programmes that basically !¡ere entertainment programs, with

a rural flavor to them," but today, "entertainment is not a

rol-e of the agricultural media per se. " He claims that
these goals are "determined basically by the reguirements of

the farming public" by sort of a trial and error basis."
He feels that " the programme directors and the farm

directors" on each radio station are in charge of

determining these goals "because of the revenue. " He

claims that the topics and contents of broadcasts are

determined by "what is topical today," and "by mingling and

talking with farmers on a regular basis." He feels that "the
farrn director or the person in charge of the programs" -
"usualIy the farm broadcaster is in charge of determining

the topics and contents of the broadcasts."

Communication expert #1 0 contends that "the target
audience is obviously the farmer and his famiIy." He feels
that the target audience are "not very often, hardly ever"

involved in the planning process 
"

According Lo him,

"they're involved if the farm director chooses to send out a

questionnaire" or asks them to'phone in and tell me how you

feel- about this'" He thinks that the target audience knew

about the broadcasts through promotions. He claims that the

major planning problem is "time . just getting the time

to get the information put together," and that this problem

is solved by "working fcjurteen hours insLead of twelve hours

a day. "
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Productions Communicatíon expert #1 0 "rea1Iy doesn't

have a programme of [his] own," but produces radio items by

recording them on a cassette or a "reel-to-reel recorder."

He is the only person "involved in the production process

because there's nobody else around to do it." He thinks
that "a portion" of the programmes (items) are produced i.n

his office (Brandon) while the rest are done either at the

radio station and/or "the Department of Agriculture" in

l,Iinnipeg. He feels that the whole information for production

is "in [his] head." He claims to have "done it for twenty

years, so [he] doesn't have to collect it. " After much

probing, he concedes to "record it on a reel record tape or

a cassette tape and mail it to Winnipeg." He strongly
contends that the seasons of the year "reaIIy affect the

kind of information" given to farmers. According to him,

There's no use talking about snow removal in the livestock
yard when it's the middle of JuIy. " He thinks that

"eguipment problems" are the major production problems

encountered, and he claims to solve this problem by "doing

it right the first time and trying to be more careful."

Delíveryl He feels that the "ideal broadcast times for
farmers" are from "7:00 to 8:30 A"M. and certainly from

12200 until 1 :00 P.M. " He claims that it is "changing

because more and more farmers have radios in their tractors
and their combines and they listen to the radio all day

Iong." He does not "have a programme per se" and thus, do
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not have 'actual broadcast times'" He feels Lhat the items

(programmes) he produces "are rarely more than two minutes"

because they form "part of another program. " He claims that
the "farm radio broadcaster" is involved in the delivery
process. Àccording to him,

The programmes are in the form basically of
interviews. Rare1y debates, sometimes discussions,
not very often lectures.

He thinks that the "interview format" is mostly used because

"it's been proven that that can be the most informative or

the most interesting $¡ay of getting information across."

Communication expert #10 claims that his radio items are

not used in conjuction with other media, but he "sometimes

records items and take slides to go along with them and that
f inds its way into tel-evision. " He thinks that farmers

listen, "almost invariably, Iin] family circles or

individually." He feels that the arrangements for feedback

from audience to broadcast stations "reaJ-ly doesn't exist."
FinaIly, his major delivery problem is not "getting enough

time to do it." He attempts to solve this problem "by

trying to allocate more time to it."

Evaluatione Communication expert #10 thinks that "it's
difficult to evaluate" radio programs (items) because they

may only be used as "a final reminder." He claims to be "a
pretty good judge" and as such, does "seff-evaluation." He

feels that the size of audience aimed at are those served by

the farm radio station"; but claims to "actually hit 10,000
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people or 1 5,000 people or whatever. But it's rather

difficult to knor,¡ for sure" the size actually reached, he

confesses. He concedes that farmers learned what the

interviewee - "the farmer has to say or the research person

has to say . o . " He claims to learn new information while

giving it to the public. According to him, if I ask

someone how to control weed in your Iawn, the public hears

it and they learn, but I learn too" Finally, his major

evaluation problem is not "getting enough time to design an

evaluation f orm" "

Recomendations Although

concedes that "the agricultural
developing country are in a

recommend approaches, he suggests

Communication expert #1 0

extension services of a

far better position to"
the following:

t.

2.

3.

¿"

Stand back and let them do it themselves
because they probably know best.

as much as possible, utilize the
language of the people you are talking to
and probably do not do radio programmes in
English if in fact most people rea1ly
relate better to a tribal J-anguage of some
kind.

the programmes should try to be
informal as opposed to lbeingl very
dictator ia1.

You've got to know who your audience is,
and you've got to always keep them in mind.

gradually bring a good idea from a
good producer, but bring it in as a single
subject .. .

L
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He thinks that the pitfall to be avoided is using radio as

"poIitical propaganda political- message. " In terms

problems foreseen, he raised two guestion:

what's the availability of radio in
the communities you are trying to reach?

What's the attitude of the government?

He thinks that "getting trained radio anouncers and farm

directors who can tark about farming and yet not sound like
big government officials of some kind; who can relate well
to the people in the country and still not preach to them"

may be a problem. He thinks that "people who have chosen

to learn more about farm radio from other countries are

probably in the best position to go back and advice."
According to him, "that's the best approach to resorve these

problems its presumptions for people, not from the

country, to think that they know what the best approach to
resolve problems in that country. Rea11y, you know best."

4 "12 INTERVIEW #1 1 s ST'MMARY A,NALYSI S "

Personal Data; Communication expert #11 has been "the
director of farm ner{s at the cKx" radio-television station
in Brandon, Manitoba, "for approximately two years." His job

is "to provide the most accurate and concise news on the

agriculture scene to producers" - farmers in Brandon; and to
provide "market information on commodities. " His major

29

a

of

t.

2"
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duties include: the provision of "tt¡o television casts a day

Ifor] approximately eight minutes ...t the provision of

"a half-hour television show each week at 6:30 P.M. on

saturdays and it deals specifically with agriculture and

agricultural issues and how they relate to Ittte grandon]

area; and the provision of "five radio broadcasts a day with

news." He claims to perform these duties in a variety of

ri¡ays: by using the "human resources in Lhe station " " " ì [UV]

tracking down leads, talking to people, picking up things
and looking into them discovering news stories " . .;
[and by using] ttre nevrs that comes of f national wire

service.tt

Purpose and Planning; Communication expert #11 contends

that the goals of disseminating agricultural information are

"to provide the information in both news and in the markets

that are necessary" after getting a "good grasp on what they

Ifarmers] need to know"; and to use "research institutions
and universities' research stations, government agenc ies,
taking their reseach and making it less complicated, and

breaking it down into everyday language that makes producers

more aware of it so it's easier for them to understand.".He

thinks that the goals are determined through discussion

"with producers to see what their needs were"; and "in
consultation with producers and farm organízal-ions." The

topics are determined "from a lot of other experts ...
talked to n. . o " He claims that the contents are "a priority
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oriented thing" and are determined by asking, as well as

answering the questions: "Which of these stories is going to
have the most effect on farmers in this area?" He feels that
the "Farm News Director, " based on his experience and

contacts with the agricultural community," is in charge of

determining the topics and contents of the broadcasts.

Communication expert #11 asserts that the "agricultural
producers" are their target audience, and are "very

definitely" involved in the planning processes. He feels
that they are involved "through producer organizations," and

by going directly to a farmer who made a new discovery and

"put him on the air and pass the message on through him. "

He claims that the target audience knew about their
broadcasts because they "have been doing most of them at the

same time for so Iong," but if they "do anything netv, ltney
willJ promote it just by using the advertising facilities of

the station. "

Productione Communication expert #11 claims that the

radio t'nevrs stories" are read on the air "1ive, " while "the
condensed features" are "pre-recorded interviews. " He

contends to "do all the technical production and content,

but concedes the fact that there are "two people in farm

reporting. " The radio programmes are "produced in the

station at 2940 Victoria Avenue, in Brandon; and that the

"radio editing Iis done] in a radio editing suite or nevrs

booth, depending on whether they're taped or live. " He
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cLaims t.ho collect "about'7}eo" of the production information

"through the resources in the station our reporters and

connections .. " The other 30e" or so comes from the nationaL

news service on the BN wire. " He contends, "very

definitefy," that the seasons of the year affects the kinds

of information given to farmers. FinaIly, he claims Lo "have

excellent facilities" and as such, did not encounter

problems during production.

Delivery: Communication expert #11 thinks that the

ideal broadcast times are "mornings" and "during the noon

hour." According to him, any time between six and eight
o'cLock are the best times to reach farmers because a lot of

them are either in the yards servicing equipment, getting
ready to go to fields, getting the day's preparations

underway where they're within range of a radio

actually in the house having their breakfast.

or they' re

His actual
broadcast times varies, "based on the season.t' There are

"three radio caps each morning at 6:55,7220 and 7:55'- ... a

12:30 and 5:25 actual newscasts.tr AIso, there are

"regular market features | .o. the Grain Market News at 10:00

À.M", ... the Brandon Pool Livestock Report at 12t07,

the final closing grain prices at 2:00, and the closing
livestock review at 5:35." The length of these programmes

ranges from thirty seconds to ten minutes"

He contends that only two people he and the assistant
are involved in the delivery process" He claims that the
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radio programmes take the form of "straight read

presentation Using voice clips from people involved

in the news . .. "; while the "Àgriview" - a half-hour
television show uses the above form, plus "an interview

segment where an important agr icul-ture - related person t'

discusses a topic on the set; and the "feedback" in which

they will "sit down with three farmers for approximately

five minutes during the show and discuss whatever they

want to talk about whatever concerns they have, whatever

is bugging them. " He "obviously use other mediums" in

conjuction with the radio broadcast but uses television to

"repeat" the radio messages. He thinks that farmers 1isten

to the broadcast in ' farmi Iy c i rc les' dur ing meals and

"individually while producers are in the fields, working in

the yards." The major delivery problem is "making sure that
we are passing on useful information, because we have a

tendency sometimes to pass information on what is either
useless or in some cases, insulting to our rural audience.

He claims to solve this problem by making his workers "aware

and understanding the importance of the information they're
dealing with. "

EvaluaËion¡ Communication expert #11 "reaIIy can't give

a guage on how successful" his broadcasts are but thinks

that they are "very effective. " He contends to have

evaluated his broadcasts using "a survey form at fairs," and

the BBM (tfre national rating service) which tells "how many
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listeners [a] radio station has." The size of audience aimed

at is "something like sixty-five hundred farmers" r¡hile

those actually reached is "approximately six thousand

farmers in the age group of 20 to 45 o o . o " He claims that
the target audience learned the "market information,

upcoming events such as seminars, meetings , . . o

development or new technology or whatever . .. " He cla
have learned "a l-ot of techn ical data a

new

ims to

very

well-rounded concept of agriculture, pêrticularly on a

national- scale." ÀIso "Iq would be really hard for me to sit
down and tell you exactly what I learn, but I find it really
keeps me up-to-date on what's happening. " FinaIly, he

suggests staying "in contact v¡ith producers, with the

farmers, the people that are doing the work, then you're
going to know whether you're giving them what they want or

not, if they're making use of what you're giving them."

Recommendations Based on his

expert #1 1 recommends the following

1. "That the person who

information is from there,

relate to the people " "

To "have a good working

To "use radio as an

trying to get too techn

experience, Communicat ion

is giving agricultural
and understood and could

knowledge of all the basics¿.

2 eye-opener,

ical.
not so much as
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To use "the print or personal contacts" when it gets

"down to the technical parts and that type of thing

He explains; "..o in order to get the information across, I
think you have to have someone who's from them and can

understand and deal- with that " " He thinks that "the v¡rong

person trying to put the information across is one of the

most important" pitfalls to be avoided" Another is to give

information that is not "relevant to the area." He foresees

getting farmers to listen, and " n n o the folIow-up lto
have] materials available for them and accessible to them"

as the major problems. Final1y, he suggests: "When you

start your programs, you have to make sure you're aware of

what you're doing, because you could be talking all duy,

and if nobody is listening, it doesn't do anybody any good."

4. 13 TNTERVIEW #12e ST MMARY AIiÍALYSIS.

Personal Data; Communication expert #12 is the "Farm

Director for radio station CKLQ" in Brandon, Manitoba. He

has been at this post for fourteen months. His job as a

communicator is I (1) to cover "the nev¡s that is anything

of a l-oca1 nature or of an international nature that has an

effect at the local level;" and (2) "to cover the market

which is of a Iocal nature, n n. " His major duty is to rr

make sure that information lwhich] comes to the radio

station that is of an agricultural nature lgets] across

to the people""

L
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that the goal of dissemina

"to inform Ifarmers] what'

that may affect them.
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Communication experi- #12 thinks

ting agricultural information is
s happening elsewhere, and how

Farmers have to realize r+hat is happening on a
world level -- what is happening for example in
Europe that might be affecting them in terms of
will they be able to sell this year, what prices
can they expect, what's happening across the
border to the south.

He claims that the goals are determined by "much a judgement

call on [his] part I have to determine | ... r I have to

decide if it is important." Ànd thaL he is so1ely

responsible for determining these goals - "..., yes, I make

all the decisions." He concedes to determine the topics and

contents of broadcast by f i lter ing down "whatever i s

important...." and have an effect on the farmer at the local
leve1 and then localize it for Manitoba ..." Àgain, he

claims to be soleIy responsible for determining the topics

and contents of the broadcasts. He feels that the target
audience is "primariIy the farmer, and secondari1y, the

consumer in the area encompassed " by their broadcast range.

He contends that the target audience is not involved during

the planning process. He feels that the Larget audience knew

about the broadcasts because they

are on at the same time each day. It's scheduled
into the programmíng, and for the most part, iL is
by experience lttrat farmers] know when it's on.
Although, ât the end of each newscast¡ w€ do
mention when the next lnewslcast or markets will
be at a certain time"
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Though, not stated clearly, his major planning problem seems

to be the time to plan and make the "judgement calL[s]" on

him,

Productíone Communication expert #12 produces his radio

programmes by interpreting the stories from the 'wire
service', add the information collected at meetings - "news

events, edit them for ease of reading and sometimes

check to make sure that the information is correct ... and

then give the voice clip to back that up. " He claims to be

mainly involved in the production process," and to a lesser

extent ... I Lhe person who is in the controf room at the

time" - the announcer. "The preparation work Iproduction]

goes on in the nevrs room and the actual airing goes on in

the news booth." The information used for production is

collected through interviews and "voice clips Ireceived] on

an audio wire service..." He strongly feels - "Yes. Most

definitely" - that the seasons of the year affect the kinds

of inf ormation given to f armers " Àccording to him, "I f vre' re

into the production season, the crops are in and such as

last year when we started to have drought conditions then

farmers want.to hear not only what's happening here to their
neighbour, but also what's happening to their neighbour

across the border, in Canada or in the States. So one has to

be seasonal, yes." His major production problem is not

getting enough voice clips from the wire service, and the

difficulty of tracking down "the people who are actually
ma k i ng the nervs . "
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ÐelíveryB Commuication expert #12 thinks that the ideal

broadcast times "would be around six or seven in the

morning, and in the first half hour of the noon hour."

His actual broadcasts are aired "between 6:30 and 7:00 and

in the noon hour in the first half hour, between 12:00

ad 12;30"" For him, "The average newscast is f ive minutes

long and the average farm markets . " " is three minutes"

long. He claims to be the only person involved in the

delivery process. Àccording to him, the forms of the

programmes are "Very similar to a newscast where a story is
presented as information and it will include, if possible,

not the complete interview but the major point [s] . . " " He

asserts that the broadcasts are not used in conjunction with

other media. He feels that farmers "most often Ilisten]
individually and secondarily, they Iisten in as a family

circle." He claims that farmers "do have the prerogative "to
phone in but there's no formal arrangements for feedback

from the audience to the boradcast station.

EvaLuation: Communication expert #12 does not know how

effective his broadcasts are because he has "never really
had any feedback " It is basically a presentation of

information and is not intended for getting action out of

anyone," he claims" As a farmer, he concedes to "know what

affects other farmers. " He claims to "have a listening
audience I o.õ, of about one hundred and seventy-five to two

hundred thousand" of which "farmers might account for less
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than a Quarter of that. " But he feels that the target farm

audience is twenty-f ive forty thousand possible

Iisteners"" He hopes that farmers learned "what's happening

to other farmers that may have also been affecting them, how

others are reacting to the same problems that they have." He

claims to have "Iearned a bit more about international
agriculture - trade and the politics that go on.r' The major

problems encountered during evaluation is "Lack of

feedback." He thinks that this problem can be solved by

having "an open-line programme in which farmers could phone

in and air their vievrs."

Recommendations¡ Based on his experience, communication

expert #12 recommends:

to keep in mind that you are part of the
globaI agr iculturaf picture, and i f you have
access to news stories generated in the developed
countriesf use them for comparative purposes, or
at least, use them to inform your audience of what
is happening elsewhere, and that if they do have
problems they're not alone.

He thinks that the pitfalls to be avoided are "to give a

detailed explanation of .. . " and to have too long a .program.

He claims that "it's much better to learn in person and

Ittrat] radio is fairly impersonal." He suggests using radio

"to give an idea lofI and where one might go to learn

more about it." He seems to foresee radio ov¡nership as a

problem.

here, all radio stations are independently
owned. In Europe, the majority are publicly owned

owned by the state. So on that basis it depends
on the government of the time. If they are trying
to improve the agricultural conditions in the
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country, then there should be no problem. But if
InotJ c o o, then it.'s kind of dif f icult.

Fina1Iy, he cautions that "radio is a Iimited vehicle as

opposed to tefevision. " I f information is "kept brief , you

can pass on a lot of information to people, but if you try

to stretch it out, you start to 1ose them. "

4.14 TNTERVIEW #139 ST'MMARY ANALVSIS"

Personal Datae Communication expert #1 3 has been "an

agricultural broadcaster for Itfre] CBC radio" for twenty

years. AS a communicator, his "job entails broadcasting farm

news and market information to rural people, not only

f armers but peopte who l ive in rural- areas in Ittre]

province." Ànd also, "to teII people who live in ltfre] urban

areas what's going on in the rural side . o o " of the

province. "Basically," he performs these duties "through a

daily broadcast which runs from twelve o'clock to one

o'clock over the noon hour period, five days a week, Monday

through Friday." Communication expert #13 has a variety of

experiences. He has "talked to a number of people from

developing countries when they came to Canadai [and] "".
have been to a number of different agencies and meetings

over the world and around the world over time."

Purpose and Plannings Communication expert #13 believes

that the goals of disseminating agricultural information are

to give farmers "accurate and timely information about
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market materials, political news, and news in general that

would be of interest to people in r-ural areas. rr He f eels

that these goals are determined by a "team .., Iof] three

people that work together to do thi s on CBC radio " tr^tre

basically set our olrn goals. " But he concedes that the

"management are the ones that ultimately set goals " ". but

our practice is that we set the goals together and those

goals are basically accepted by management. " He asserts that

the topics and contents of the broadcasts are determined by

"set items" and by "the timeliness of the topical items." He

explains:

Such things as market reports and weather reports
are set and they are in the broadcast every day at
the same time" So those topics are set and
determined, and they don't change fairly often.
The other topics that are discussed, which do
change from day to day, are the timeliness of the
topical iLems that would be something that
would be determined by the news of the day. So
whatever is going on today ...t what's ever in the
news thats how we determine it.

He claims that "the producer of the program, and the two

agricultural commentators . . . " are in charge of determining

the topics and contents of the broadcasts.

Communication expert #1 3 concedes that the "target
audience on the noon hour period is bi-fold"; "the rural

area," and "the urban area as well. So our target audience

is generally the people of Manitoba, but we care a lot more

about the rural area than any other broadcast. " He feels

that the target audience are . not involved in the planning

process, but "occasionally, we do surveys of people in
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rural areas to find out what their interests are,fr He

claims that the target audience knew about the broadcasts

through advertising and through word of
mouth. And perhaps, most importantly, is that v¡e
have been doing this kind of broadcast for many
years. Ànd therefore, w€ have listeners who have
been with us for years and years and listen to us
all the time. In fact, in some cases, the habit of
listening is passed down from generation to
generation. Children on a farm Iisten with their
parents, and when they grovr up and become farmers,
then they listen as weII.

He feels that the major planning problem is "the diversity

of goals and objectives." He claims to solve this prcblem

"by going back to our main goals and our main objectives and

seeing how these suggestions that are for change have been

made and how they relate to that." And by "collectiveIIy"
seeking ansvrers to the question: "what is it that we 're
trying to do?"

Production; Communication expert #1 3 did not state how

radio programmes are produced. He claims that four people

are involved in the production process. They are;

(1) the producer of the programme who is overall
in charge of the program as it goes on air" (2)
two agr icultural- comrnentators . . . Iwho] br ing
the expert i se of being knowledgeable in
agriculture. and (3) The fourth person is the
technician who operates ... the radio console
and his responsibility basically is one of quality
of sound.

"The programmes are produced at Ittre] CBc radio studio in

downtown Winnipeg, in a specific studio. " The information

used for production is "coflected in a number of different
ways n o ott
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1" we use such things as the newspaper
that are available to us, both weekly
newspapers from the country and the daily
nevrspaper from Winnipeg as well as the
specific farm papers.

We use wire services from Canadian press.

We also use the international wire service
for collecting information and finding
story lines.

v¡e use the telephone for phoning
people to find out what their specific
ansvrer to quest ions i s , or somet ime f or
searching out materials as weI1.

and we use the mail service for
getting letters and whatever Iis] sent to
us.

we collect interviews on a cassette
machine and edit the material and
put it into a form that's presentable on
radi o .

¿"

3.

¿.

6"

tr

DeIiverys Communication expert #13 has "absolutely no

doubt that the best time for our farmers is the twelve

o'clock period, over the noon hour. " Because, " . n o

everybody eats their lunch at the same time and that's

basically around the twelve to one o'clock period." Thus,

'the twelve to one o'clock period' is the ideal as well as

the 'actual' broadcast times for communication expert #13.

AJ-though he does not "believe that farmers generally will

sit and listen for a whole hour, ltheir] broadcast is built

around an hour anyways," He indicates that the broadcasts

are "forLy to forty-five minutes" long "if you Look out all

the other things .o." He feels that "the producer", "the

technician", "a staff announcer who's general job is just to
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introduce items plus two agricultural commentators" are

all involved in the delivery process. He asserts that the

programmes take the forms of:

1.

2"

?

Mostly interviews "

. . .packages called documentaries.

occasionally, discussion where s¡e
wi 11 have tv¡o people who have di f f er ing
points of view to discuss the same issue.

4 " Sometimes, they are commentaries where
someone wi 11 del iver a four-minute
monologue about the topic that he ís
dealing with.

He feels that farmers l i sten in " fami ly c i rcLes or

individualfy." He concedes that the feedback they "get

would be really informal or unofficial feedback."

We do have a phone number that we .give out and
encourage people to phone us and/or write us
letters and tell us about whatever. We do
therefore get some phone calls and some letters
which are feedbacks, telling us ...t whatever they
want to tell us"

Àlternatively, "We do have a phone-in show which follows the

noon farm broadcast. The phone-in show runs from one o'clock

to two o'cl-ock and we do get some feedback in that, during

that hour. "

EvaLuation: Communication

CBC broadcasts are "very

listenership remains constant

remain constant. rr He claims

expert #13 believes that the

ef f ect ive because Itfre]

and has for many years ". "

that their programs "are the

in rural Manitoba." He feelsIargest Listened to broadcast
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materials. "

number of vrays of
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evaluating our

The first way is a matter of judging how many
people listen to you [through] ... broadcast
measurement. The second way l^te do it, and that's
the most formal, Iis to] judge how effective we
are by the meeting[s] we have out in the country,
and generafly, the feedbacks we do get formally or
inf ormally or any other vray.

He also evaluates the broadcasts "from letters and phone

calls" received; and by listening to, and understanding,

farmers in rural Manitoba. He feels that "the entire
population in the area lcovered] wiIl be approximately

900,000 people ltnat] could listen to us if they wanted to."
The size actually reached, he claims, can be found in the

"Bureau Iof] Broadcast measures. " "ObviousIy", he thinks

that farmers "learned what they 're looking for. They

Iearned the market information specifically, and hopefully,

they were kept in touch with the on-going nerr's that's
affecting them in a daily sense, in a long term sense, for

their farms in the rural communities." He strongly contends

that "our broadcast is not specifically designed to try and

make them a better farmer" Generally speaking, most of the

time we believe that the levels of expertise as farmers,

how good a f armer they are, is better than the level Iâ¡e will

be able to instruct them." Personally, he claims to have

learned "the same thing""
BasicalIy, this is not stuff
its stuff we have to learn

the item I may
insect that's destroying the
not even have heard about it
learn it before tell
learn a Iot too.

that vre know already;
as we do the material
know nothing about an
cropsr .ô. or I may
before. So I have to

ing the audience¡ so I
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He feels that their "evaluation process is so haphazard

Perhaps, that's one of the major problems we have ..o, our

evaluation system isn't very good." He claims that "we don't

have, and have not come across a better way of evaluating aL

this point that could be cost effective."

Recommendationss Communication expert #13 feels that his

recommendations would depend upon:

"the state
ooo" [and]

of agricufture in the country

2" "the state of radio where is at

He thinks "that radio can achieve a different objective

depending on what the condition of agriculture is in a

developing country and also the condition of radio. "

Further, he poses the guestion: "do all the farmers have

radios? do they have receivers? Ànd can they receive the

material? If they don't lhave, or listen to, radios],

there's no sense doing anything." He strongly contends that

"there -has to be the will on behalf of the government , íf

that's government radio station, or the radio station people

to want to do radio materials designed for and about farm

people in ruraf areas. rr ÀIso, he claims that "There has

to be a desire on the part of the farm people to want to

l-earn more, to want to do it better or dif f erent. rl

If there is that, there is a role for radio to be
part of government extension services. But in
agririan society, it is possible and probably an
ef fective vray of spreading the material, the news
around to many people in a short period of time.

t"
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rn terms of pitfalls to be avoided, he recommends

"TaIklingl at the 1evel of the listeners - farmers; and

to be careful- not to patronize talk down on them. "

Secondly, "Appearing to be ignorant by telling the farm

people what they already know. You have to know where

your listener is at and his experiences in Iife and his

experiences in farmiDg." The problems he foresees for the

uses of radio in the agricultural extension services of a

developing country includes:

"Getting people to listen to the radio station that

the news is on as opposed to the radio station that's
full of music" especially if "there's more than one

radio stat ion. "

The "time involved, ... you may have a listenership

that listens at all strange hours of the day and you

might have a problem trying to get them to listen to

your time""

The "language problem. "

He used the "French language network of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation" as an example of the language

problem. He expounds:

if they want to try and do an interview with
somebody about an issue and that person doesn't
speak French, then they have a problem trying to
geL that material to the French l-isteners when the
person that they 're talking to only speaks
Engl i sh.

1.

¿.
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As a result, "vJe end up not, ês a nation and as groups

v¡ithin the nation, of not undersbanding one another and not

'hearing' and not being able to talk to that group." He

claims that the "only way to solving ltnis problemJ is to

hire bilingual people who can translate for unilingual
people what is going on. " Alternatively, by "hiring
people who are qualified but they 're qualified in different

languages." Fina1Iy, he strongly feels that in Canada, "the

radio people" would be capable of solving these identified
problems. "It's theír job to do it." He also feels that, "in
your country, if that v¡as run by the government t ... the

government would have to sofve the problems properly and

correctly. You can't expect the farm people to so1ve that

problem. It has to be by the radio" people.

4.15 IN1IIERVIEW #142 ST'MMÀRY ÀNALYSIS.

Personal DataB Communication expert #14 was "a secretary

and a co-ordinator for the National Farm Radio Forum, "

for "Àpproximately 10 years.'r She explains her major duty

thusly; "Being secretary, it was my responsibility to

coordinate, establish and hold together groups in rural

Manitoba. Each week, the programme came from the National- in

Toronto and these rural people would meeL in their groups in

different homes and there would be questions on the topic

each week and these questions would be discussed and

condensed and forwarded to me for condensation of the
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various opinions of all the groups to be taped the following

week as to what their findings were on the questions," She

claims to have performed this job of 'condensation of the

various opinions' by seeing "what the answer vrere from the

various forms to each of the questions and give the "jist"
of the opinions of all the groups."

Purpose and Planning¡ Communication expert #14 claims

that the major goals of disseminating agricultural
information was to enable "farmers in Manitobar o o o lto]
relate to the problems in other provinces as compared to the

problems in their ovrn province." She seems to suggest that

these goals vrere determined by "the overalf national

secretary [whoJ would condense and send out a sort of a

dominion report in conjuction with the CBC, the farm

organ ízations and any other groups that might be sponsoring

or might be interested" in the programs. She concedes that a

"national board with personnel from the various farm groups,

the CBC and other sponsoring bodies" were in charge of

determining these goals. In terms of the topics and contents

of the broadcasts, The board would make the final decision"

...r however, we did have a national convention
or conference each year and if somebody had some
area they wanted to have discussed, they would
bring them up at the national conference and these
suggestions would go to the national board for
their consideration.

Thus, "The board which vras composed of the f arm

organízations who knew what the farmers, Lhe rural people

wanted to hear, the CBC and any other sponsoring groups" was
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in charge of determining the goals, topics, and contents of

the broadcasts. She thinks that the target audience were

the "rura1 people," and that about "85eo of the people who

vrere interested would be farmers." She feels that farmers

the target audience v¡ere invol-ved during the planning

process through farm organ ízat ions and elected board

members" She claims that "Farm Radio Forum was a winter

programme when farmers would be available to Iisten to their

radios so they would know what the programme would be at

Ieast a month ahead, maybe longer..." Otherwise, "they

would have all that information through the provincial

office but if they didn't have a group, they would just

have to refer to their radio programme in the paper and see

what was coming up. " She had problems organizing and

getting the groups to meet and talk. She attempted to solve

this problem through interpersonal relationships.

ProducÈion: Communication experL #14 produced her

programmes by condensing "all the reports" into a five

minute period, "wrote it up" and taped it. She contends that

"the farm broadcast personnel" $¡as involved in the

production process; ald that the programmes were produced in

the CBC studio , in Winnipeg. She feels that the information

used for production was collected from the reports sent in

by each listening group. She claims that the Farm Radio

Forum "was a winter programme only; lthat] farmers were too

busy in the summer to lisüen to the radio." She feels that
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the seasons of the year affected the kinds of information

given to farmers, Her major production problem was the "time

element" - getting the report on time from the forums so as

to condense it into the "five minutes" programme on time"

She claims to have solved this problem by "keep reminding

t.he f orum to send their reports in immediately. "

DeliveryB Communication expert #1+ feels "that this was

an ideal time for farmers, the time it was set, which was

8:30 to 9:00 P.M." According to her, "The chores were all

done, supper was over, the kids were in bed. It seemed to be

a good time to have that nationaf program." She claims that

the length of her programme "was five minutes, the other

programme !{as twenty-five minutes." She thinks that "the

production CBC Farm Broadcast personnel, whoever tapes

at CBC - were involved in the delivery process. "

nat ional programme took the forms of "di scuss ions

int.erviews" while her programmes were "straíght report

ItaIks] of what the forums" said.

The

and

ing

Communication expert #14 contends that "the broadcasts

were used in conjuction with printed materials which was our

Farm Radio Forum guide t ... because it brought out more

opinions and more information about the subject matter." She

feels that farmers listened "mostly in sma1l groups and

individually, you might have a family circle listening

to it, or you might have a farmer listening to it by

himself. She supposes that "the producers woul-d look at
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or not that v¡as an important f eedbac k . " I n

programme was designed to provide feedback
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ascertain whether

other words, her

to the forum.

Evaluatione Communication expert #14 thinks that " n n o a

lot of families benefit from the broadcasts and those

that didn't, probably v¡ere just not interested." She doesn't

"reaIIy know" how and whether the programmes were eval-uated

but f eel-s that she "would have eval-uated it by the number of

groups that v¡ere around and by the ones that reported. " She

claims that the target audience "Iearned different ways of

farrning, the various problems, nationafIy" " They learned

"what the farmers were thinking or doing in other provinces

of Canada, Iand] better methods, for themselves.t' She feels

to have "learned how programs v¡ere produced, how they r.tere

assessedr ... In short, they "enlarged Iher] knowledge of

all farming ...."

RecommendationS Based on her experience, communication

expert #14 thinks that "one of the most important things is

to try and get smaller groups so that each person can have a

little impact." She recommends the following:

1"

2.

3"

to find out what
some have cattle,

to find out first
interested in and what
about, what they want to

To try to establish a
the groups"

your farmers have,

of all what they're
they want to talk
learn "

good feedback from
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She contends that a pitfatl to be avoided is to "aim for a

group that is too big, rr - "keep to the smal-l groups. " In

terms of problems foreseen, she asks; Are there many radios

there? oo all the farmers have radios? Do they listen to the

radio? According to her, "You have to have a radio, you

have to like listening to radio and you have to like talking

about what you hear on the radio, discussing, ... Vou have

to have people with an inquiring mind, who want to learn."

Finally, she concedes that: the people in charge of your

radio programming, your agriculture, that have control of

suggesting or recommending. Your different farming

organizations t ... should be able to find out from the

grassroots, what they want, and report and in conjuction

with the radio station, set up the programs.

4.16 INTERVIEW #15: SIJMMARY À,NÀLYSIS "

Personal. Dataa Communication expert #15 "spent most of

Ihis] years in communication work, but technically, Ine

has been] an agrologist for thirty-five years." As a

communicator, his job is "to plan and direct the

communication efforts of Lhe Manitoba Ðepartment of

Àgriculture." Ànd from time to time, "to get involved in

the actuaf production of some" programs. His major duty is

that of "managing and directi.ng the communication efforts of

the Department and that includes the budget .. . . "
Communication expert #15 performs this duty by "keeplingl an
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eye on what's going on within the Department that should be

supported with a communication effort." And by watching the

agricultural- industry to "see what the needs are out there

and then if we determine some needs outside the Department,

go to people in the department to try generate more

activities. "

Purpose and Planning: Communication expert #1 5 claims

that the goals of disseminating agricultural information are

"to present t imely and useful informat ion to Manitoba

farmers that wiIl help them maintain or increase their net

incomes; ... to help them make a better living on the farm

...; and generally, Ito] support the total agricul-tural

industry in Manitoba." He feels that these goals "maybe not

in those words", have "been a goal of the Department of

Agriculture for a hundred years probably, The goa1s,

and somewhat more detail-ed goals than that, are reviewed

from time to time by the Department, by top administration

of the Department, and changes in priority are made from

time to time too."
When there is a change in goal or a change in
direction in the Department, it's more or less a
combination of what the Department people feeÌ and
what farmers feel. ..., with forty offices out in
the country, there is a Iot of feedback. So
that's part of what determines [tne] goals and the
other part is rvhat officials in the Department
feel would be good for the people and the
industry,

Thus, the goals are determined based on the needs of the

farmers, the farming industry or agrièulturaf industry and
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the society at large. He claims that the goals are

"primarily determined by the Minister of Agriculture and the

excutive committee of the Department of Agriculture, land it

reflects tne] stated needs of Manitoba farmers."

He claims that "about half of [tfie] topics are suggested

to us by department special-ists. The other 50e" are

generated by us, just because of what we see or hear going

on in the department or outside, for that matter." He

asserts that the staff assigned to do radio programmes

"makes most of Lhose decisionsrr - determines the topics

"depending on the season of the year.tr ÀIso, the contents of

the broadcasts are determined by "the broadcaster and the

spec ial i st . "

He feels that the "target audience is every farmer in

Manitoba if t¡e can get them because we deal with every topic

over a period of several weeks," He contends that it would

be really nice idea" to invol-ve the target audience during

the planning process. He claims to "use farmers as often as

we can in the programs, as interview[ees] and so oD, but not

reaIly in the planning. That would be, in theory t a good

idea." He feels that the target audience knew about the

broadcasts because the "service has been on the air on

almost all the rural stations for so long that they either

know about it or they don't know about it." He claims that

the major planning problem is

an over supply of items sometimes, êI1 important,
and should get on the air but we only have five
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slots a week to get them on and then a month or so
down the line, we may have several weeks where v¡e
don't have anything that's a1I LhaL urgent so we
put on things, ooo, items that are less important"
That is a bit of a problem | è.. o

Productiona Communication expert #15 produces his radio

programmes as follows:

Normally we would recordr wê wouldn't worry too
much about the time on those, wê would try to get
them fairly close to our programme timer w€ would
edit them

He claims that the "broadcast fellow" who is doing the

programmes and "an audio technician" are invol-ved in the

production process. He feels that

two-thirds of Itne] items are interviews that are
recorded alray from the studio. They are done on
Iocation, either in a lab at the university, in an
off ice somewhere else in the department or
whatever . The other third we would do in our
studio

He strongly contends that the information used for

production is collected through "interviews. However, we do

some straight scripts too, co.. We would probably get the

information from specialist within the department or

from university specialists. Get the information from them,

write a script and record it and send it out that v¡ay. Our

main source , o . o I is from our department specialist. " He

strongly asserts that the seasons of the year affect the

kinds of information given to farmers" "There are just all

kinds of cases where it does depend on the season of the

year.tr He has not encountered any major problems during

production, but feels that "good recording equipment,
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can be a problem [and] the biggest problem might

lbel to get somebody who is capable of doing adequate

radio v¡ork and who also knows enough about agriculture."

DeIÍvery: Communication expert #15 thinks that the ideal

broadcast time is "the noon-hour , from 12.00 noon until

1.00 because virtually all year round, most farmers are

in the house at noon or part of noon hour. The next best

probably is the early morning, but it's quite a bit less

desirable than the noon hour because probably everybody

in the country eats between 12.00 and '1 .00 but they get up

at a variety of hours." His actual broadcast times varies.

We would like to have all ours at noon but because
r¡re don't pay for timer w€ have to take whatever
time we 're given" Quite a number of them are at
noon, but here's one at 6.00 in the morning and
one at 4. 1 0 in the afternoon. Great var iety of
time.

He feels that their radio programmes are "two and a half Lo

three minutes [Iong] but most of them are about three." He

thinks that 'the media specialist and the audio technician'

are involved in the delivery process.

In terms of programme format, communication expert #15

indicates "that probably 8Oeo of Ittreir programs] are

interviews and the rest would be scripted ones because

its faster and easier." He claims that the broadcasts are

'tnot directly" used in conjunction with other media but

occasionally, "a press release" is used to provide

background for a similar story. He explains:
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Many times, the radio fellow will go out to get a
radio item and he '11 come back and with that same
information, write a press release like, but it
would happen incidenially.

Further probing revealed that they do use radio in

conjunction with other media, however, they "don't use one

to promote the other kind of thing, but they [media] are

sort of running in paralfel." He supposes that farmers

listen to the broadcasts "mostly individually, either in the

house or in the truck or in the barn or wherever, land] some

family groups. " The arrangements for feedback from the

audience to the producers/broadcast stations are "very

informal and never realIy stated but we do get some

feedback." He claims to get feedback

Either by the Iistener contacting
stat ion and those radio stat ions
inquiries onto us, or the farmer contac
our agricuftural offices out in the
those department staff people let Is] us

the radio
send those
ting one of
country and

know.

Evaluation: In terms of evaluation, communication expert

#1 5 claims to use the "'shot gun approach' of getting

information out, instead of having Iit] directed at a

very precise part of the audience, you put a whole

bunch out to a wide audience and hope it gets to people you

want to get to," He feel that the programmes "have been on

for more than twenty-five years on almost all the rural

stations so that in any one week-day, there's about twelve

opportunities for any Manitoba farmer to hear these items of

ours and so it's sort of a btanket approach. lwfrich means]

that we must get to a lot of farmers, but we don't have a

prec i se measurement . tt
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We have a lot of very general feedback, mostly
demand for services that we 've announced on these
programmes that would indicate to us that the
programmes are useful and effective"

We evaluate the programmes by surveys but haven't done any

recently" We do check the size of audience form the official

surveys every year" Each year t c.. the Board of Broadcast

Measurement in Canada measures'an" audience for all radio

stations and television stations , .. .. t^7hen they put out

their report, we go and study one of lthem] and total up the

measured audience on each of the stations, ât each

of those times when our programmes are on ..oo" That's how

communication expert #15 evaluates his programs. He claims

to aim their programmes at all "28,000 farmers in Manitoba",

and actually reaches "about 34, [000] to 35,00 adults,

eighteen and over, everyday on the average."

Communication expert #15 thinks that the target audience

learned "about some new developments ... [and] where they

can get further information." He expounds;

I think what they can get from our programmes
are some timely reminders , words on new
developments and how to get further information on
a lot of topics.

He claims to have "kept up on

better land being forced]

developments and be up on all
possible and on a wide range of

the programme are too short to

item[s]" "So it's sort of

difficult to evaluate n.o"

technical agriculture a lot

to be in the middle of

these things as much as

topics." He contends that

evaluate "three minutes

hard to identi fy, so it's
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Recommendationså In terms of recommendations,

communication expert #15 thinks that it is "sort of hard to

be exact when you don't know about the country and their
habits and so on. " However, he is "sure in general

principles, you have to do exactly the same things as here

o n o o " Thus, he recommends the following:

to determine, where the possible
outlets are, the Iradio] stations.

to determine what time of day is the
best time to catch most of them, when
they might be listening.

to develop or be aware of your list of
source materials "

1,

2"

a

A" to have
relationships with
work with

to either be aware or f.
how long are people willing
your kind of programme
programming.

When you 're starting out,
publicize somehow or other -
aware of the service.

the r ight kind of
the radio stations you

ind out .ool
to listen to

educat ionaL

you have to
make people

tr

6.

7" to make sure that you 're going the
right wây, the vray the listeners want, . . . .

In terms of pitfalls to be avoided, he cautions:

if it is something really new in a country
that they hadn't had too much of it before, it
would be pretty damn important to be out and get
that feedback from the people earIy, ot if there
e¡ere advisory committees or whatever ahead of
time, to suggest what kinds of topics should be
handled and how they 're handled and either ahead
of time or early in the service to make sure that
this was what they wanted and they were going to,
in fact, listen."
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ÀIso, he thinks "that in actually doing the programs, you

should aim for as high a quality as you can technically,

because the listeners undoubtedly compare it to the best

technical programmes on the air and its good to have yours,

if they 're educational and you want listeners to have them

as close to that technical level as possible."

In terms of problems foreseen for the uses of radio Ín a

developing country, communicaLion expert #1 5 raised the

following questions;

Do the people
radios?

you want to get to all have

when [is] the best time to get to
the people you want?

Are there enough stations with enough
coverage to the people you want to get to,

enough broadcast stations?

And are they committed to this kind of
programminig?

wilI they be cooperative?

He thinks that "The person who is going to organize and set

this lprogram] up should do a lot of studying and

examining the situation before they actually get into gear

in establishing a new service like this so that he has

the answers to all these questions" raised above" AIso,

"co-operative broadcasters who are in the business on a

full-time basis, could be a big help in solving

these problems or at least in supplying the information

1.

2"

3.

¿"

tr
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TeIl you how big the problem was or maybe, tell you there

isn't a problem. " He feels that these- two groups - the

organizer(s) and co-operative broadcasters - are capable of

solving the above identified problems as well as finding

solutions to the posed questions" Fina1ly, he cautions:

the biggest mistake you could make would be to 90
dashing in with your or¡¡n ideas and get to doing it
too quickly r¡ithout the proper background
information. To move in and start programming
without the proper kind of contacts and
informat ion collected.



Chapber V

AS IT MAY BEa GENER^AL STJ}&4ARY ANALYSTS.

5.1 INTROÐUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to identify recurrent

themes and areas of emphasis in communication experts'

responses to the interviews that v¡ere conducted" Focusing on

specific questions as well- as the five major sections
(purpose and planning, production, delivery, evaluation and

recommendations ) of the structured intervie¡.¡ guide, the

presentation that follows is a general analytic summary of

the raw data presented in the previous chapter. To

faci1itate this presentation, "displaystr - tables and

summary charts (t"tiles & Huberman, 1984 ) - were constructed

for specific coded questions and sections respectively. The

guestions were coded on the basis that they vrere soliciting
specific responses" On the other hand, the summary charts

were constructed by focusing on the major themes of each

section (e.g. How do communícation experts produce their
radio programmes?); and by identifying the views of. each

communication expert for that particular theme. This type of

summary charts permitted the identification of recurrent

themes and areas of emphasis during the interview.

163
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The summary charts that follow contain both direct
quotations and sentiments expressed by each participant. In

some cases, ideas were expressed repeatedly or with many

words that it was not possible to provide direct quotations

because of the restricted space of the charts" For this
reason, aJ-though each idea on the summary charts is
designated by a dash (-), not all of these are in quotation

marks. Those which are not in quotation marks are the

researcher's interpretation of the respondents views about a

spec i f ic theme or sect ion. Using this method of

documentation, it r.Ias possibl-e to develop summary charts f or

each section and the fifteen respondents which not only

reported the actual phrases of the respondents, but which

also allowed for the presentation of frequency, emphasis and

sentiments in the responses.

Three points are of particular interest when inspecting

the summary charts" The first is the frequency of response:

How many times did the fifteen communication experts mention

a specific idea/theme" For example, how many of them said

that a programme should be edited during production. The

f reguency , in this case, índicates the importance and

indispensability of each idea/theme. Thus, the higher the

freguency, the more indispensable the idea/theme. The

second point is a comparison of ideas/themes from the former

Canadian Farm Radio Forum experts (designated by x) to that

of the present day communication experts. In this case, the
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researcher is looking for'similarities and differences, and

raison d'etre. The third point is a comparison of other

summary charts to the background and purpose charts and vice

versa. For example, will communication experts'delivery
methods accomplish the stated purpose? Or how experienced is

this expert to make such recommendations?

This investigation had as one of its foc

examination of how educational radio is used to

agricultural information to farmers in rural commun

Manitoba, Canada. To carry out this investigation

section structured interview guide was developed and

collect the data summarized in the previous chapter

on each section of the structured interview guide

chapter focused on the following questions:

í, the

spread

ities of

I a six

used to

. Based

, this

1.

¿"

What are the backgrounds of communication experts

(rabre 1 ) ?

What are communication experts' purposes of

disseminating information (rable 2)?

How do they plan their radio programmes (fable 2)?

How do they produce their radio programmes (tab1e 3)?

How do they deliver their radio programmes?

How do they evaluate their radio programmes (tab1e

a.\1

)

A"

tr

6"

7. What are the problems

processes ?

encountered during these
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What are their recommendations for educational uses

of radio in the agricultural extension services of a

developing country (table 5)?

In order to attempt to ansr.¡er these questions, it r¡¡as

necessary to study the data presented in the prevÍous

chapter as well as the summary charts that follows. This was

done by comparing the responses of each communication expert

for each section, by counting the frequency of each

idea/theme, and by comparing the responses from the former

Canadian Farm Radio Forum to that of the present day

communication experts. Although looking at each summary

chart (".g. Interviev¡ numbers/production) in isolation

seemed to provide a fair degree of insight into the above

posed questions, the information so derived was felt to be

incomplete in that it represented a restricted view without

reference to the other el-ements. Not discounting this

approach as a valuabl-e source of understanding, it was felt

that a more fruitful method of examination was to

investigate the summary charts in comparison. Thus, each

summary chart was examined independently, and in comparison

with the background and purpose charts. In this wây, it was

possible to obtain a fulIer understanding of particular

ideas/themes, and to get a sense of the pervasiveness of the

individual ideas by comparing other (pJ-anning, production,

delivery, evaluation and recommendations) charts with the

background and purpose charts. It was by this method that

8"
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one was able to arrive at certain conclusions respecting the

first major questions of the study: "How do the agricultural

extension services of Manitoba, Canada use radio to educate

or disseminate agricultural information to farmers in rural

communities?"

It will be noted that throughout the pages that follow,
quotations and ideas are referenced with a number sign

followed by the number (u"g" #15)" These numbers refer to

the specific interviews. The quotations or referenced

comments can be found in the specific interview summary and

the respective section (e.g. production) presented in the

previous chapter. This method of transcript referencing is

employed throughout the balance of this work.

5"2 BACKGROT'IIDS OF COMMT'NICÀTION ENPERTS.

In order to understand and appreciate the general- summary

analysis that follows, it is absolutely necessary to review

the personal data of communication experts in the sample.

This information is displayed on table 1. Three points are

worthy to note. First is the number of years of experience

as communication experts" Inspection of table 1 indicates

that seven (46"7>") of the fifteen respondents had been in

the field as a 'communication expert' for over twenty-one

{22-32) years; four (26"7e") of them had been in the field

for over ten (11-21) years while another four ,had been in

the field for over one (1-10) year. In total, eleven (73"3e")
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TÀBLE -I

Background Data: Summary"

Int,.# What Are The Backgrounds Of Communication Experts?

*
#1

-Was a "broadcast journalist" for 10 years;
-Presently, " instructor of Journal i sm" for 7 years 

"
-Collected returns from FRF & broadcast 5 min. summary.

¿ta7ìL -"Broadcaster" for 30 years.
-Organizes & produces video- and audio- tapes

*
#3

-Was a farm
-Reti red for
-Gathered &

broadca s te r
1 0 years;

di sseminated

for 30 years;

"information"

#4 -Was a "farm journalíst/broadcaster"
-Gathered & disseminated information

for 14 years
to f armers.

#s -Journalist for 30
-Editor of "major

years
radio newscasts ft

#6 -Media/communication specialist f or .13 years
-Produces radio 6, TV programs
-Trains extension agents.

#7 information" to farmers
-Media specialist for 22 years
-Extend "practical agricultural
-Produces radio and TV programs

#8 -"Farm news broadcaster" for 21 years
-Gathers & disseminates "newsworthy agriculturaf info."

*
#9

-General manager of Keystone Àgricultural producers
-Lobbyist on behalf of Manitoba farmers for 30 years
-"Supervised the operation of Farm Radio Forum

6, set up "vrorkshops to help the operation of FRF."

#10
-with Manitoba Department of Agriculture for 30 years
-Principal of Àgricultural Extension Centre for 7 years
-Media specialist & extension agent for 23 years
-Produces radio, film & television programs.

#11 -"Director of farm nervs" for 2 years
-Provides television and radio programs.

#12 -"Farm Ðirector for 14 months"
-Broadcasts agricultural (news & market) information"
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Elx-commun icat, ion Experts .

of them have worked as

years.

communication experts for over ten

Second is their vast experiencer âctivities and major

duties performed. These ranged from broadcast of farm news

and market information (#3, #4, #8, #12, #13) and extension

of "practical agriculLural informaLion" (#7) to supervision

of Farm Radio Forum operation (#9) and the planning and

direction of the communication efforts of the Manitoba

Department of Àgriculture (#15).

Third is communication experts experiences in developing

countries" Table 6 (appendix H) indicates that five (33.3e")

of the fifteen respondents have had experience in developing

countries. Of relative importance is the countries in which

these experiences vrere gained. Such countries include:

Kenya, Sri Lanka, India, Costa Rica, EI Salvadore and

Guatemala "

Table 'l Contud"

#13 -"Agricultural broadcaster
-Broadcasts "farm news and

.oo" for 20 years
market information tr

*
#14

-"Was secretary & coordinator
-Co-ordinated, established and
-Condensed & broadcast 5 min.

f or FRF f or 10 yearsrr
held groups together

FRF summary.

#15 -"Agrologist" for 35 years
-P1ans & directs communication efforts

Manitoba Department of Agriculture.
of
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TÀBLE 2

Purpose and Planning: Summary.

Int"# &ft¡at Are Their Purposes? How Do They Plan?

*
#1

-To "engender" & "stimulate debate"
-t'Inf orm" & "trade f armers opinion. "

- " Coope rat
ef fort

lVe
il

#2 -"Depends upon the audience." -"Committee."
*

#3
-Provide "up-to-date market tçl
technical information. "

-Improve "farming practices and
market ing dec i s ions , "

Cooperat ive
effort.

#4 -Communicate; Understand farmers. -Consultat ion.
-Experience.

4É.
1¡J -Provide economic trends -Consultation.

-Exper i ence .

#6 -Improve "farm management ability"
-HeIp have "better quality of life."

-"a joint eftort/
-joint process. "

#7 -Improve farmers' " income and
standard of IiviDg " "

-"Consu1taL ion. "
-Coop" effort.

#8 -Provide "upcoming" information. -Consu]tat ion.

*
#9

-Provide technical, information "
-Develop self-help programs.
-"Examine farm policy questions. "

-"Consultation. "
-Cooperat ive

ef fort .

#10
-Inform about "available other info.
-Provide information "on how to o.o"
-provide market information.

-Consultat ion.

#11 -Provide "news & market information.
-Make farmers avlare of research

-Consultat i on
-Di sc uss i ons

#12 -Inform farmers of "what's happening
an.d how that may af f ect them.

#13 -Provide "accurate & timely informa-
tion about & news in general."

-Cooperat ive
ef fort "

*
#14

-Enab1e farmers to relate their
problems to other farmers"

-Cooperat ive
ef fort.

#1s
-"Present timely & useful info.
-"Help make a better Iiving on
-Support the total agric" industry

tt

il

-Consultat i on
-Cooperative

ef fort .
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5.3 PURPOSES OF DISSEMTA{ATTNG TNFOR}CÍATION'

In order to determine the purposes, it ?ras necessary to

examine the row of each respondent with respect to their

background, and then, with respect to other respondents.

More specifically, it was necessary to compare and identify

recurrent purposes for information dissemination"

Inspection of table 2 indicates three major purposes for

disseminating information, namely:

1. To provide "timely" (#13, #15), "up-to-date" (#3),

"accurate" (#13) and "usefuI" (*tS) information to

farmers.

To improve "farming practices and market decision"
(#3), "farm management abi1ity", "guality of Iife"
(#6), "income and standard of living" (#7) , and to

help farmers "make a better living on the farm. "

(#1s).

To provide "technical" and "how to

information (#3, #9, #10).

do" farming

5,4 PLANNING FOR INFORMA,TION DISSEMINATION.

These purposes are planned for, and determined through

"cooperative efforts" (#1 , #3, #6, #7 , #9, #13, #14, #1 5) ,

through "consultation" (#4, #'7 , #8, #9, #10, #11 , #15) ,

through "committees" (#2, #6) and through "experience"' (#4,

#5). In this -case, thirteen (86"7e") of the f if teen

¿.

3.
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respondents indicated that their planning is done through

"cooperative efforts" of invol-ved individuals and through

consultation with experts and specialists in the fieId.

Other factors support ive of the cooperat ive ef fort in

planning is the high rate of agreement on the specific
question: Is the target audience involved in the planning

process? Table 6 (Àppendix H) indicates that 73 "3e" of the

sample involved their target audience during the planning

process. Àlthough mostly indirectly and informally, this
invol-vement varied and ranged from registration of "their
opinions in writing" (#1 ) and through a "committee of the

top echelon of agriculLure" (#3) to involvement "through

general discussion with producers on." (#6) and "through

farm organízaLions and el-ected board members." (#9, #14) "

Other points worthy of mentioning in this section include

the notion of "meaningfulness" suggested by communication

expert #2, and the idea of adding "entertainment programmes

with rural flavor" (#10) to agricultural information"

According to communication expert #2,

It's an absolute fact of broadcasting that unless
the program means something to the audience, they
won't watch it, they won't listen to it; it has to
be meaningful.

Although the notion of meaningfulness coupled with the idea

of adding entertainment programmes with rural flavour to

agricultural information have been explicated elsewhere in

the literature (Wtrite, 1976; Abell et a}., 1968; Mathur &

Neurath, 1959) , it appears as an interesting point for
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and probably, for

5.5 PRODUCTION OF R^âÐIO PROGR.AMMES"

Perhaps the most fundamental practical question put to

communication experts in the sample was "How are radio

programmes produced?" Analysis of table 3 yields a variety

of ansv¡ers. However, the variety of the steps on the table

appeared to be rooted in communication experts' backgrounds,

practices, experiences and purposes of disseminating

information. These steps ranged from two by experL #4 and

expert #10 to seven by communication expert #5. Majority
(63.3e") of those who responded fall into three-to-four steps

of production. These steps can be summarized thusly:

1.

2.

3.

A"

Determine interviews or identify sources;

Conduct interviews or write scripts"
Record/tape interviews or scripts.
Edit and re-record/re-tape"

Employing Novak and Gowin ( 1 985) concept mapping, these

steps can be represented diagrammatically as in figure 2.

Further analysis and distillation of table 3 with the

background comments and purposes in mind yields another

approach to production of radio programmes. In a nutshell'

this approach involves three major steps:
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TÀBLE 3

Production: Summary.

Int.# Hor* Do They Produce Their Radio Programmes?

#1 -Prepare scripts, "read it & the technician recorded it."

#2 -Contracted out to private producers.

#3 rt -Producer's & technician's responsibility

#4 -Conduct interviews fie1d, telephone, etc " ; -Edit "

J+tr
11 .' -Make up list of topics, Conduct research

-Decide what major topic likely to be,
-Send out messages to correspondents,

on them

ideas-Request their advice,
-Edir "

Collect advice &

#6 -"Determine the interviews" -Conduct the interviews,
-"LisLen to them" and "time"; Edit"

#7 -Conduct intervÍews
-Scr ipt anci edit the
-Re-reco rd/re-tape

and record
interviews

#8 -Conduct interviews
- "Organ i ze t.hem at the studio", Edir.

#q*|¿

#10 -Record item
-Give to radio stat 10ns"

#11 -Live broadcast
-Pre-recorded interviews

*12 -CoIIect information
-script and add voice
-Edit by checking back

c l ips
for correctness

#13

#14* -Write up the script
-Read
-Record/tape it.

# 1,s -Conduct interviews -Get information from specialist
-Record -Write a script
-Edit. -Record it.
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In this step, the producer carries

out a need assessment which provides guidelines as

to: a) who the target audience is; b) The needs of

the target audience; c) The purposes and objectives

of disseminating information; d) The means of

achieving the stated purpose and objectives,

Research: Through consultation with experts in the

fie1d, corporate bodies and especially, ãgyicultural

organízaLions, the producer conducts a research to

evaluate and validate the identified needs. This

research should identify the sources of information

as well- as determine their availability.
3. Collection of informat ion: Once the sources are

determined, the producer can foIlow either route of

the concept map ( f igure 2) to produce a radio

programme.

In terms of information collection, communication experts

in the sample used "a variety of ways." (#3). Such methods

include: "letters from farmer" (#1, #14); "university and

experimental farms (#3); "interviews" with agricultural

specialists and farmers; .through staff members, reporters,

foreign correspondents and freelancers" (#4, #5, #8, #11,

#13 , #1 5 ) ; "on sight interviews with producers, or

industry people" (#6); "straight interviews with farmers and

agricultural production people" (#7, #12) " others are those

outlined by communication expert #13 which includes "weekly

¿.
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newspapers from the country and the daily newspaper ".. as

well as the speci fic farm papers" i "The telephone", "the

mail service", and "a cassette machiDêo" It appeared that

these methods depended upon the topic and available sources.

Another production factor worthy of mentioning here is

the "timeliness." Of all the specific questions put to the

respondents, the one concerning the seasons of the year v¡as

noteworthy because it was among the ones with the highest

agreement. TabIe 6 (Appendix H) indicates that thirteen
(86"7e") of the fifteen respondents agreed that the seasons

of Lhe year af fect the kinds of information given to

farmers. Responses to this question ranged from moderate

agreement such as "def initely" (#6, #8 ) to strong

aff i rmat ion such as "very definitely" (#1 1 ) and

"absolutely." (#4). There appeared three major reasons for

this high degree of agreement" These reasons had been

alluded to before, and are rooted in communication expertsr

purposes of disseminating information. First, the emphasis

on 'timeliness' by the respondents indicated that for any

information to be usefuI, it has to be "timely" and "up-to-

date." Several examples provided in this context within the

individual interviews testified to its viability. The second

and third reasons are factors of the first" In order to

provide effective 'technical' or 'how to do' farming

information, such information must be provided when the

recipient can put it into practice. And only when such is



achieved can farmers improve

'income and standard of living'

rural- communities.

5,6

their 'farming

and 'quality of
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practices' ,

I i fe' in the

DELI\rERY OF RÀDICI @9"
tell Ifarmers] what you are going to teIl

them, then you telI them, and then, You tell them
what you already told them. (#3).

In terms of delivery, there appeared to be two distinct

approaches: (a ) "live broadcast" (#1 1 ) using scripted

materials, and (b) pre-recorded or "pre-taped items" (#7)

which are sent on-the-air at the actual broadcast times.

These two approaches are dependent upon the production

methods discussed previously. The general delivery format

appeared to foIlow communication expert #3's idea of:

TeIIing the audience what you

_ INTRODUCTION.

are going to teII them'1 .

¿"

3"

Telling them what you want to tell them CONTENTS

TeIling them what you already told them

SUMMARY/CLOSURE .

Of particular interest in this section are: the

delivery; the reception models; and the use of

conjunction with other media" Table 7 (Appendix H)

that fourteen (93.3e") of the fifteen respondents

"interview" format to deliver their materials.

state of commensurability $¡as justified by

expert #10 thusly:

forms of

radio in

i ndicates

used the

rhis high

communication
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its been proven that that Iinterview] can be
the most informative or the most interesting way
of getting information across.

Further, eight (53.3e") of the fifteen respondents said that

their programs took the forms of "discussions" and

"Iectures", while four (26.7e") of them used "debates" and

"commentary" respectively. Other forms of delivery used by

communication experts in the sample include "drama",

"documentary" and "pane1 discussions." Experience indicates

that a combinations of these forms of delivery adds varietY,

interest and thus, effectiveness to educational programming"

The second major area of interest is the reception

models. This refers to how the target audience received the

information. In the interviews that vrere conducted, thirteen
(86.7e") of the fifteen respondents indicated that their

target audience received information "individually" while

nine (60e") of them indicated "family circles" (tab1e 7 -
Appendix H). This high state of agreement in

'individuality' and 'family circle' reception models can be

attributed to the activities of the present day

communication experts, and their uses of radio as an

"awareness" (#6) and as a "reminder" (#9, #15) as opposed to

educational medium. Although only five (33"3e") of them

indicated "sma11 groups", this model is highly used for

educational purposes, especially, where discussion, dialogue

and feedback is of prime concern (Ezeomah, 1983; Kidd &

Etherington , 1978i Crowley et al " , 1978; Ànyanwu, 1977 ,
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1978; McAnany, 1976; Mathur & Neurath, 1959; Nicol, 1954)"

In support of this notion, communication expert #2 said that

"there needs to be more than one person . o c, especially if

you want to get discussion going." However' communication

expert #1 described a unique 'smaLl group' , educational

model that was in operation:

They lForum members] listened to the broadcast,
. they discussed it, they told me what they thought;
I reported back [to] all of them what we
di scussed.

The third important area of interest is the use of radio

in conjunction with other media. Although there !¡as high

agreement on the 'individuality' and 'family circle'

reception models, there v¡as also high agreement on the use

of radio in conjunction with other media. Table 6 (Appendix

H) indicates that efeven (73"3s") of the sample said "yes" to

the spec i f ic quest ion: "Are the broadcasts used in

conjunction with other media?" The medium mostly used in

conjunction with radio is the "print" media" It is used in a

variety of ways such as: "Farm Radio Forum Guide" (fi14),

"press releases" (#7, #15), "farm papers (#3) "posters" (#3)

and "newspapers" (#3)" According to communication expert #2,

every educational broadcast should have an accompanying

package of printed materials questions and answers that

they can come back to and reinforce the audience 
"

Communication expert #9 supported expert #2's idea, adding

that the print media allows adequate coverage of materials.

In his olrn words,
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print media is quite important because there
was ofLen quite an additional piece of information
provided which really helped round out the
programme if you wanted to get more detail.

Final1y, communication expert #14 indicated that the Farm

Radio Forum guide "brought out more opinions and more

information about the subject matter."

Other worthwhile aspects of delivery worth mentioning

here are the ' ideal' and 'actual' broadcast times, the

length of the programmes and the arrangements for feedback

(table I - Appendix H). In terms of the ideal broadcast

times, nine (60e") of the sample suggested "mornings" and

"afternoons. respectively while only three (20e") of them

indicated "evenings. " Although there was high state of

agreement for the morning and afternoon periods, those who

did not indicate either had different viewpoints. Àccording

to them, the ideal broadcast time(s);

depends on the area and on the farming
pract ices ( #3 ) .

Iis] different for different farmers and is
dependent upon the time of the year (#4) 

"

Iis] changing because more and more farmers
have radios in their tractors and their
combines and they li sten to the radio al-l
day long (#1 0 ) .

It should be noted here that the 20e" who suggested

"evenings" v¡ere those invol-ved in the former Canadian Farm

Radio Forum.

1"

¿"

a
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the actual broadcast times varied

great-Iy among communication experts in the sample' For

example, eight (53.3e") of the fifteen respondents indicated

'afternooD', seven (46"7e") of them indicated 'evening' while

only f ive ( 33. 3e") of them indicated 'morning' ( table I -
Appendix H). various reasons v¡ere given for these

suggestions and choices. Such reasons include:

1. Farmers come in for lunch and listen to the radio

(#1 , #13, #15).

Farmers have their big meal and a rest at noon (#3)"

They are very much trained for the noon slot farm

broadcast (#6).

Most farmers have their radios on when they 're
having breakfast (#ø, #1 1 ) .

Most farmers are in the house at noon or part of noon

hour (#1 5) .

¿.

JJ.

n

tr

In terms of length of the programs, there was no

significant agreement as to what it should be. It varied

from some seconds to an hour and half with major clusters

around the zero to thirty minutes range (tab1e 7 - Appendix

H)" There appeared three major reasons for this cluster,

two of which were articulated quite clearly by communication

experts in the study" The first is the attention span of the

target audience which they said is very short" Ît "is

difficult to get peoples attention for longer than half an

hour." (#2). The second reason is the worthiness of time for
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the broadcasters and the broadcasting corporations. For

example, the programmes are short "because time is money for

broadcasters" (#6); and because it is convenient for the

radio station (#7) " Last]y, the use of radio as an

"awareness medium" (#6), as a "reminder" (#9, f15), and as

an information medium rather than as an educational medium"

Fina1ly, only five (33"3e") of the fifteen respondents,

four of whom were involved in the former Canadian Farm Radio

Forum, had formal arrangements for feedback. Seven (46"7e")

of them had "informal" types of arrangement while four

(26.7e") of them don' t have any f orms or means of gett ing

feedback from the target audience, This ignorance towards

feedback can be attributed to the reasons given above.

However, it should be borne in mind that feedback is a key

factor and a necessity in any educational programming,

especially, those for illiterate and neo-literate adults
(Perraton, 1983; DanieI & Marguis, 1983; Nashif, 1982; Kaye,

1982; Neil, 1981)"

5"7 EVALUå,TION OF R^å,DIO PROGR.AMIMS,/BROADCASTS .

Perhaps, another fundamental practical question put to

communication exper.ts in the sample was "How do you evaluate

your programmes/broadcasts?" Analysis of table 4 produced a

variety of ans$¡ers. However, the variety of responses

appeared to take place more on the semantic level than on

the substant'ive, "how to do", level-. lt is the researcher's
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TÀBLE 4

Evaluation: Summary.

Int"# How Do They Evaluate Their Radio Programmes/nroadcasts?

#.1 * -"By broadcast measurement devices-number of listeners""
-Number of responses/tetters from farmers.

#2 -Through criticisms
-Number of requests
-Number of letters

by client
for dupl icat i on .

rece ived.

#3* -InformalIy, through comments/reactions from audience
-"Audience ratiDg. "

#4 "Self evaluation"
"Informal evaluation"

-"Boss's Evaluation"
"Number of 1isteners" lt

#s

#6 -Through "informal feedback from staff and farmers."
-"Surveys" by the department.

#7 -"General feedback from staff and the target audience."

#8 -Through "selt
-Comments from

evaluation. "
the "Iistening audience tt

#9* -Informal feedback from representatives of aIl areas.
-Weekly reports.

#10 -Through "self evaluation. "

#11 -Through "a survey form at
-National rating services

fairs."
number of l- i steners.

#12 -Intuitively, through experience.

#13 -"Broadcast measurement": Number of people that listen"
-Formal and informal "feedbacks."
-Number of "Ietters and phone ca11s" received"

#1 4* -Through "Number of groups that reported. "

#15 -Throujh "general
-"Size of audience

feedback. "
from of iicial

" Surveys
surveys.

il

ll
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contention that much of the terminology used for describing

evaluation procedures v¡ere synonymous at the l-eveI of

meaning in communication experts' view. For example,

consider the following terms that were used to describe

evaluation procedures: Number of Iisteners (#1 , #4, #11 ,

#13, #14, #15) ; Number of responses/letters received (#'1 ,

#2, #13); and Comments/reactions from the audience (#2, #3,

#8). Other terminologies and phrases used include: Self

eval-uation (#4, #8, #10 ) ; Boss's evaluation (#a); Inf ormal

evaluation (#+, #6); Informal feedback (#9, #13); General

feedback (#7, #15); Formal evaluation (#13); and Surveys

(#6, #1s).

Although differing in phraseology, it appeared that these

descriptions of evafuation procedures contained common

elements or concerns within them" For aII, there v¡as a pre-

occupation with, to borrow from Geertz (1973), "explication"
and appraisal as well- as an orientation towards feedback. It

seemed cfear in the mind of the respondents that evaluation

and its procedures are synonymous and had the definite
purpose of assessment. Hence, evaluation and its procedures

appeared to be viewed as an instrument for measurement the

process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful

information for judging decision alternatives (StuffIebeam,

1969) "

Àlthough the

seemed to focus

overall responses by communication experts

on measurement and appraisal as opposed to
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procedures, one cannot simply overlook the variety of terms

used to describe evaluation procedures" Even though one

cannot definitely interpret the noted variations, it is

perhaps possible to at Ieast speculate as to the

signif icance of such differences. From the researcher's

experience with the interviews, it appeared that the use of

differing phrases to describe essentially similar views and

procedures reflected personal background, experience and

practices of the respondents. Thus, in order to make sense

of what has been said, it v¡as necessary to construct a

continua a cl-uster of evaluation procedures and place

these respective phrases or tools within the context and

processes of their belongings. For example, there are two

major forms (formative and summative) of evaluation. In

general, formative evaluation is "any review done for the

purpose of improving the materia1"(Weston, 1986, p.7) and

occurs within and during the entire process of programme

design and production. Weston ( 1 986) identified various

types of formative evaluation which includes "self
evaluation" r "expert review" r "developmental- testing" r "one-

to-one testing", "group testing", "field testing", and

"extended testing." (p" 9)" On the other hand, summative

evaluation is used to validate a programme and for judging

decision alternative (Stutflebeam, 1 969) .
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Utilizing Oberg and Dufresne-Tasse (1986) patLern coding

method, it was possible to code and classify the experts

phraseology into informal and formal evaluations based upon

the above definitions. Figure 3 below indicates that most

of the respondents did some kind of informal evaluaLion"

.A,lthough i t i s sa id to be inf ormal due to techn iques

involved, these evaluations seemed to be carried out after
the programme had been disseminated" Thus, they are placed

in this context with the view that feedback received from

the previous programme was used to revise and modify t.he

following programmes. Only with this not ion can the

classification be accepted as va1id. Secondly, from the

pattern coding, it appeared that only two communication

experts used some kind of formative/summative evaluation.

Hence, one can conclude that the respondents used only

informal type approaches to evaluate their
programme s/broadca s t s .

5.8 PROBLEMS ENCOT'NTERED.

In the structured interview questions that were used

(appendix C or D), the respondents s¡ere asked to identify
major problems encountered at the planning, production,

delivery and evaluation stages of the communication process.

Àlthough most of them had not encountered or could not think
of any major problems encountered at the time of the

interview, a few problems appeared inevitable and prevalent.
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Though accorded a low response rate, the major problems

encountered at the planning stage were lack of time (#5 ,#9,

#10, #12) and the problem of dealing with people (#2, #ü;
while those encountered during production included the above

plus insufficient budget and people to interview (#2, #3,

#1 5 ) . The inevitable major problem encountered at the

delivery stage was the difficulty of getting people together

and to participate in discussions (#2, #9, #14). Fina1ly,

those encountered at the evaluation stage were "evaluation

itself " there i s no way of doing it statistically and

#6, #7 , #1 3 ) ; and lack of feedback (#8,accurately (#4,

#9, #12) "

In general, the most inevitable and prevalent problem

encountered across the four stages is the "time" - "o." to

lplan] get the information put together" (fi10); "ooo to

lproducel get the programme done in time for it to be

usef uI" (#2); " o.. to [aef i.ver] do it" and " o o . to

levaluatel design an evaluation form." (#10). As suggested'

these problems can be approached by "working as efficiently"

as possible (#2, #4 , #1 0 ) , by allowing some flexibility

within the processes (#6 , #9 , #1 0 ) ,

interpersonal relationships (#14).

and through
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TABLE 5

Recommendat ions ; Summary.

Int"# What Are Their Recommendations?

*
#1

-Should be done by a "Nigerian who knows
those l-ittle nuances of the society. "

-Use "Farm Radio Forum approach. "
-Use "sma11 Iistening groups."
-Use "open line Radio." -Make programmes simple.

#2 -Don't loose "contact with the audience."
-Don't loose "contact with the needs of people""

*
#3

-Keep the programmes simple.
-Design and direct programmes to
-Talk to the audience friendly &

language.

the target audience"
in their kind of

#4 -Develop "credibility", know the audience
and "what they v¡ant. "

-Use "expertise" and "get down to basics. It

#s -Get "radio into the
-Don't talk "down to
-l'fake it simple.

hands of everybody
the audience. "

il

#6 -Radio "must be backed up ...by person-to-
person contact" [and] by demonstrations.

-Keep programmes "short and concise."
-Know "your audience."
-Get "community involvement. "
-Use "extension advisory groups."

#7 -"Keep the messages fairly simple & understandable."
-Programs should be "guides and suggestions."

#8 -Keep "the information direct
-Don't get "too technical on

s imple " & understandabl-e .
topic " "

I

a

+ô7ÍJ

-Use the "whole Farm Radio
-Get farmers' "commitment"

Forum" approach.
during initiation.

#10 -"UtiIize the language of the people."
-"Programs should be informal. "
-"Know your audience", involve the audience
-Don't use radio for "political propaganda. "



5.9 RECOMMENDATIONS.

In this section, communication

asked to recommend approaches,

problems foreseen for the uses of

agricultural extension services

Table 5 summarized the various

respondents. From the table, it

five major recommendations made

These were; 1 ) simplicity, 2)

191

experts in the sample vrere

identify pitfalls and

educational radio in the

of a developing country.

ideas generated by the

was possible to identify

by communication experts.

community involvement, 3)

Table 5 Contrd"

#11 -Use indigenous to deliver informati
-"Use radio as eye opener. "
-Use "print or personal contact."
-Information should be "relevant to

on

the area ll

#12 -Use information from
-Don't have too long a

"developed countries. "
program: keep it brief

#13 -Government or radio people must be willing
to provide such program.

-The "farm people" must have a desire "to want
to learn more, do it better or different."

-"Talk at the level of farmers."
-"Know where your listener is at o o o o "

#1 q* -Organize "smaIl groups. "
-Don't "aim for a group that is too Iarge."
-Find out what farmers have"
-Find out "what they're interested in,...,

what they want to learn about.
-"Establish a good feedback from the group"

#15 -Determine possible radio stations; "what time of day
is the best."

-Develop "Iist of source materials"; "right
kind relationship with the radio stations."

-"Make people aware of the service"
-Get "feedback" from the people earIy. "
-Get people involved right at the beginning.
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indigenosity, 4) Farm Radio Forum approach, and 5) multi-

media approach. These major recommendations are presented in

order of the frequency ?¡ith which they were mentioned by the

respondents. It can be reasonably argued that the frequency

reflects the emphasis and indispensability of communication

expe)rts I ideas and recommendations.

5,9.1 Simplicitv"

Of the fifteen communication expert interviewed, nine

(60e.) recommended simplicity as being a good attribute of

any educational radio programmes. The following examples

illustrate some of the various ways in which the notion of

simplic ity vras recommended.

- " t ranslate the experts'

ord i na ry , unde r standable language ,

-"Keep it Ittre programmeJ simple

kind of language." (#3)"

-use "expertise" and t'get down to basics"

that they will understand it." (#4).

understandable. " (#7) 
"

-keep "the information direct,
in the simplest form so that

understand it. " (#8).

fancy talk into

o. n . " (#1)

and talk to them in their

in such a Ìray

simple and put. ". it across

your listening audience can

-don't take "it for granted that everyone understands the

code words ltechnical jargonsl invol-ved. " (#5) .

-keep the programmes "short and concise .ooo" (#6).

-keep "the messages Iprogrammes] fairly simple and
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-"Tal-k at the level of the Iisteners. " (#13) 
"

Although the phraseology used was dif ferent for each of

the respondents (Woodley , 1984), there appeared to be little

doubt that the underlying sentiments were the same;

indicating the indispensability of the idea of sirnplicity in

educational programming, especially, for illiterate and neo-

literate adults.

5"9"2 CommuniÈv InvolvemenL.

Of almost equal emphasis was the notion of community

involvement right from the beginning to the implementation

and evaluation stages. Seven of the fifteen respondents

made specific recommendations to this effect. Such

recommendat ions include ;

Using " o o . those individuals in the community to try

and identify what is most important to be said."
(#6).

Getting "a fairly good commitment out there that they

1.

¿-

4.

want it. "

3 " Having "a

(#e).

desi re on the part of the farm people

more, to want to do it better

3) 
"

groups so that each person can have

(#14); and

to

orv¡ant to learn

different." (#1

Having "smaIIer

littIe impact. "
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Getting "that feedback from the people early, or i.f

there were advisory committees or whatever ahead of

time, to suggest what kinds of topics should be

handted and how they're handled and either ahead of

time or early in the service to make sure that this

was what they wanted and they were going to in fact

listen." (#-15).

Although seven of the fifteen respondents represents only

46"7e", the notion of communiLy involvement has been used

extensively in such activities and has been explicateC in

the research I i terature (Ànyanwu , 19'77 , 1978; Ezeomah, '1 983 ;

Crowley et â1., 1978; Mathur & Neurath, 1959; Kidd &

ELherington, 1978; Cassirer, 1977, 1974; Punasiri & Griffin,

1976; GrenhoIm, 1975; Nicol, 1954).

5,9"3 Indiqenositv"

For six (40>") of the respondents, there was obvious

concern about who is delivering the educational radio

programmes" Such concerns ranged from awareness of the

social norms to understandability of the people and their

language. It prompted recommendations such as: "it should be

a Nigerian who's delivering the educational" (#1 )

programmes; "someone who knows those littIe nuancestl

(#1) of the society; and "... as much as possible, utilize

the language of the people you are talking to and probably

do not do radio programmes in English if in fact most of the
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people really relate better to a tribal- language of some

kind." (#10);' and fina1Iy, "That the person who is giving

the agricultural information is from there, and understood

and could relate to the people. " (#11 ) " Although not

specifically articulated, it appeared that indigenosity was

in large measure related to community involvement. The

inference seems to be an understanding of the community,

their norms and language and the ability to relate to the

people 
"

5"9.ô' Farm Radio Forum Aoproach.

Almost equal emphasis was placed on the use of Farm Radio

Forum approach. Five (33.3e") of the fifteen respondents

recommended organization of "sma11 [listening] groups" (#1,

#14) in villages to sit, listen and discuss educational

radio programmes. Communication expert #14 felt thaL "one of

the most important thing is to try and get smaller groups so

that each person can have a little impact"" Although few

recommended the Farm Radio Forum approach, it has been used

extensively in boLh developed and developing country. Such

countries include: Canada, India, Ghana, Benin Republic

Latin America and the Caribbean, to name but a few (Nico1 et

al. , 1954; Àbelt et 41. , 1968; Punasiri, 1976; Sitaram,

1969; Schwass, 1976, Kamath, 1974; Mathur & Neurath, 1959;

Anyanwu,1977, 1978; Khan, 1977i Kidd, 1950; McKenzie,

1950).
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Especially of unique interest in the Farm Radio Forum

approach is the'smaII listening group.'In the literature,
group learning and group Iistening has been a long-

established practice of adult education and education of

adult peasant farmers. For example, Lowe (1975) examined the

assumptions of group theorists on group learning and

concluded that 'group interaction leads to changes in

individual behavior.' According to him, individuals in a

group learn from one another, and are stimulated to behave

in such a vray as may be profitable to the whole group.

Various literature reviewed in this study testified the

viability and inevitability of group learning and radio

group listening followed with discussions.

5.9.5 Mu1ti-Media Aporoach,

The final area of major recommendations identified from

table 5 was that of a multi-media approach" Again, five of

the respondents suggested this approach. They recommended

the use of "person-to-person contact" (#6), "print or

personal contact" (#1 1 ) and the establishment of a good

feedback system from the group (#1, #14, #15) so that

farmers can report back in writing. Àlthough a higher number

of the respondents used radio in conjunction with other

media, few mentioned it during their recommendations.

Irrespective of this low recommendation rate, the use of

multi-media approach in any educational programming is
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inevitable and indispensable. rn both developed and

developing countries, especially for education of irriterate
and neo-literate rurar adults, the multi-media approach has

proved successfur. Major exampres incrude the former

Canadian Farm Radio Forum (Nicol et âf,, 1954); an Indian

experiment in Farm Radio Forum (t"tathur & Neurath, 1959); the

Ghanaian experience (abe11, Coleman & Opoku, 19GB); and many

others described in the forlowing chapter as welr as review

of the related literature.

To recapiturate, it must be remembered that the questi.ons

used during the interviews were open ended and non-directive
in and of themselves. Therefore, since only f ive ( 33.3e")

communication experts recommended the Farm Radio Forum and

the multi-media approaches, it is likely that most other

respondents would agree with these ideas. The respondents

who recommended these themes/ideas probably praced higher
priority and emphasis to them than on others. However, since

these recommendations are strongly supported by the

reflexivity literatures, it can be concluded that they are

signi f icant "

5.9.6 Perplexitv Ànd pitfalIs.

As stated at the outset of this section, the respondents

were asked to identify pitfalrs and probrems foreseen for
the uses of educational .radio in the agricultural extension

services of a developing country. Àlthough some of them
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were reluctant and hesitant to say what they felt because of

not knowing any developing country "v¡el1 enough" (#9), what

follows is a further distillation of recurrent pitfalls and

problems identified by those who responded. Though the

pitfalls and problems htere stated in the individual

transcript summary presented in chapter IV as well as tabi.e

5, those mentioned here are felt to be relevant based on the

researcher's experience and knowledge of a spec i f ic

developing country as well as the related research

1 i terature .

Five major problems $¡ere foreseen for the uses

educational radio in the agricul-tural extension services

a developing country. These include:

of

of

1.

¿"

Ã.

tr

Availability of radios (#1, #3,

#14, #15);

#4, #9, #10, #12 ,

Getting and encouraging people to actually listen to

radio programmes (#2, #6, #11, #13, #14);

ÀtLitude of the government and the use of radio as a

propaganda thing (#q, #10) ì

Knowing the best time to get the target audience

(#1S, #15), having follow-up materials (print)

available and accessible to them (#1 1 ) , and the

"language problem." (#13); and

"Getting trained radio announcers and farm directors

who can talk about farming and yet not sound like big

government officials, who can relate well to the
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(#10).
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sti1I not preach to them. "

In terms of pitfalls to be avoided, most of them are

displayed in table 5 as cautionary statements such as don't

loose "contact with the needs of people" (#2) and get

"feedback from the people early." (#15) " other relevant

pitfalls identified but not displayed in table 5 include:

(a) Having "an expert who can't talk in plain understandabfe

language." (#1); (b) "TurnIing] off your audience before you

even started." (#4)¡ (c) Taking "it for granted that

everyone understands the code words Itechnical jargonJ

involved. " (#5); and (d) "Timing f.or Ione's] convenience,

for the broadcasters convenience rather than for the

audience convenience. " (#6).

5.10 ST'MT'TARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The themes and ideas presented in the preceding pages

represent communicat ion experts' purposes and planning,

production, del ivery and evaluation of

educational/ínformation radio programmes; and thei r

recommendations for educational uses of radio in a

developing country. In a capsule form, the interviewed

communication experts use radio as an 'avtareness', as a

'reminder' and as an 'information' medium; they plan their

programmes'cooperatively' and sometimes, in'consultation'

with the target audience; their production procedures follow
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two main routes as displayed in figure 1¡ and their delivery

method is mostly through i-nterviews while the reception

model is mainly 'individuality' and sometimes , 'family
circle. ' Evaluation is mostly informal with orientation
towards feedback.

For educational uses of radio in a developing country,

five major recommendations vrere made. To recapitulate, these

vrere: 1) Simplicity, 2) Community involvement, 3 )

indigenosity, 4) Farm Radio Forum approach, and 5) Multi-
media approach. Às validated through 'reflexivity
literaturêsr¡ these recommendations appear appropriate and

applicable at various stages of the technical processes" In
practice, they appear interwoven and as such, intermingle

within the plan, production, delivery and evaluation

processes.

From

chapter,

general summary analysis presented in this
can be concluded that:

1" The purposes of disseminating agricultural
farmers in rural areas of Manitoba,

the

ir

information to

Canada were:

a) To provide I

'useful' , I

information.

b) To improve

decisions'r"'
'farming practices

farm management ability'
and market

, 'quality of

timely', 'up-to-date', ' accurate

technical' and 'how to do' farmi

I
I

ng
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life' , 'income' and 'standard of Iiving' on the

farm.

2. The interviewed communication experts plan and

determine the purposes of information dissemination

through:

a) The 'cooperative efforts' of the target audience;

b) 'Consultation' with experts and specialists in the

field;
c ) 'Committees' and ' farm organ ízaLions' ; and

d) 'Experience' in- and on- the job.

3. The producLion of (any) radio programme may follow

the four major identified steps:

a) Determine intervíews/ídentify sources;

b) Conduct interviews/write scripts;
c) Tape interviews/read and record scripts;

d) Edit and re-rec orð,/re-tape.

These four steps should be preceded by

'identification' (needs assessments) and

'research' as described in section 5"5

4. The del ivery of any educat ional radio programme

should follow three steps:

a) 'Introduction': leIl the audience what you are

going to teII them;

b) 'Content': TeIl them what you want to tell them;

c) 'Summary/closure': TeII them what you have already

told them.



tr The communication experts interviewed

radio programmes 'informally' wi

towards feedback.
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evaluated their
th or ientat i on

7"

6. The communication experts in l'ianitoba, Canada use

radio as an 'awareness', as a 'reminder' and as an

'information' medium"

The ta rget aud i enc e recelve information

'individually' and sometimes, in 'family circles.'
B. The target audience are involved 'indirectly' and

'informally' during the planning process"

9. I'{a jority of the communication experts use the

'1 0.

interview format to deliver information.

The broadcast times depend upon the area (country),

farming practices, seasons of the yeari and may be

different for different farmers"

The length of any educational radio programmes should

be between 30 - 45 minutes with intermittent breaks.

The major problem encountered was the time to plan,

produce, deliver and evaluate educational radio

pro9rammes,

11.

12.



ChaPter VI

T{OW RA,DTO }TAS BEEN USEÐ ThT DE\¡ELOPITdG COT'NTRTES"

The purpose of thi s chapter i s to seek ansll'ers to the

second major problem of the study: "Àccording to selected

literature, how do the agricultural extension services of

developing countries use radio to educate or disseminate

agricultural information to farmers in rural communities?"

In order to attempt to ansvrer this guestion, this chapter

continues from where chapter II left off. The aim now,

however rather than to review the literature,

extens ively desc r i be f ive spec i f ic and

pr o j ec Ls /pr og ramme s/expe r i ment s (hereafter,

1.

a
Lo

)

Ã.

tr

NIGERIÀ; Education of Nomadic People"

GHANÄ; Farm Radio Forum Project.

INDIÀ: An Experiment in Farm Radio Forum.

BENIN REPUBLIC: Use of Radio in Rural- Education.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: Radio Santa Maria.

is to

related

used

synonymously) in light of the preceding in-depth interviews

as weIl as the above stated question. These projects

represent the " f ive strategies of use" for radio in

development (t'tcanany, 1976) and are drawn from developing

countries. The projects described are:

-203-
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Selection of these projects is based on three major

premises. First, the fact that they dealt with education of

illiterate or neo-literate adu1ts, rural development, rural

education, agricultural extension or Farm Radio Forum (as

defined in chapter r ); and used radio as the principal

medium" Second, the fact that the literature described the

processes plann i ng, product i on , del ívery /broadcast ,

evaluation or a combination thereof. Third, the fact Lhat

the literature v¡as available and within the reach of the

researcher.

Since selection of these projects is delimited by three

factors, it follows the expression 'nobody is perfect.' That

is, this chapter and the employed methodology ís not

perfect; it has three major drawbacks. First, the

phenomenon that the materials described may be a secondary

source is a problem. It thus follows the first assumption of

the study which states that the materials are not secondary

they are written by people who v¡ere directly involved in

the projects. But whichever the case may be, the idea here

is to abstract the major themes and practices from the

literature, and from developing countries, to reflect upon,

to support and to validate the data collected through

structured in-depth interviews"

Second, Lhe basis of selection of the described projects

is not perfect. It is possible that the most relevant and

important projects may not have been included because of the
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selection criteria, Lhat is, the criteria of availability

Iimited the number of projects described. Fina1ly, the

third drawback is a result of the second, namely the chapter

is not an exhaustive description of many such projects"

Having recognized these drawbacks, it is anticipated that

they wi t1 ,ñot inval idate the results and f indiû9s,

especially, of this chapter"

Àlthough each section that follows is started with a

historical or developmental background of each project, it

will be noted here that the descriptions that follow are

mainly concerned v¡ith the 'howt - planning, production,

delivery/broadcasl, evaluation or a combination thereof

rather than the 'what' .

6"1 NIGERIA; EDUCATION OF NOì{ADIC PEOPLE.

In Nigeria, the nomadic people are made up of different

ethnic groups who are "constantly on the move to herd their

anima1s." (Ezeomah, 1983. p.29). Because of their constant

movements, these ethnic groups are educat ionally

disadvantaged. To bridge this 9aP, various educational

experiments were inítiated and implemented by the Nigerian

government. For example, in Bauchi state of Nigeria, some

mini-studies were carried out to identify the problems and

attitudes of the nomads towards formal education. In order

to attempt to solve the identified problems, three

strategies were used. First, the acquisition of:
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(i) À mobile cinema van complete with projectors
and accessories, (ii) A tape recorder/pIayer,
(iii) special f ilms; e.g. on cattle rearing, (iv)
special (music) recordings. (Ezeomah, 1983, p.30).

Second, the approaches to be used which include spending

time getting acguainted with the nomads through the use of

films and music recordings; establishing reÌationships with

them, and carrying out dialogues from the topics of the

films and the music recordings; and getting the nomads to

express their needs through dialogues, especially with the

elders, and to act upon the accepted needs.

Third, the preparation which involved ascertainment of

their vrilfingness, and the number that are willing to

participate, their location, route and destination. The

provision of these basic equipment and approaches "were

meant not only to gain a closer relationship with the cattle
Fu1ani parents, but also to win their confidence and become

acceptable to them." (Ezeomah, 1983, p"32).

Àlthough radio was not used as the principal medium, the

result of this experiment vras overwhelmed with "poor

enrollment and irregular attendance." (ibid, p.42). Similar

types of educational experiments v¡ere planned for, and

implemented in different states of Nigeria within which the

nomads travel. These states include Bauchi, Borno, Gongola,

Kano and Plateau (for more detail, see Ezeomah, 1983b)" Of

particular interest is the 'Nomadic Fulani Educational Radio

programmes of Plateau state. Based upon two publications by
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describes theChimah Ezeomah 1 the pages that

processes of this specific project"

6,1"1 P1anninq, Production, Deliverv and Evaluation.

Figure 4 below shows the processes followed and Lhe type

of information flow between programme producers, programme

broadcasters and the nomadic Fu1ani receivers. Ezeomah

(1983) described the stages as follows:

In stage 1, the programme producer plans and
produces what may be assçrmed to meet the needs of
the nomads. In stage 2, the programme caster goes
on the air as directed and the Fulani nomads
receive the programme in a random passive fashion
as in stage 3. The broken lines show that the
nomads have no means of sending feedback to the
producers. The radio is used in this was as an
information medium. (p. a7 ) .

Although used as an information medium, the purpose of

the Nomadic Fulani Educational- Broadcasting "vlas to

popularize the nomadic project among the nomads in order to

af f ect their minds. . .towards social change" " (f Ui.a, P "44) .

It appeared that the programmes were not designed to achieve

this purpose. The nomadic adults were partly involved during

the planning process. Ezeomah reported that onJ-y five
percent of the respondents indicated that 'they had some

r Dr. Ezeomah is a senior lecturer in Educational
Àdministration and Planning in the faculty of Education,
University of Jos, Nigeria. He became interested in the
education of nomadic people in 1970 and 1971 when he
participated in the adult education programme organized
for them. Since 1976, Dr. Ezeomah has devoted his research
efforts on how best to make suitable educational
provisions for the nomads.
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discussions with radio programme producers and that they

were interviewed by 'radio men' about the conditions of

their Iiving in their camps, . . " (p.47 ) .
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above processes, Ezeomah ( 1 983b)

For a radio to be used as an educational and
training medium, it should become a medium of
dialogue and participation between the producers,
the piogramme casters and receivers. (p. 47)"

Thus, he proposed the second diagram of figure 4 as the

ideal educational radj.o programme broadcast and reception

model. In this mode1, the producer plans and produces

programmes based on the information received from the

receivers through field workers. The programme broadcaster

uses Lhe technical 'know how' to help the producer make

modifications and improve the productions as more feedback

is received from programme receiversi while the fietd

workers study the environment and culture of the community

and provide necessary information for programme production.

To evaluate the nomadic Fu1ani educational experiment I a

Survey vras carried out to determine the extent to which the

educational broadcast had affected the minds of nomadic

people towards social- change. The survey sought to ansvler

the following questions;

1.

2.

a

n

5.

How many nomadic Fulani own

What type of programmes d.o

Do they understand and
programmes they listened
ne i ghbour ?

How useful do they consider

Do they communicäte with
producers? (Ezeomah, 1983a,

radi os ?

they listen to?

di scuss radio
to with their

the programme?

the programme
p.61 ) .
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Àlthough the survey methodology is not clearly stated,

relative to the theme here, it revealed that:

1" Majority (85e.) of the respondents discussed with

others what they heard on the radio.

Only 5eo of respondents showed that they had some

discussions with producers.

Most of the respondents (93e") showed a desire to

communicate with the programme producers so they can

express their views on what affects their lives and

have programmes of direct interest to them.

Regarding respondents' high desire to communicate with

programme producers, Ezeomah (1983a) concluded that:
This wiIl not only encourage their active,
critical and thoughtful participation but also
enabl-e them to become involved, ât one time or
another, in the business of educational
broadcasting. This means giving them opportunity
to be on air about matters concerning their
seasonal movements,. ". (p"6a)

Correspondingly, Ezeomah's conclusion supports the

characteristics of indigenosity and community involvement

recommended by communication experts during the interviews.

6"2 GHANAS FARM R.LÐIO FORT'M PRO;IECT"

In 1956, just before independence, Radio Ghana began its

broadcasts in the Ghanaian languages. The traditional music

and rural oriented programmes began to compete for air time.

Invitations came from village chiefs and cultural

¿"

)
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tradit ional

In the same

year I a weekly series entitled 'The Cocoa Family' went the

air as the first attempt at rural broadcasting, and

continued for two years. By 1957, the year of independence,

regular talks on agriculture were introduced on the network

of Radio Ghana. "These were, however, more academic than

didactic, because they vrere given by University lecturers in

English, and so missed their intended audience"""the peasant

farmer who needed them most." (Co1eman & Opoku,1968, p"7)"

In 1962, Radio Ghana accepted an invitation from the

Australian Broadcasting commission to send a radio

technician for a course of training in rural broadcasting in

Australia. Mr. Opoku was given this opportunity. He savr the

great contributions made by rural broadcasting to the

advancement of agriculture and raising of the national

economic level of Àustral ia " Hi s return in Ghana $¡as

followed "almost immediately by the introduction of a series

of 3O-minute weekly farm broadcasts in Àkan, the 'language

spoken by about 60e" of the country's population." (Coleman &

Opoku, p.8).

During 1963-64, Mr. Opoku "spent approximately one year

in Canada studying all the phases of Farm Radio Forum in its

country of origin." (abeII, 1965 p.2). By 1964, the

government of Ghana, in cooperation with UNESCO and the

government of Canada, introduced the Ghanaian Farm Radio
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Forum on a pilot basis. This section describes the processes

of the Farm Radio Forum project of Ghana.2

6"2"1 P1anninq, ProducLiono Deliverv and Evaluation"

Às a Farm Radio Forum experiment, the organizers chose

the "Eastern Region of Ghana" with the "Àkan speaking

dialect" as the project area" Sixty experimental forums were

organized in forty villages in the project area, while forty

forums were surveyed in twenty villages as control for the

purpose of assessing results.
AbeIl, 1965).

(Coleman & Opoku, 19687

Various organízations and government ministries were

involved during the planning processes. These include Radio

Ghana, United Ghana Farmers Co-operatives, National Council

of Ghana Women, Ministries of Agriculture, Education,

HeaIth, Social Welfare and development, UDiversity of Ghana

and the Institute of Ideological Studies " A "steering
commi ttee" cons i st ing of representat ives of the above

organ ízaLions and ministries was made responsible for

planning the project" A "subject committee" was nominated by

the steering committee.

z this description is based upon the work of William F.
Coleman, director of Broadcasting, and Àndrew À. Opoku,
RuraI Radio Producer, Ghana Broadcasting Corporation; and
Hellen C. Àbe11, Technical Àdvisor, External Àid Office,
Government of Canada, oD secondment from the University of
Guelph, Ontario"
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The members of the subject committee ltere requested to

draw up Iists of topics they considered appropriate for the

programmes. They were afso requested to ensure that the

interests of all the participating organ ízations were

reflected in their sel-ection, so that a broad view would be

taken of the problems of rural people. The suggested topics

were discussed exhaustively to elicit the pros and cons.

After discussion, the "secretary convenor" prepared a

detailed breakdown of the topics. Editors vtere then

commissioned to write papers on the topics in EngIish.

Àccording to Coleman and Opoku, (1968) 
'

this careful planning vras aimed at bringing the
academicians and experts down to the level of
peasant farmer and unskilled labourer, whose
problems they were invited to help in solving.
(p.12 ) .

Other planning activities prior to the establishment of

forums in the selected villages was the training of "field

organizers. " Representatives in forty villages of the

project area vrere selected. The organizers worked in teams

of four and organized the forums.

To assist the chairperson and secretaries of individual

forums, " three one-day workshops vJere arranged" and the

participants v¡ere "given a more complete briefing on the

forum technique and on their specific duties." (Coleman &

Opoku, 1968, p.11). À1so, a revised version of the À1I India

Radio Guide for f ield organization of farm forums $¡as

prepared and mimeographed. Documents outlining the duties of
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the forum secretaries and chairpersons, ês weIl as a meeting

guide $¡as prepared and translated into the Äkan language.

In terms of production, the department consisted of a

Chief Organ izer , a Forum Advisor and a producer " They

examined and classified the topics according to their most

appropriate modes of presentation. The comprehensÍve

scripts v¡ere reduced to about one and a half pages,

translated into the broadcast languages and distributed to

the panel members as guides. At the beginning of the

project, a Forum Calendar or Programme schedule v¡as

distributed to a1l forum members in the form of an

illustrated booklet with synopses of all the guide materials

and dates at which each of the broadcasts were on-the-air"

"The calendar provided a double-check on the guides, and at

the same time advance information on the fields to be

covered by the broadcast during the season." (Coleman &

Opoku, 1968, p"12).

The aim of the Farm Radio Forum was to give

rural people a new incentive to group action

common problems affecting their community, to

thought and understanding among rural listeners

farmers or

in tackling
st imulate

on subj ec t s

help them

this aim

that widen their horizons as citizens, and to

improve their conditions as farmers. To accomplish

the Farm Radio Forum project worked in four phases;

(1 ) the provision of visual- aids, Printed guides
summarizing and synthesizing points of interest in
the theme of the broadcast; (2) the broadcast; ( 3 )
organized group discussion; (4) group action.
(Coleman & opoku, 1968, p.11).
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On the day of the broadcast and before the actual

broadcast time I a "viIlage crier" sounded the traditional
gong to summon the forums to assembfe and intones the

evening greetings. The forums then met and exchanged ideas

on the subject shortly before the broadcast started"

The first part of the broadcast - a summary of reports,

comments and criticisms from the forums was read by an

announcer. The second part, which v¡as the body of the

programme was then introduced and the questions which \,¡ere

to form the basis of the ensuing discussion, was read to the

Iistening paneLs. This ensured that forums which had not

received their guides because of postal delays or any other

reasons had something on which to base their discussions.

Sometimes, the questions were repeated at the end of the

discussion before signing off.

The broadcasts took many forms depending on the subject.

Majority of them vrere panel discussions in which volunteers

both literate and illiterate participated in studio

discussions. In this case, the chief Organízer acted as the

'animator'for the discussion. AIso, some subjects were

broadcast as straight talks; while others vlere dramatized or

took the form of "ta1k-backs" in which forum members vrere

invited to participate (Coleman & Opoku, 1968). At the end

of the transmission, the forums discussed the broadcast and

related it to their own loca1 situations; and wrote back

their views and reactions to the organizers. They also
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a result of

the information and discussion inspired by the broadcast.

The forum 'tal-ked-back' by having the producers and

organ izer s attend forum meet ings, record "on-the-spot

discussions of some of the subjects." (iUiA, p"12), edit and

broadcast back to the forums in the normal way. Àccording to

Coleman and opoku, (1968), "It is by this two-way approach

that the forum method of adult education by radio scores

over others." (p.12). The forum talk-backs were arranged to

foIlow every three broadcasts, Àt thi s stage,

the studio torepresentatives of the forum were invited to

recapitulate and indicate their reactions to the subject

presented to them in the past month. I'Apart from the

enthusiasm these talk-backs, or audience participation

broadcast, engendered, they also revealed the high degree of

comprehension attained by forum members." (iUia, p"13).

As an experiment in Farm Radio Forum, the evaluaLion vras

carried out in three stages: a pre-broadcast survey, oD-

going assessment and a post-broadcast survey. The experiment

vras designed as f oIlows:

" " "20 viIlages, each with one organized Farm
Forum listening group (type À villages); 20
villages, each with two F'arm Forum groups (type B

villages); 20 villages where a radio woul-d be
supplied for village listening, but no organized
group would be formed (type C village); and 20
villages where no radio would be supplied' nor
would any listening group be formed ( type D
villages ) . (tbeIl, 1968 , p"24) .
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and D villages were regarded as 'control-' and was

deemed necessary because of the availabi1ity of "privately-
owned radio receiving sets throughout Ghana." (r¡ia, P"24).

By this design, it !¡as possible to compare: ( 1 ) villages

v¡ith supplied radios and with one or two organized listening

groups (types À and B villages respectively); (2) villages

with supplied radios but without organized listening groups

(type c villages); (3) villages where no radio were

supplied, nor were the people encouraged to listen to

privately owned receiving sets through which the special

Farm Forum broadcast coutd be heard (type D villages).

To test the effectiveness of the Ghana Farm Radio Forum

project as "a method of educating adults and stimuJ-ating

village self-help efforts" (ebe1I, 1968, p.25), several

methods of data collection were utilized. First, before the

series of broadcasts began, an "eleven-page questionnaire"

was designed, pr€-tested and used to conduct a "pre-

broadcast survey." ÀIso, a "vi1lage information sheet" for

each of the 80 villages was compiled. The survey was

administered by Farm Forum field organtzers through 'face-
to-face' interview with 480 rural people residing in all of

the 80 rural villages. Before going into the field to

conduct these interviews, the field organizers were given a

two-day training period, during which the sample design for

the survey and the interpretation, use and administration of

the questionnaire v¡ere explained in detail. wr i tten
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instructions for interviewers v¡ere supplied. on the other

hand, the village information sheet was used to collect

"pertinent information concerning over thirty environmental

and social f actors. " ( rUia , p"26) .

Second, during the series of twenty broadcasts (December

6, 1964 to Àpri1 18,'1965 inclusively): (a) "observation

reports on Farm Forum meetings" i.¡ere prepared by each f ield

organizer and each representative from the headquarter, and

made available to the evaluation staff; (b) a "weekly

reports of Farm Forum secretaries" which recorded minutes

and attendance of each forum meeting and the actions to be

taken by the forum, were also made available to the

evaluation staff; and (c) a "viIIage day" record which

brought to Iight "invaluable information" on various aspects

of the forum activities.

Third, using information from the pre-broadcast survey,

observation reports, guides prepared for the broadcasts and

consultation with informed persons I a questionnaire was

prepared, pre-tested under field conditions, improved based

upon the results of the field test; and used to conduct a

post-broadcast survey.

FinaIIy, "a brief but essential piece of "action

research" vras carried out immediately following the post-

broadcast survey. " (abe11, 1 968, p.28) . rn this case, ten

of the men who has acted as Farm Forum organ ízers anö'/or
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observers during the

two-page conf ident

project were reguested to complete a

ia1 quest ionnai re. From Lhese

evaluations, Abe11 (1968) concluded:

with no exceptions, these experienced organizers
and observers said that Farm Radio Forums should
be continued in Ghana. Hence the evidence that
Farm Radio Forums should be continued, in the
opinion of the rural- people (as obtained from the
post-broadcast survey) . (p.28)

6.3 INDIAS AN EXPERTMENT IN FARM RÀDIO FORUM.

The pilot project has been a rewarding experiment
for the À11 India Radio" It has suggested new
directions in the use of radio as the voice of the
new village in India, âs a stimulus for new
thinking in the countryside and as a factor in the
growth of rural development activities based on
f ree discussion, conviction and agreement. (t"tathur
& Neurath, 1959, p.13).

In 1955, 'Unesco-AÏR Farm Radio Forum' was launched in

India to

used as an

villager's

test how a forum type broadcast programme can be

effective means of education. Before this period,

listening clubs and farm forums were in

existence, but no special programmes were directed towards

them. These clubs and

when the pilot project,

establ i shed in 1 956.

broadcasts, formation of

a scientific assessment

(uathur , 1959, p.'1 9).

f orums vrere operat ing perf unctor i 1y

based on the Canadian pattern, v¡as

"This entailed specially planned

listening-and-discussion groups and

of the reactions of the listeners."

Based upon An I ndian Experiment in Farm Radio Forums by
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Neurath,3 this
experiment in
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section describes the

Farm Radio Forum.

6"3,1 Plannincr, Froduction, Delíverv and Eva1uaLion,

In October 1 955, the secretary of the Ministry of

Information and broadcasting held discussion with government

and UNESCO officials and made two basic decisions on which

the project was planned. First, to restrict the experiment

to a compact area where only one regional language is

spoken. "A Marathi speaking area of five districts in the

Bombay State was chosen f or the purpose. " (t"tathur , 1959, p"

20-21)" Second, to have an independent body, other than the

AIl India Radio, evaluate the project. The Tata Institute of

Social Sciences, Bombay, was approached to undertake the

assessment.

By the end of the year, the Director-General of AIR in

cooperation with ArR officials held discussions with

representatives of the departments of Agriculture,

Education, Information and Development of the Government of

Bombay. Based upon these discussions, "a comprehensive

memorandum covering both the administrative system and the

programme requirements of the scheme was prepared." (rbid'

p"21 ). The scheme comprised four main elements: central

3 ¡. c"
(arn);
Soc ial
Bombay
Soc ia1

Mathur was the Director-General, All India Radio
Paul Neurath was a Fulbright Exchange Professor of
Research, Tata Institute of Social Sciences,

, oD leave from Queen's College and New School of
Research in New York.
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planning anddi rect ion , f ield organizat ion,

presentation, and assessment

Under the directorship of the Director-General of AIR, a

Central Executive Committee was formed" This committee had

representatives from "the Development, Publicity, Education,

Agriculture and Health DepartmenLs of the Government of

Bombay" plus four additional persons, two of which v¡ere "the

heads of AIR stations at Bombay and Poona." (iUiA, p"21) 
"

The committee decided the project areas, and the number of

farm forums that were organized. Its responsibilities
included getting various authorities to agree to certain

administrative steps.

Further, a "FieId Organization Committee' v¡as set up

which included the Directors of Education, Agriculture,
Publicity, radio officials and the deputy Commissioner of

development. "This sub-committee.., \.¡as entrusted with the

task of selecting part-time organizers, allotting centres,

drafting general instructions, etc. " (rUia , p"21) 
"

To assist the AIR staff in planning the programmes, a

subject.committee was formed. It consisted of ten persons,

some of whom vJere exper ienced f armers whi Ie others !¡ere

members of the Education, Development, Agriculture and

Public Health Department of the State Government. with the

regional variations, seasonal requirements, habits and

interests of ruraf people in mind, this Committee prepared a
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list of nearly two dozen topics " "These topics were

discussed in two meetings of the subject committee" (Ibid,

p.33) after which, the producers began their planning.

A "Programme Presentation Committee" which consisted of

programme producers of the Bombay and Poona stations and the

assistant producer in charge of rural programmes at Poona

was formed. The policy adopted for the programmes was to

place emphasis on the practical aspects of rural life, and

stimulate IiveIy discussions among the listeners without

raising controversial political issues. In total, twenty

programmes vrere pl-anned, produced and broadcasted. A

forthnightly farm forum guide which indicated "programme

schedules, general background information, hints to

convenors and specific questions on which discussions"

(t"tathur , 1959 , p"22 ) was prepared and issued" ÀIso, a "sma11

editorial committee" was formed for that purpose.

In terms of programme production and delivery, "Twenty

specially designed programmes, each of 30 minutes' duration,

were broadcast during the normal rural programmes at 6"30

hours, twice a week (on Sundays and Thursdays)..." (Mathur,

1959, p"22) " The broádcast had two parts to it:
first, the presentation in the form of a. play, a
feature, panel discussion, interview or straight
talk, of the subject selected for the evening;
second, the Iisteners corner in which the
suggestions I criticisms and commenLs of the
members of the farm forums were broadcast and
discussed and questions answered" (Mathur, 1959,
p.33).
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For the twenty programmes, eight vtere dramat ized

presentations, seven were panet discussions, four v¡ere

straight brief talks while three were interviews. The

production r.ras carried out as f ollows:

Of the 20 programmes, 4 were 'live' of which 3

vrere broadcasts from the st.udios and 1 inaugural
programme from a village ì 16 vrere pre-recorded on
tape, of which 2 had been pre-recorded in the
viIlages" Various parts of other programmes had
also been pre-recorded in the villages." (Mathur,
1 959, p.33 ) .

with regard to programme production through interviews,

Mathur ( 1 959) found that inviting the villagers to the

studio made them self-conscious which, in turn, took avray

the genuineness of the atmosphere.

The language of presentation was Marathi - a local

dialect - with a few characters speaking with slight rustic

accents to give it local colour. In a number of programmes'

the contrast between o1d and new $¡ays of Iife was emphasized

and humour vras used effectiveIy. AIso, "the broadcasts were

supplemented wi.th visual aids such as film shows, Þictures,
posters and charts..." (rUla, p.22)"

In most forums, "the discussions were in the 1oca1

dialect which lent to the spontaneity and interest of a

language fuII of the humour and apt idioms that abound only

in the language of the soi1." (¡aathur, 1959, p.39). The

procedures were kept to the minimum; discussions were opened

and closed usually by the group leader who also intervened

and restored order when discussions became heated. Decisions
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vrere, in some forums, taken by a show of hands. Group

leaders and convenors used Lhe guides to sLimulate

discussions. Àccording to Mathur ( 1 959 ) ,

On the whole, discussions were everywhere frank,
practical suggestions were made and a sincere
desire to improve their lot was shown, . " " (p.39) .

Each forum consisted of about twelve to twenty active

members with a chairperson and a secretary convenor" Before

organization of the forums and during preparation of Iist of

forum members, the organizers consulted the village council

chairperson, the village headpersons, the village level

worker, farmers union and school- teachers. And before

enrollment, the forum members lrere told their

responsibilities and expectations. The objectives of the

forums were explained to them as follows:

a) to listen to the special farm forum programme
that vras broadcast twice a week; b) to discuss
before and after the programmes some of the
problems on which the broadcast focused aLtentioni
c) to state their views on the problems and make
suggestions about the programmes and occasionally
to contribute to the programmes. (t"tathur , 1959,
p.30).

The forum members were also told and encouraged to

follow-up the programmes with developmental activities in

their village "

Although not necessarily educated, the chairpersons of

the forums were chosen from amongst the elderly persons in

the vi1lage, village council chairpersons, teachers and

village headpersons. The key officials of the forums $¡ere
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the secretary convenors. They had to be educated persons,

capable of reading and writing. They v¡ere sent "weekly

programme guide" and it was their responsibility to

"publicize the subject of the broadcast, the time of the

programme, etc. on the news-wall or notice board." (Mathur,

1 959, p.30 ) .

The Secretary convenors vrere also responsible for keeping

records and arrangements of seats, lights and wherever

possible the exhibition of charts and posters " They

"reported any breakdowns of radio sets, made entries in the

attendance register, took notes when the programmes was on

and recorded the conclusions of the discussions. " (rbid,

p.30). They prepared three copies of the minutes of each

discussion for AIR Àssistant Station Director, the

district organizer, and f or the f orum's oh'n records.

These reports enabled AIR, Poona, to maintain
records of the activities of each forum and taught
the forums the work of record-keeping and taking
minutes. They also provided AIR with some
interest ing programme mater ial (t"tathur , 1959 ,
p.31 )

The eval-uation of Unesco-AIR Farm Forum project vras

entrusted to the Tata Institute of social sciences and a

representative of AIR4 who v¡as associated with initial

planning of the assessment. The main objectives of the

¿ The survey to evaluate Unesco-ÀIR Farm Forum project was
conducted by Dr. A.M. Lorenzo, head of the Department of
Social Research, and Dr. PauI Neurath, Fulbright Exchange
Professor of social Research, Tata Institute of SociaI
Sciences, Bombay" Evaluation report was written by Dr.
Neurath.
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evaluation were;

to examine whether Radio Farm Forum could
be used to transmit new knowledge;

to study group discussion as a means of
transmitting knowledge ;

to study the role of Radio Farm Forum as a
new institution in village life and as an
instrument in general village uplift.
(Neurath, 1959, p. 62-63)"

In addition to the above objectives, the evaluation

examined: (a) the reactions of the forum members to Radio

Farm Forum as a whole; and (b) the reaction of forum members

to individual programmes.

The sample was restricted to twenty forum villages as an

experimental group, and twenty non-forum villages as a

control group. The experimental group were categorized as¡

Category I - o1d radio, project area; Category II
old radio, non-project area; Category III nevr

radio, project area; category IV - new radio non-
project area. (Neurath, 1 959, p.64 ) .

"Ofd radio" referred to villages which had had radios before

the experiment, while "new radio" referred to those that

received their first community radio set as a result of the

Radio Farm Forum experiment.

1.

¿.

SimilarIy, the non-forum,

into four categories as

designation, categories V

area, old radio non-project

control, group were subdivided

the experimental group. the

to vlrr with old radio-project

area, Do raöio project area, and
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no radio non project area were used. "Nev¡ radio" forum

villages vrere matched with "no radio" non-forum villages so

that they were "strictly comparable only for the pre-

broadcast period when neither of them had radio. " (Neurath,

1959, p.64).

The evafuation took place in three stages: pre-broadcast

survey, observation, and post-broadcast survey. During the

pre- and post-broadcast periods, the questionnaire designed

to assess the level of knowledge before and after the

experiment and to ascertain the reactions of forum members

to the whol-e Radio Farm Forum was administered" During the

observation period, each forum was visited four times, its
proceedings were observed and the members vrere interviewed.

In total, each forum village experimental group

consisting of twenty forum members vras interviewed "six
times: once before, once after, and four times during the

series of 20 broadcasts. Each non-forum village vras

interviewed twice: once before, and once after the series.t'
(Neurath , 1959 , p" 65 ) .

In terms of findings and l-essons learned from the Indian

experiment Neurath (1959) carried out various types of

evaluation" He outlined the reactions of each forum to the

broadcasts, discussions, pârticipations; and compiled what

the forum learned by comparing the forum and non-forum

groups, various groups, various topics and group discussion"

He also defended 'lradio farm forum as an institution" and
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(p.101) " Final1y,

Ì.¡ere provided"

In sum, Neurath (1959) concluded that:

Radio farm forum as an agent for
transmission of knowledge has proved to be
a success beyond expectation. Increase in
knowledge in the forum villages between
pre- and post- broadcasts was spectacular,
whereas in the non-forum villages it was
negligible
Group discussion as a means of transmitting
knowledge ?Jas a complete success Both
Ieaders and members learned how to conduct
orderly discussions, keep to the point and
adjust to each other's mode of discussion.
Knowledge that existed in a latent form in
the vi lIages $¡as brought out in the open
and shared by the whole village

Forums developed rapidly into

L

decision-making bodies capable of speeding
up common pursuits of the village faster
than the elected Panchayat lchiefsl "

Reaction to the radio farm forum as a whole
was most enthusiastic, and the demand that
thi s be made a permanent f eature v¡as
practically unanimous

Reactions to individual programmes v¡ere
usually favourable, although single
programmes came in for criticism either for
not being informative or for not being
presented in an interesting manner.

Visits to numerous non-survey forums have
produced evidence that the overwhelming
success in the 20 survey villages where it
was studied in great detail vias equalled in
the other forums throughout the experiment.
(p" 10s-107 ) .

For an extensive discussion of the methods,

1.

2"

)

4.

6"

f indings, conclusions and recommendations see
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Mat

in

hur and Neurath (1959)

farm radio forums"

Indian experimentÀn

6"& BENIbT REPUBLICE THE USE OF RADIO IN RI'R.AL EDUCATION'

In Benin Republic, the use of radio for the purpose of

educating the masses started in 1 960 with a special

broadcast by l'lonsier Glegnon-Todokoun. The central theme of

the broadcast was the education of peasant farmers against

injudicious cutting down of palm trees in attempt to produce

palm wine. The broadcast vras directed to the south and

centre of the republic, and was made in the "Fon language."

Although the broadcast did not completely put an end to

the indiscriminaie cutting down of palm trees by some

peasant farmers, it "aroused avlareness among technical

officers in the Departments of Water Resources, Forestry and

Àgriculture as to the possibility of educating rural
peasants through the medium of the radio." (Ànyanwu, 1976,

p,2-3 ) . Àl-so, it led to the initiation of a "micro-radio
programme" through which rural development technicians

specifically helped the peasants in planning their planting

and harvesting. Since then, radio has become "an effective

rneans through which the government reaches the rural masses

and get them familiarized with plans for national

development. " (Anyanwu , 1977 , p" 59) .
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The description that follows is one of such projects for

national development: The use of radios in 'rural- education"

This description is based upon two publications by Dr.

Cl-ement N. Ànyanwu. s

6.4.1 Planninqo Productionn Deliverv and Evaluation.

As a procedure to promote the welfare of rural peasants

in Benin Republic, experimental radio programmes were

planned, produced and broadcasted (processes not known) "

These broadcasts !üere coordinated by "the Àudio-Visual and

Initiation to Popular Education (Centre Audio-Visuaf et

d' Tnitiation pour I'Education Populaire)

This centre received reports and nevrs items from all the

technical departments concerned with the development of

agriculture, forestry, fishery, and other corporations in

the Republic. Radio programmes were broadcast in different

locaI dialects. Each broadcast lasted for a period of

fifteen minutes, "from 7.10 to 7.25 p.m."

After three months of experimentat

Benin recognized that collective

broadcasts is an important learning

enable the peasants to "grow more

behaviour and values, as well as

analyze and assess their relations

ion, the government of

1 i stening to radio

strategy which would

aware of their own

become better able to

with other groups and

5 Dr. Clement N" Ànyanwu
Education, University of

is a professor at the Faculty of
Ibadan, Nigeria.
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people"" (Anyanwu, 1978, p.5).

As a resuLt of this realization, the agricultural

extension officers, monitors and trainers who had direct

contact with the peasants v¡ere instructed to organize

collective listening for those farmers who were enthusiastic

about profiting from the broadcasts. The aim was to get

field officers to explain to farmers the various policies of

government as were broadcast through the agricultural radio"
(Anyanwu,1977, p.61). AIsor c€rtain state societies engaged

in the promotion of rural life, such as the Àgricultural-

operation, organized collective listening b'y "tuning

directly to the broadcasts or by recording them for a replay

during their meetings with the peasants." (Anyanwu, 1978,

p.5).

6 " 4.2 Aqr icultural Radio @.9..

From the organized collective listening groups,

'AgricuItural Radio Clubs' were formed. In these c1ubs,

registration *.= voluntary and free. Each club consisted of

thirty-one members and each member contributed a sma1l

amount of money per week for the purchase of radio

batteries. l'lembers were functioning and industrious adult

peasants who were interested in the development of

agriculture, and were prepared to Learn from the

Àgricultural Radio programmes. They were drawn from all
guarters and hamlets which made up the village in which the

radio club is esiablished such that
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decisions taken at meeting sessions are relayed to
every member of the village, so that every farmer
gets information about the correct methods of.""In
this wây, the Àgricultural Radio Club remained an
institution, not only for the 31 registered
members, but al-so f or the whole village. (Anyanwu,
1978, p.7).

The village chiefs were the presidents of the radio clubs

in their village, and represented the government in the day-

to-day running of the clubs. They protected the cl-ubs and

gave them their moral, and sometimes financial support.

Apart from the village chiefs, each radio club had a

chairperson or "an animator" who directed the club meetings.

They encouraged people to come together, listen to the

broadcasts, and discuss the problems raised, and the issues

involved in the radio programmes.

Usua11y, animators are individuals who understand

intimately the problems and needs of their community and are

prepared to direct the members to think about their
problems, vrork actively and communicate freely for the

solution of their common problems. Às group leaders,

animators are devoted to the cause of better living, and are

able to give example to others through selfless service to

their community. Usually, they are neither politicians nor

technical experts; they are ordinary respected members of

the community with the capability to lead people to the

real-ization of their felt needs" They encourage people to

come together, listen to the broadcasts and discuss the

problems raised, and the issues involved in the radio

programmes "
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In the Benin Repub1ic, animators were aided in their

tasks by technical advisors from the Government Ministries

who were assigned to the villages as change and development

agents. Animators and technical advi sors llere the tvro most

important officers of the Agricuftural Radio Clubs because

the success of the clubs rested on them.

They summarized and drew out the main points of
every emission, thereby making discussions by
members easy and profitable. AIso they directed
the meetings of the club, and ensured that
discussions were not diverted to unprof itable
bypaths, (Anyanwu, 1978, p.8-9).

Under the supervision of the animator, each radio club had a

radio diffusion centre where members assembled to Iisten to

the broadcast. After Iistening, the animator led members

through a di scuss ion of the di rect ives given by the

broadcast and proceeded to study the specific problems

involved in the methods recommended.

On the other hand, the technical advisers took note of

the questions posed by members during discussion, answered

them to the level of their competence and referred rather

complicated questions to the sector chiefs. In turn, the

sector chiefs processed the questions and relayed the

ansvrers through the Agricultural Radio Station for the

benefit of other sectors, and for the smooth administration

of the system"

summarized the views,

peasants as they were

Further, the

observations and

technical advisers

suggestions of the
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made during their meetings" Their weekly and monthly reports

were sent to their superior officers. These reports, in

turn, were used to "strengthen and diversify the radio

programmes, as well as improve the education of the peasant

farmers in agr icultural development, and their general

welf are as citizens. tr (Ànyanwu , 1978 , p" 9 ) "

6"4"3 Reform, Replanninq and Evaluation"

By July 1968, "after one and a half years of operating

ttre Agricultural Radio, investigations were carried out to
collate the reactions of the peasants, with a view of

effecting necessary reforms in the administration of the

Agricultural Radio programmes. " (Anyanwu, 1978, p.9). From

the information and suggestion collected, a reform of the

Agricultural Radio was planned.

À National Committee which was responsible for planning

the calendar of t.he agr icultural- broadcast was f ormed, and

consisted of senior officers of the government ministries.

"Topics on general motivation, built around the development

of agriculture, food and nutrition, health, national

education, cooperation, c ivic responsibil-ities, and the

exercise of administrative authority, were developed for the

programmes.r' (rUia, p.9). Also topics on rural life

developed by the Ministries and state societies of

agriculture and co-operative action vrere injected into the

agr icultural Radio programmes. Messages from the radio
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clubs, and questions and answers of interest to the

development of agriculture, all formed important themes for

the Àgricultural Radio programmes.

Further, Departmental Committees were set up to make

recommendations to the National Committee on topics and

subjects for radio broadcast" This committee decided on the

formation of nelr clubs, and handled the general

administration of the clubs. Under the reform, the Audio-

VisuaL Centre (c.a.V.I.E.P. ) continued to co-ordinate the

services of the Agricuftural Radio" Às a result of these

reforms, the Agricultural Radio continued to grow in its

activities and became "an important organ for fostering the

efficiency of agriculture in the Benin Repub1ic, and for the

improvement of the living conditions of the rural peasants."

(Ànyanwu,1978, p"11).

Àfter reformation and reorganization of the Agricultural

Radio programmes and clubs, âD evaluation was carried out.

To conduct this evaluation, a three-day national seminar of

Rural Radio was organized in JuIy 1969 " About sixty
participants, mostly district heads and a few operational

heads, attended the seminar.' Based upon the substantial

results obtained through the radio clubs, the .sixty

"participants unanimously admitted that Lhe Rural Radio had

di st ingui shed itself as an ef fect ive instrument of

information and education among rural peasants." (Ànyanwu,

1978, p.12) " Às a resul-t, the seminar recommendeä that:
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the government should set in motion all
possible means of making the work of the
Àgricultural Radio enthusiastically
undertaken, to attain complete success; " " ";
the choice of villages for new radio clubs
should be made by District Radio
CommitLees, which v¡ere in the position to
appeal more directly to aII those citizens
interested in the elevation of the rural
man;

competent vernacular facilitators should be
recruited, since the effectiveness of the
Rura 1 Radio t ran smi ss i ons depended
essentially on the clarity and exactness of
the texts presented;

4" a commission should be set up to study
beforehand the choices of the vernacular
languages to be used on the air..""'

5. the department in charge of popularization
should make sure that all the materials
necessary for maximum exploitation of the
countryside are available before
preparation for radio transmission.

the C.A.V.I.E"P., through the various means
at its disposal should affect close
collaboration with the RuraI Radio, in
order to keep up with its activities for
the rural- masses. (Änyanwu, 1978, p. 1 2-13) 

"

Since after the seminar, a theme is chosen every month,

as well as pictures with a simple technical note attached to

each picture to enable the technical advisers to explain the

'1"

2.

a

6"

pictures to the members

selected by a team of

of the radio club. Each theme is

spec iaI i sts which di scussed the

pictureÈ to be adopted, and sorted them out to conform with

the establ i shed pract ices in the Republic " AIso, a

communication network between the Agricultural Radio, the

Audiovi sual Centre, and the technical departments vras
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established. This network enabled the National Committee of

the Agricultural Radio to work ouL a quarterly time-table

for the themes or topics handled in the field, with the

support of the pictures prepared by the Audio-Visual Centre.

Anyanwu (1978) rationalized the activities of this committee

this vray:

The topics v¡ere developed in successive stages, to
explain the pictures, and to carry the peasants,
step by step, through a programmed learning
experience Ieading to the mastery of some
agricultural practice. (p" 1 3-14) .

Finally, âs a form of motivation and encouragement to

better effcrts in the application of the radio Iessons, a

regular annuaf competition vraS organized. "This competition

titled 'operation Radio Progress', advances a number of

prizes to winning cIubs, and consolidates the favourable

impact which the Agricultural Radio had made on the ruraf

peasants of the republic. " (Anyanwu , 1978, p. 1 5 ) .

6.5 DOMINICAI{ REPUBLIC: R.åDIO SANTA MARIA.

In the Dominican Republic and in 1956, Radio Santa Maria

started as a smal-1 cultural religious broadcasting station

of the Roman Catholic Diocese of La Vega. Gradually, it

expanded into a combined commercial-education station. In

1964t a radio literacy programme' modelled after Radio

Sutatenza (eCpO) in Colombia, wâs established. By 1970,

"over a period of six years, 25,459 adults had received

Iiteracy certificated" (White, 1976, P.5) from the Radio
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of community development, smaL

cooperations were promoted.
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With this model, programmes

I farmers' associations and

In 1970, âD analysis of the potential of the radio medium

for rural development was carried out. From this analysis,

it became clear that the unstructured programmes and

literacy training of Radio Santa Maria is obsolete because

of rapid changing conditions in both rural and urban areas

of the region. Às a result, a complete reorganized adult

education programme was initiated in 1971 which had in part,

the following objectives

to provide adults of a lower-status
background with a quality education
enabling them to take advantage of new
opportunities in an expanding economy
and,...to exercise responsible leadership
for the social development of the country.

to avoid the phenomena" ".of desertion and
low levels of commitment to study,"".
to develop an instructional and supervisory
system which radically cuts cost while at
the same t ime improving the Ievel- of
academic achievement to conventional
system. (white, 1976, p.6) 

"

The pages that follow described the components and

processes of the reorganized adult education programmes of

Radio Santa Maria" This description is based upon: An

Alternative pattern of basic education; Radio Santa Maria

1.

2"

)
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by Robert white.6

5 " 5. 1 Component,s of t,he Educational System.

As a reorganized adult education programme, Radio Santa

Maria has six components to its educational system:

a set of weekly lesson sheets distributed
to students;

a daily broadcast explanation accompanying
these sheets;

1"

¿"

a

¿"

personal guidance of a field teacher;

a weekly discussion involving the f ield
teacher and the assembled students of the
sector;

supporting cultural and educational radio
programmes; and

expected participation of students in the
existing community organ ízaLions "

tr

6"

First, "a weekly set of six to eight att.ractively printed

lesson sheets, one f or each subject" (wtrite, 1976, p.6), is
provided to students. These lesson sheets contain, on one

side, âD outline of the material to be explained in a week's

radio broadcast; on the other side t a series of written

exercises. Over the twenty-three weeks of a course, these

6 Robert white is a senior sociologist with the rnstitute de
Investigaciones Socio-Economicas in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
From 1970 to 1972, Dr. White carried out studies of the
role of mass communications and non-formal education in
peasant movements and rural development in Honduras" From
1973 to 1975, he directed studies of radiophonic schools
and other rural development programmes in Nicaragua,
El-Sa1vador and Haiti"
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and students'

Second, a one hour daily broadcast (lesson) and exercise

is provided (t"tonday to Friday)" In this one hour, one half

hour is devoted to a broadcast which explains the materials

in the lesson sheets; while the other half hour is devoted

to doing the exercises.

Third, field teachers are used to supplement the lesson

sheets and the daily broadcasts; and as an administrative

link between Lhe central office and the students" They

correct students' wr i tten exerc i ses , answer students'

questions, detect students weaknesses, and help students

with doubt.s after the broadcast explanation of the l-esson

sheets. Às white (1976) puts it:
The field teacher has a most important rol-e beyond
simply answering questions, namely, giving
individual guidance to students , establ i shing
group norm of lifelong education and linking the
educational experience with the community and
family, (p.37).

Fourth I a weekly group meeting of students and field

teachers of each sector is heId. "Às a communitarian

dimension of the learning process", the field teachers hold

weekly meetings with the students in their sector to answer

questions in a group context, explain materials which were

problematic to the whole group, provide general reviews for

examinations, and give the examinations. The'centraf theme'

of various subject matters of the week is also discussed

during this group meeting.
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Fifth, other general cultural and educational programmes

and a series of special programmes for different age and

occupational groups are provided. "These programmes are

designed to give an important cultural and educational

support to the more formal educational process (wtrite, 1976,

p.7).

Sixth, students of Radio SanLa Maria are expected to

consider active participation and leadership in community

organízaLions as part of their education. The educational

programmes of Radio Santa Maria are worked through existing

organízaLions , and the activities of these organizations

are looked upon as an extension of the more formal-

educational courses.

6"5"2 P1anninq, Production, DelÍverv and Evaluation.

The planning process begins with a meeting of broadcast

teachers in which they discuss the materials each will cover

over a weeks period, the feedback on students' problems,

looking ahead to important contemporary events which might

be of importance in composing the study mater ial-s,

coordination of the various subject matters with "the

centraL theme of the week," and other planning matters"

Also, a central theme is selected, at the beginning of each

semester, oD some subject of current interest in the

Dominican Repub1ic.
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Early in the design, the broadcast teachers discuss the

artwork and diagrams with the staff artist so that by the

end of the week, alf parts of each lesson will be ready for

mounting on a master sheet to be sent to the printing

department. In the week before the printing, the broadcasts

are recorded. Before the end of the third week, "everything

is printed, recorded and ready for distribution to the field

teachers for the weekly interchange meetings with students

on the following weekend." (white, 1976t p.34)

À staff of five broadcasting teachers, two artists and a

director of the teaching staff prepares and produces

materials for the four grade levels of Radio Santa Maria.

Each teacher specializes in a particular subject for aIl
grade leve1s so that the material is vertically integrated

linked to different age levels. The class summaries of each

subject for each grade level is the responsibility of each

broadcast teacher. However, as they design the lesson sheets

and exercises, they check with one another, and with the

director for clarity and accuracy of presentation"

After the lesson sheets have been prepared and printed,

the broadcast teachers form teams of two: a male and a

female and enter into a teacher-student dialogue. In which

case, the class is not simply an exposition but a

conversation in which one party asks a series of questions

and, in general, plays the role of the inquiring student

wor'king with the lesson sheets This method creates an
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atmosphere of an active student posing questions,

discovering the ansv¡ers, and building a logical pattern of

thought . According to vlhi te (197 6) ¿

This animated conversation of questions and
answers, with an occasional little joke between a
male and female 'first name', is a much more
pleasant and attractive experience than a direct,
monotonous exposition. It establishes a person-to-
person relationship with the student and a level-
of personal invol-vement that i s di f f icul-t to
reproduce in a Iarge cfass context. (p.32-33).

Some subjects such as reading lessons and social studies

are dramatized with special sound effects and musical

background" In recording the fessons for better broadcasts,

the broadcast teachers work in cooperation with studio

technicians, who handle "the details of timing, sound Ieve1,

musical inserts, sound effects, and final mounting on a tape

to be delivered to the broadcasting studio." (iUia, p.33)

During delivery, the broadcasts begin with a signature

tune which indicates the starting of cfasses and move onto a

special tune which call attention to a particular grade. The

broadcasts are alternated between two grade leveIs such that

explanation of the material is given to one class while the

other class is completing some exercises on the back of the

lesson sheet. For example, when the third grade is called to

attention, the broadcasting teacher assigns exercise to them

and turns to explain the first subject matter for the fifth
grade.
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begins with a brief

review and proceeds to "development of new words' exposition

of the basic material, r€lation of the material to the

drawings, recapitulations of the exposition, and finally, a

brief assignment of the exercises on the back of the lesson

sheet." (wtrite, 1976, P.33). At: thi s point, the

broadcasting team leaves the fifth grade to l¡ork on these

exercises for about eight minutes and take up exposition of

another subject with the awaiting third grade. Àfter

exposition with the third grade, the signature tune for the

fifth grade is playedr cê11ing it back to class for a

further period.

Thus, it is possible to present in one hour seven
classes of eight minutes each, four for one grade
and three or four for another grade. (p"33)

In terms of evaluation, the teaching staff of

Maria maintain a constant feedback on

comprehension of materials through the weekly

field teachers and the visits of staff to each

information so gathered-is used to adjust and

lessons, exercise sheets and broadcast classes.

Radio Santa

students'

reports of

sector. The

improve the

In this way the context of the lesson sheets can
also be kept much more up-to-date, and the central
theme can be interrelated v¡ith current events in
the country. (p.33-34).

In general, it appeared that various types of formal-

evaluation have been carried out for,and on behalf of, Radio

Santa Maria. Of within limit is a case study by Robert

vfhiLe. The objective of the case study was:
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to provide a descriptive analysis of the
institutional structure of a system of
basic education, emphasizing how this model
has put into pract ice pr inc iples of
lifelong education and indicating some of
the advantages of this institutional-
arrangement compared with conventional
educational methods;

to examine the outcomes of 1 i felong
education in the students, . . . i

to provide illustrative, empirically-based
material from which the theoretical
foundations of lifelong education may be
developed. (white, 1976, p.5).

The cultural--education radio station and radiophonic

school of Radio Santa Maria in the north, central, Cibao

region of the Dominican Republic v¡as selected for Lhis case

study. Although the methodology was not clearly stated, the

case study surveyed various aspects of Radio Santa Maria.

For more detail about this case study and its findings' see

white (1976) 
" An al-ternative pattern of basic education;

Radio Santa MarÍa.

6 "6 ST'MMARY

This chapter has described five major projects which

dealt with the education of illiterate and neo-Iiterate

adults, rural development I tural education,

agricultural/educational extension and Farm Radio Forum, âs

defined in chapter 1. It revealed most of the approaches

used to carry innovative and developmental information to

peasant farmers in rural communities. These descriptions

1.

¿"

3.
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were concerned v¡ith the 'how' -planning, production,

broadcast/detivery and evaluation of the projects. The

described pro jects vrere drar¿n f rom Nigeria, Ghana, India,
Benin Republic and the Dominican Republic.

From the Nigerian case, it can be inferred that the

processes followed v¡ere haphazard and autocratic. Its plan,

production and delivery were not carried out in

consultation, with cooperative ef forts of those involved nor

with feedback from the recipients. In that case, the

recipients Ì1'ere passive as opposed to being active. In

other words, the approaches was that of an "open-

broadcasting: the unorganized audience" (McAnâny, 1976,

p.5) which is used for information purposes. ÀIso, its
evaluation method was not clearly stated.

Àlternatively, the Ghanaian Farm Radio Forum project was

thoroughly planned, produced, delivered and evaluated. The

processes vrere carried out by different committees set up to

execute various activities at different stages" The

recipients and in some cases, their representatives were

involved during the processes plus an in-built feedback

mechanism. Thus, they were active participants. In this
case, the approaches were that of "Radio Rural Forum: the

decision group" and "radio and animation; the participating
group." (McAnany, 1976, p.9-18) 

"
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Like the Ghanaian project, the Indian experiment in Farm

Radio Forum was thoroughly and skillfu11y planned,- produced,

delivered and evaluated" It has almost the same

characteristic with the Ghanaian project. Àlthough they were

both experimental, organized and performed by UNESCO and its

officials, the Ghanaian and the Indian projects displayed

indispensable approaches that should be adopted, modified

and adapted to any education of illiterate and neo-Iiterate

adults using radio.

The fourth described project was 'The Use of Radio in

Rural Education' in the Benin Republic. In this case radio

was used for national development. Notwithstanding that the

technical processes of planning, production, delivery and

evaluation were not known, the procedural processes of

organization provided some reasonable model that can be

imitated. It can be argued that the approach foll-owed was

that of "instructional radio; the organized learning group."

(Mcanany , 1976, p.7 ) .

Fina1ly, the Dominican Republic Radio Santa Maria whose

strategy is that of "radio school; the nonformal learning

group" (McÀnany, 1976, p.12) supplied usefuI procedures and

ideas for the design, p1an, production and delivery of any

educational broadcasLs.

adopted, modified and

situations.

These procedures and ideas can be

adapted to any such similar
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Although these projects used radio as the principal

medium, a multi-media approach, feedback, advance organizers

and reinforcement appeared implicit in all of them. 1n

general, one can conclude that each project is a suprasystem

with systems and subsystems. In particular, the above

descriptions showed how the systems and subsystems are

interrelated, organized and coordinated such that the

predetermined purposes of the suprasystem were accomplished.



Chapter VII

RECA,PITUT,ÀTION¡ S[!MÌ"ÍARY¡ CONCTUSTONS AldD
RECOM¡{ENDATIONS .

The purpose of this study was to investigate how

educational radio has been used to disseminate agricultural
information to farmers in rural communities; and to

recommend appropriate guidelines for its potential uses in

the agricul-turaI extension services of Nigeria and other

developing countries.

7 "1 SI]MMARY OF DESIGN A,ND PROCEDT'RES.

The design and procedures followed for this study v¡ere

that of qualitative methods ascribed in part by Lincoln and

Guba (1985). Miles and Huberman (1984), Carney (1983,

1972), Bogdan and Bilken (1982), Patton, (1980), G1aser and

Strauss (1967 ) ¡ and modelled in part by Woodley ( 1 984 ) .

SpecificaIIy, this study followed the same procedures as

Woodley's doctoral dissertation.

The sample for the study was drawn from Manitoba, Canada

and consisted of fifteen communication experts who have used

radio to spread agricultural information to farmers in rural
communities. The format selected for the study was that of

in-depth structured interview and review of the related

I i teratures .

249
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A six section structured interview questions - 'interview
guide' - v¡as developed, pilot and field-tested; and used to

conduct the interviews. Although the guide contained

structured questions, the interview format was open-ended in

that respondents were free to answer in whatever $¡ay they

felt appropriate. However, the responses were guided by

their experiences and practices as communication experts"

Àfter the interviews, transcripts were made for each one,

and a summary of each interview was written as well. These

were mailed out to the respondents for verification and

qualitative validation" Following this, "displays" - summary

charts and tables (Miles & Huberman, 1984) were

constructed and a colLective summary of all interviews was

written. Analysis of the data took place thereafter.

7 "2 SI'MMARY OF MAJOR FINDTNGS.

Bearing in mind the limitations of the investigation and

of generalization, the findings of this study are, by

design, inconclusive in and of themselves. However, from

analysis and synthesis of the generated data, it is possible

to identify a number of key findings" These findings applied

to the three main questions of the study, and the five
sections of the interview guide.

Regarding the first guestion, it was found that the

interviewed Manitoba communication experts do not use radio
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to educate but to make farmers a!ùare, to remind and to

inform farmers in rural communities. It v¡as al-so found that

the purpose of disseminating information was two fold:

a) to provide 'timely' , 'up to date' , 'accurate' , 'useful' ,

'technical' and 'how to do' farming information; and

b) to improve ' farming pract ices and market dec i sions' ,

'farm management ability' , 'quality of Iife' , 'income',

and 'standard of living' on the farm.

with regard to the 'how' of information disseminaLion, it

was found that:

Manitoba Communication experts plan radio

programmes 'cooperatively' and sometimes, in

consultation with the target audience. Most of the

respondents in the study indicated that they

involve Lhe target audience during the planning

processes. Although mostly indi rectly and

informally, these involvements varied and ranged

from consultation with experts and specialists in

the field to cooperative efforts of agricultural
organizations.

Manitoba Communication experts produce radio

programmes by following four major steps. These

steps follow two main routes as displayed in

figure 2 and are preceded by identification
needs assessments and research.

1.
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Manitoba Communication experts deliver information

by, unconsc iously , f.ollowing the good f olklore

practice of ' rNTRoDUcrIoN-coNTENT-SUMMARY"' A1so,

the participants in the study professed the

viability of interview and discussion formats of

delivery; and the use of print media in

conjunction with radio programmes.

Manitoba Communication experts evaluate radio

programmes informally with orientation towards

feedback. Since radio is not used for educational

purposes, most of the respondents evaluated their

programmes informally" In this case, the results

were assumed to be mainly used for programme

improvements.

Manitoba Communication experts made some relevant

and reasonable recommendations for the educational

uses of radio in the agricul-turaf extension

services of developing countr ies. In their

recommendations, five significant characteristics

that must be taken into consideration when

programming for farmers in rural communities of

any developing country were identified" These

characteristics were: simplicity, c ommun i ty

involvement, indigenosity, Farm Radio Forum

approach and multi-media approach. The respondents

in the study professed the indispensability ?nd

viability of these characteristics in any

Â"

5.
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educat ional radio programming, espec ially for

illiterate and neo-literate rural adults.

Concerning the second research question, it v¡as found

that the agricultural extension services of developing

countries has used radio to educate, and to spread

agr icultural informat ion to farmers in rura f

communities". In general, the study seemed to confirm

McÀnany's popular discovery about "radio's role in

development. " Àccording to McAnany (1976) , there are

"five strategies of use" for radio, namely:

1.

¿"

a

¿"

tr

open broadcasting:

instructional radi
group

radio rural forum;

radio school: the

radio and animat
group 

"

the unorganized audience

o: the organized learning

the decision group

nonformal learning group

ion: the participating

These strategies have been used extensively in the

agricultural- extension services of many developing

countries.

In particular, the reviewed related Iiterature and the

described projects revealed that the agricultural extension

services of developing countries use radio for a variety of

purposes" The 'how' or "strategy" of these uses depended

upon many factors and attributes such as the purpose, the



context, the society and it.s

organizíng body, the abundance or

materials and the educational Ievel

to name but a few "
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political system, the

lack of needed resource

of the target audience,

From the foregoing, and concerning the third research

question, it appeared that the researcher (or any

experienced educationally conscious individual ) cannot

specifically and accurately state 'how' Nigeria and other

developing countries can use radio to educate and

disseminate agriculturaf information to farmers in rural

communities. Because, aDy potential guidelines for

educational uses of radio has to be culturally bound,

politically bound, contextually bound, purposely bound'

needfully bound and organ ízaLionally bound. For these

reasons, the researcher feels thaL any developed guidelines

must be tentative and subject to adoption, modification and

adaptation to each society' s circumscriptions.

The purpose of t,his conclusion is to summarize briefly

the facts brought out in this study which may assist

potential users of educational radio in developing

countries. From the study, it can be concluded that:

The use of committees in which each concerned segment

of the society/community is represented at various

1.
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stages of the plan, production,

implementation/delivery and evaluation processes of

radio programming is effective, and more desirable.

Various forms of programme production such as drama,

panel discussions, interviews and debates add

variations in modes of presentation and thus,

vital ize part ic ipants interests.
The length of educational radio programmes should be

3 0-mi nutes , maximum to

intermittent breaks. À1so, the

depend upon the farming pract

year, country and may be di

farmers"

be 45-minutes with

broadcast times should

ices, seasons of Lhe

f ferent for di f ferent

4. Advance preparation and production of programme plans

and guides aids readiness.

Human interaction is necessary for adoption and

adaptation of any innovation;

a) Group radio listening fotlowed by group discussion

is more influential in changing attitudes and

beliefs toward innovation.

A mixture of radio programmes with home visits by

agricultural extension agents and other related

specialists improves communication, learning,

retention of information and provides feedback.

Two-way flow of information improves learning and

retention of information.

tr

b)

c)
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6" The use of radio in conjunction with other media such

as prints, posters, slides and person-to-person

contacts enables adequate coverage of subjects and

provides reinforcement.

7"4 FRAMEFVONX FOR EÐUCATIONAL USES OF RAIIIO.

The significance of this study was to establish a

framework for educational uses of radio in the agricuJ-turaI

extension services of Nigeria and other developing

countries. It appears that this study is fruitful since it
is now possible to provide a

considerat ion.

Figure 5 below is
educational uses of

services of Nigeria

section describes the

tentative framework for

a five phase framework proposed for

radio in the agriculturaf extension

and other developing countries" This

components of each phase.

Phase NEEDS ASSESSMENTS.

The needs assessments phase of educational uses of radio

should determine the gaps between current use and required

(or desired) uses (Kaufman & Stone, 1983; Mayer, 1986). rt
should attempt to ansvrer the following questions:

't:

-where are v¡e going? ( or what are we
accomplish? ) ; and
-vrhy are we going there? (--and, how far is

from where we are now?)" (Mayer, 1986, p"117)"

to

ir
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Formative evaluation
Feedback

Figure 5: Framework For Educational Uses of Radio.

By answering these questions, the organizers should

determine t.he existed gaps, Lhe targeted destination and the

raison d'etre for working towards such destination. These

questions should be answered by conducting preliminary

research studies and consultations with village chiefs,
locaI community heads, village teachers and other active

responsible and recommended individuals. Such preliminary

studies and consultations must aim at assessing the specific

PTJAIÐ{TNG & ÞEVET',OPMENT"

I MPLEMENTATT ONÆEI T \TERY "

ST'HþÍATI\TE EVALUATION "



needs of

area, as

responden

Phase

2s8

the concerned society, community, village or rural

well as ansvrer the various problems foreseen by the

ts in this study.

PIANNTNG AND DE\TELOPffiNT"

Once needs assessments show a green light to continue'

the organ ízers are automatically in phase 1 1 of the

framework. Tn this phase I a foundation and standing block

for educational uses of radio should be laid. To accomplish

this, the organ ízers should form various planning and

development committees such as;

a) Àdvisory Comnnittee: which will oversee the whole scheme

and provide advice as required or where necessary.

b) Planning Committee: which will be in charge of planning

and controlling the whole scheme.

c) Subject Committee: which will be in charge of determining

the subjects and topics of interest to the target

e)

audience.

Production Committee: which will be in charge of writing

up the scripts, producing stuay/torum guides and the

whole programme. It may consist of subcommittees such as

print material producers, writers and audio-producers.

Delivery Committee: which will be in charge of organizing

listening groups, heading group discussions, overseeing

the use of equipment and providing feedback to the

ptanning committee" It may also consist of subcommittee

such as village chiefs, secret,ary convenors, f ield

2e

d)

advisors/Leachers etc; and finally
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f) Evaluation committee: which will be in charge of carrying

out on-going formative evaluation, providing continuous

feedback for scheme modification and improvements; and

carrying out a final-summative evaluation to assess the

results and effectiveness of the scheme.

These committees must work' cooperatively and in

conjunction with each other. They must have a

communication network which wiIl enable them to provide a

workable timetable for all their activities,

responsibilities and coordinations.

Phase

If the above two phases are carried out effectively'

Phase 3 will be simplified immensively" It then becomes a

collection and coordination of ideas and concepts from

each committee; and the production of the programmes,

support materials and scripts by the production

committee.

Of particular significance to the production phase is

the subject committee and its activities. This committee

must determine the subjects and topics in such a way so

as to avoid criticism. This can be done by involving

representatives of al1 concerned segment of the society

during the initial brainstorming of subjects.

Alternatively, it could be done through consul-tation and

research. In this case, it should focus on the following

questions:

3¡
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a ) what problems

b) what are the

c ) what are the
solut i ons ?

d) what vested i
solut ions?

do people have?

solution to these problems?

constraints in applying these

nterests are threatened by the

e) what wi I1 the solutions cost ( the
individual, the family, the nation)?

f) what are people's attitudes?
g) what do people believe?

h) What do people do or practise at present?

i ) What language do people use when talking
about these things?

j ) What misconceptions do people have?

k) What are the current and proposed policies
of the government?

1) What history is there of previous actions in
this area?

m) what regional
considered (problems, solutions
etc. ) ?

(Crow1ey et al.

PhASE 4 E IMPLE}¡ÍENTATTON,/DELI\TERY,

variations shoul-d be
, Ianguages

1981 , p"22) 
"

Às an action phase, the planning and advisory committee

is expected to open up the building whose foundation vlas

laid in phase 2 " ,{Ithough the delivery committee has a lot

more responsibilities, the success of the whole scheme

depends upon effective execution of each committee's

responsibilities" The production committee must be able to

supply programme guides and support materials based upon
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advice of the advisory committee and the subjects

recommended by the subject committee" The delivery committee

must make sure that participants are organized and ready to

receive the information. The programmes must be soundly

based upon feedback provided by the evaluation committee

right from the beginning, and pilot stages to the delivery

phase.

Phase 5e EVALUATION"

The effective execution of responsibilities should be

determined by the evafuat ion committee r ight from the

beginning to the end. Therefore, each phase of the

processes should be evaluated and provided feedback as to

their improvements. The final-summative evaluation will

then be done at the end of the project.

It must be borne in mind that these five phases of the

framework runs paraIle1 with each other, interacts with each

other and must be coordinated - Ii ke a suprasystem v¡i th

systems and subsystems in order to accomplish any

predetermined purposes. This can only be done through a

suitable communication network which allows every

member/committee to cooperate, consult and coordinate the

whole scheme" SpecificaIly, this framework must be viewed as

a suprasystem with systems and subsystems. The systems are

the five phases of the framework while the subsystems are

the different activities to be performed by each committee"
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7.5 RECOM¡,ÍEbIDATIOhTS FOR EDUCATIOhIAL USES OF RåDIO,

Based upon the structured in-depth interviews, review of

the related literature and described projects (fin¿ings,

developed framework and conclusions) in this study, it is
possible to to make some recommendations for consideration.

Thus, for any educat ional or impact-part ic ipatory

information uses of radio in the Agricultural Extension

Services of Nigeria, and other developing countries, the

researcher recommends the following:

l_. Consideration of the developed framework for

educational uses of radio. This framework views educational

uses of radio as a suprasystem with systems and subsystems

which must be planned, organized and coordinated in order to
accomplish a predetermined purpose. The systems (e"9. plan,

production, etc" ) and subsystems (e.9. organizing listening
groups) must be interrelated with each other and must

provide continuous feedback for modification and improvement

of the suprasystem. In this framework, the processes of

using radio to educate is viewed as a'science of organizing

and organization.'

Z" Application

recommended þJ¿ the

through reflexivity
very indispensable

illiterate and neo-1

of the five siqnificant characteristics
respondents. Às has been explicated

Iiteratures, these characteristics are

, especially when programming for

iterate adults. Experience gained from
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this study indicates that their application'wiII enhance any

educational radio programme and thus aid the accomplishment

of project objectives"

3. Educational Radio Handbook or Gui.de be produced" For

effective utilization of radio as an educational medium, it

is desirable to have printed words to act as a guide,

advance organízers and a reinforcer. This approach was used

in Ghana, India and the Dominican Republic and has proved to

be a necessity. Hence, for educational uses of radio in the

agricultural extension services of Nigeria, and other

developing countries, it wiIl be necessary to provide a

handbook which will contain the following:

a) The objectives of

pro9ramme;

b) Materials of use

leaders;

the project and each individual

to participant as well as group

c) Specific suggested supplementary reference materials

such as books, papers and contact persons;

d) Specific suggested supplementary activitíes/practices;

e) Comprehensive outl-ines of subject matters to be

covered during each broadcast;

f) Specific suggested methods of group preparation before

the broadcast;

g) questions and ideas for discussion; and

h) a calendar indicating the date and name

broadcasts to be received.

of the



Thi s

time.

handbook must be

Inclusive in

for group

provided to each

this handbook

leaders or f ield
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participants ahead of

should be a special

teachers. I t shouldguideline

include:

, ê) ereparation to be made for the broadcasts;

b) Act.ivities to be used during the broadcasts;

c) Follow-up activities after the broadcast;

d) Methods of organizing for listening; and

e) Use of sound equipment (radios).

L. Svstematic traininq of producers and

orqan ízer s/teachers. Irrespective of the background and

experience of programme and material producers, field
organízers/teachers, and other involved individuals, it is
absolutely necessary to organize some 'pre-service' or 'in-
service' training f or them (r'ao , 1977) . This training shourd

aim at creating awareness and understanding of the aspects

of rural development, effective utilization of educational
broadcasting, providing crear operaLing procedures, ensuring

that each participant is clear about their responsibirities
and authorities, and that arr involved agencies or their
representatives understand what their roles are and what is
expected of them.

treld

5" Vernacular (or locaI
vernacul-ar f ac i 1i tators should

advised to use English or any

dialects ) and competent

be used. It will be i11-

foreign language for either
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the radio programme or group discussion when most of the

people really relate better to a tribal language of some

kind (#1 0 ) ; because the effectiveness of any rural radio

programmes should depend essentially on the clarity of

voices, exactness of the presented text and speed of

presentation. Furthermore, the use of locaI dialects should

account for regional peculiarities and differences with

respect to programme preparation and production. This

approach has proved to be successful in Ghana, India, Benin

Republic and many other developing countries.

9_. Each

available to

attent ion

information

recommended

be thirty

radio programme be recorded on taÞes and made

absent participants. Since everybody in the

ruraL areas is not punctual, nor healthy at all times

especially in developing countries where the notion of time

is valueless, it would be wise to record the programmes on

tape. This could be done by group leaders or organizers"

The tapes can be used for various purposes: for the

individual active participants who were absent; for young

groups of farmers, clubs and associations who might be

interested, and for reinforcement purposes.

7. The maximum lenqth of any educational radio Þroqrammes

should be fortv-f ive minutes. Because

span and the inability to

for a longer period of time

that the length of educational

minutes; maximum to be forty-f

of the I imited

retain verbal

, it is hereby

radio programmes

ive minutes with



intermittent breaks and discussions as

Santa Maria"
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in the case of Radio

9-. Àdoption and adaptation of the modified ten steps of

Iaunchinq a camÞaisn developed þ¡1 Crowley, Etherington and

Kidd (1968) in their Radio Learninq Group Manual. (Àppendix

I ) . These steps are based upon practical experience in

Tanzania and Botswana. Although subject to adoption,

modification and adaptation because of the various societal

circumscriptions mentioned above, these steps have proven to

be relevant and indi spensable. I t has been used in thi s Ì.¡ay

by many developing countries.

9. Considerations of the important lessons I ea rned f rom

s€t{eEel Radio Learnins Group (nlC) Campaiqns " These are:

Get an early agreement among all concerned
on the how to plan and run the campaign

Work out clear operating procedures that
suit your situation. they can never be too
s imple .

Be clear about who is in charge and about
the limits of his or her authority"
Make sure you have sufficient staff - listen
to them and keep them fully informed.

Make sure that all agencies involved
understand what the i r rol-e i s and what i s
expected of them.

Make sure that the campaign (or project) has
enough money and the expenditure is properly
accounted for. (---). (Crowley, Etherington
& Kidd, 1981, p. 42).

a)

b)

e)

f)

c)

d)
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10. Finally, adherance to the above conclusions, proposed

framework e¡d' recommendations. It is the researcher's

belief that if the above conclusions, proposed framework and

recommendations are carefulJ-y studied, adopted, modified and

adapted to each potential users culture, context, need,

political and organizational structures, the educational or

impact-participatory purposes of using radio must be fuIIy
achieved. To put it in another wây, permit me to borrow

this idea from Michael Neil (1981) which says;

... r before you "adapt", Iisten to your mother
tongue, Learn your own people's games, Observe
your people's technologies, listen to them
describing their functioniDgs, then, do get
inspired by the above Iframework, conc]usions, and
recommendationsl (p.96 ) .

7 "6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FT'RTHER STUDIES.

Evaluation of the present study indicates a need for
further exploration in three major areas: first, replication
in developing countries to determine the actual practices

and models of disseminating informationi second,

implementation and evaluation of the above framework,

conclusions and recommendations in a specific developing

country or community; and third,
Manitoban situation "

a further study of the

In the present study,

information or education

literate adult farmers as

the concern

of rural i
opposed to the

was on the

11 i terate

'what. ' It

'how' of

and neo-

appeared
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that the study had shed some light on this concern. what is
left untouched is the exact pract ices, processes and

procedures as being carried out in deveroping countries of
today' Therefore, the researcher recommends that this study

be replicated in developing countries to ascerLain validity
of practices, processesr ptrocedures (moders) and their
congruency. The replication shourd fo11ow a similar research

method; that is, it should be a descriptive quaritative
study.

Alternatively, the findings, concrusions, recommendations

and proposed framework of this study shourd not be left to
die. rt wourd be a worthwhile effort to critically study

them, analyze and synthesize them, and put into practice in
a specific developing country. undoubtedfy, this coul-d form

a major basis for rural education in which the community is
the campusi and a means of spreading developmental-

information to rural peasants in developing countries. with
this vision in mind, it is hereby recommended that the
f indiDgs, conclusions, recommendations and proposed

framework of this study be studied, impremented in a

speçific vilrage and eval-uated" The implementation of this
concept should start as a pilot project and if successful,
made part and parcel of the adopted community.

Decisively, thi s study identified the practices,

of Manitoba communication experts.

of disseminating information, and

processes and procedures

It revealed the purposes
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the various views held by Manitoba communication experts

about ManiLoba farmers. For example, the sample in the study

indicated that Manitoba farmers listen to the farm radio

programmes at a specific time (noon) for various reasons

(..g., they are trained for the noon slot farm broadcast).

Not discounting the validity of these views, it appears that
a study of Manitoba farmers is necessary. This study should

aim at determining what Manitoba farmers listen to, how they

listen and when they listen; and the accomplishment of the

stated purposes by Manitoba communication experts. In other

words, the current study was delimited to communication

experts and did not take into account the recipients
(farmers). A followup needs to consider farmers' reactions

to similar questions.

FinaIly, further implications of this study need to be

explored beyond mere replication. New lines of bhought

should involve a closer examination of the potential impact

and funct ion ing of a systemat ic model of informat ion

dissemination "
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Àppendíx A

PROJBCTS GROTJPEÞ 8Y WSPE OF N&PTO SrRåTSGY.

Alghanistan
Costa Rica
Dominic¿n Republic
FIaiti
llonduras
lndie
lndia
lndonesia
Indonesia
Kenya
Kenya
Koree
Kore¿
Mexico
Mexico
Philippines
Senegal
Sri Lanka

Lístening Gnoups (15)

C,ætry

Agriculture
Population
Population
Flealth
Fleelth
Agriculture
Population
Fopulation
Population
Educ¡tion
Health
Education
Population
Agriculture
Nutrition
Agriculture
Health
Health

Rural Broadcasting
Diálogo
Towards ø New Family Life
Radio Docieur
Mass Media and Flealth Practices
School-on-the-Ai¡
Bombay Family Planning koiect
Grsins of Sand
The famu hoiect
Correspondence Course Unit
Giving Birth and Caring for your Children
Air and Correspondence High School
The Songdong Gu Proiect
Radio Huayacacotla
Nutrition Education in Rural Mexico
Masagana 99
The Sine Saloum Rural Health Care proiect
Health Educ¿tion Radio Dramas

Scctor

Botswana
Botswana
Colombia
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Guatemala
Haiti
India
Nicaragua
Niger
Senegal
Spain
Tanzania
Tanzenia
Thailand

Campaigns U0)

Agriculture
Educ¿tion
Educetion
Education
Education
Agriculture
Health
Development
Education
Development
Agriculture
Educetion
Health
Nutrition
Agriculture

Our Land
Understanding Government
ACPO
Radio Santa María
Radio Mensaie
Basic Village Education
Classe d'Hygieùe
The Maharashtra Radio Forum Pilot proiect
Radio Mathemetics
Association of Radio Clubs
Radio Pilot Project
Radio ECCA
Man is Health
Food is Life
The Radio Farm Forum Pilot Proiect

Colombia
Honduras
lran
Korea
Nicaragua
Pakistan
Philippincs
Taiwan
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia

Population
Population
Population
Nutrition
Nutrition
Population
Nutrition
Population
Nutrition
Nutrition

Radio and Family Planning
Family Planning Media Experiment
The lsfahan Proicct
CARE Mass Media Nutrition Education Campaign
Advertising Campaign
The Hyderabad Proiect
Mass Media Nutrition Advertising Campaign
The Kaohsiung Experiment
Breastfeeding Campaigrr
Dr. Hakim

'*.o't Maadirl Ratlio Sturly is not classilied bccause it was a media-research proicct wirh no broadcasr component.
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Appendix B

LETTER SOLTCITTb{G PARTICTPATION.

November 12, 1985

Dear

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education,
working under the supervision of Dr. Denis H1ynka. The
proposal for my Master's thesis invol-ves research in the
area of educational uses of radio. In order to complete this
project, I would have to interview some fifteen incumbent
agricultural extension agents and/or communication experts.
In attempting to choose participants, your name has been
suggested by the Manitoba Department of Agricul-ture:
Communication Branchr ês a possible interviewee. I am
writing therefore to ask whether or not you rnight be willing
to take part in this study.

What will be required of the participants will be to
respond to a series of questions about planning, production,
delivery, and evaluation of radio programmes, v¡hich I have
prepared, The interview wiIl last approximately one hour.
Although the interview will be taped for Iater analysis, I
do guarantee absolute anonymity to the respondents.

T will be contacting you by telephone before the end of
November to find out whether or not you are willing to
participate in this study. Should you accept, w€ will be
able to schedule the interview at that time. ÀI1 interviews
will take place in December

Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation.

Respectfully yours,

Ndubuisi Goodluc k Nwaerondu
Graduate student
Room 410 Education B1dg.
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba"

Dr" Denis H1vnka.
Cha i rperson
Room 430 Education BIdg.
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba"
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Appendix C

STRUCTT'REÐ T}iITERVTEW SI,TESTIONS.

C"'1 PERSONAL DATA.

1 " 1 Profession/Occupation

1.2 Years of experience in profession/occupation

1"3 What is your job as a communicator/extension agent?

1"4 What major duty (or duties) do you perform?

1"5 How do you perf orm this/these duty(ies)?

1"6 Have you had experience in developing country(ies)?

1 "7 If y€s, which country(ies)?

1.8 what was/were your major duty(ies) in that/those

country( ies) ?

C.2 PT'RPOSE AND PLANNTNG.

2 "1 What are the goals of disseminating agricultural
information to farmers in rural communities?

2.2 How are these goals determined?

2 "3 Vlho i s in charge of determining these goals? why?

2"4 How are the topics of the broadcasts determined?

2"5 Who is in charge of determining these topics? why?

2.6 How are the contents of the broadcasts determined?

2.7 Who is in charge of determining these contents? why?

2.8 Who is the target audience?

2"9 Is the target audience involved in the planning process?
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2.10 If yes, what kind(s) of involvement?

2 "11 How does the target audience know about your

broadcasts?

2"12 What are the major problems you encountered during

plann i ng ?

2"13 How have you attempted to solve these problems?

c,3 ru.I-ON."
3 "1 How are radio programmes produced?

3.2 Who is involved in the production process? why?

3.3 Where are the programmes produced?

3"4 How is the information used for production collected?

3.5 Do the seasons of the year affect (or determine) the

kind of information you give to farmers?

3.6 If yes, can you give some examples?

3.7 What are the major problems you encountered during

production?

3.8 How have you attempted to solve these problems?

c.4. DELr\¡ERY "

4"1 What do you think is the ideal broadcast times to

farmers?

4"2 What are your actual broadcast times to farmers?

4"3 Hov¡ long are the radio programmes? wfry?

4.4 Who is involved in Lhe delivery processes?

4"5 WhaL forms do the programs, take (discussions, lectures,

debates, interviews, etc")? why?
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4.6 Are the broadcasts used in conjunction with other media

(e.g. print, films, slides, posters, etc" )?

4.7 If yês, which media? why?

4.8 Do farmers listen to your programmes/btoadcasts in:
( 1 ) Large groups (2) Sma1l grouPs

(3) Family circl-es (4) Individually

( 5 ) others

4.9 What are the arrangements for feedback from audience to

broadcast sta tíon/ptoducers?

4.10 What are the major problems you encountered during

delivery?

4"11 How have you attempted to solve these problems?

C"5 EVÀLUATION.

5.-1 How ef f ective are your programmes/btoadcasts?

5.2 How do you evaluate your programmes/broadcasts?

5"3 What is the size of the audience;

(a ) Àimed at?

(b) Actua1Iy reached?

5.4 What do you think the target audience learn from your

pr ogramme s/br oadc ast s ?

5.5 What do you learn from your programmes/broadcasts?

5.6 What are the major problems you encountered during

eva Iuat i on ?

5.7 How have you attempted to solve these problerns?
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c"6 w'
6"1 What approach(es) would you recommend for the use of

educational radio in the agricultural extension services

of a developing country?

6"2 From your experiences, what are the pitfalls to be

avo i ded ?

6.3 What problems would you foresee for the use of radio in

the agricultural extension services of a developing

country?

6.4 who do you think will be capable of solving these

problems ?

6.5 lühat approach(es) would you recommend for their

resoLut i on ?



Appendíx D

STRUCTURED TNTERVTEW OTTESTIONS.

D.1 PERSONAL DATA.

1 . 1 Profession/Occupation

1"2 Years of experience in profession/occupation

1.3 what h'as your job as a communícaLor/extension agent?

1"4 What major duty (or duties) did you perform?

1 "5 How did you perform this/these duty(ies)?

1.6 Have you had experience in developing country(ies)?

1 "7 I f yes, which country ( ies ) ?

1 .8 Vrhat was /were your major duty ( ies ) in that/those

country(ies)?

D"2 PURPOSE AND PLANNING.

2.1 What were the goals of disseminating agricul-tural

information to farmers in rural communities?

2 "2 How were these goals determined?

2 "3 Who v¡as in charge of determining these goals? vrhy?

2.4 How were the topics of the broadcasts determined?

2.5 l.lho was in charge of determining these topics? why?

2.6 How were the contents of the broadcasts determined?

2.7 Who vras in charge of determining these contents? Why?

2.8 Who was the target audience?
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2 "9 Was the target audience involved in the planning

process ?

2.10 If yes, what kind(s) of involvement?

2.11 How did the target audience know about your broadcasts?

2"12 What were the major problems you encountered during

plann i ng ?

2,13 How did you attempt to solve these problems?

D.3 PRODUCTION.

3.1 How was the radio programmes produced?

3.2 Who was involved in the production process? why?

3.3 Vlhere vrere the radio programmes produced?

3.4 How was the information used for production collected?

3.5 Did the seasons of the year affect (or determine) the

kind of information you gave to farmers?

3.5 I f y€s, can you give some examples?

3"7 What v¡ere the major problems you encuntered during

product ion?

3.8 How did you attempt to solve these problems?

D " 1! DELI\TERY"

4.1 What do you think vras the ideal broadcast time to

farmers?

4.2 WhaL vrere your actual broadcast times to f armers?

4.3 How long r¡¡ere the radio programmes? wtry?

4.4 Who was involved in the delivery processes?
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4.5 What forms did the programmes take (discussions,

lectures, debatesn, interviev¡s, etc. ) ? why?

4"6 Were the broadcasts used in conjunction with other media

(""g. print, fiIms, slides, posters, etc. )?

4.7 I f y€s, which media? wfry?

4.8 Did farmers listen to your programmes/btoaðcasts in:
(1) Large groups (2) Small groups

(4) rndividually(3) Family circl-es
( 5) others

4.9 lÍhat were the arrangements for feedback from audience to

broadcast stat ion/producers?

4 "10 I¡7hat were the ma jor problems you encountered during

detivery?

4.1 1 How did you attempt to solve these problems?

D. 5 EVATJUATION.

5.1 How effective vrere your progrmmes/broadcasts?

5"2 How did you evaluate your programmes/broadcasts?

5 " 3 What !{as the size of the audience:

(a) Aimed at?

(b) Actua1Iy reached?

5.4 llhat do you think the target audience learned from your

prog ramme s/broadc a s t s ?

5.5 What did you Ìearn from your programmes/broadcasts?

5.6 What were the major problems you encountered during

evaluat i on ?

5"7 How did you attempt to solve these problems?
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Ð" 6 RECOMMEN'DATIONS "

6.1 What approach(es) would you recommend for the use of

educationat radio in the agricultural extension services

of a developing country?

6"2 From your experiences, what are the pitfalls to be

avo i ded ?

6.3 What problems would you foresee for the use of radio in

the agricultural extension services of a developing

c ount ry ?

6.4 Who do you think will be capable of solving these

problems ?

6 . 5 What approach ( es ) would you recommend f or the i r

resolut i on ?



Appendix E

LETTER OF PERMTSSION TO AT,TÐTOTAPE THE ThTTERVIEWS

December 1 985

Dear sir/aadam

TO WHOM IT ÞqfAY CONCER¡{.

I hereby grant Ndubuisi Goodluck Nwaerondu permission to

audio-tape my responses to his structure interview

questions. I understand that the contents of the tape will

be solely directed towards the completion of his M.Ed.

thesis. I also understand that members of the thesis

committee may have access to the tapes (if they wish), and

that the tapes wiII be erased upon completion of the study.

Signed by:

Ðate:

Thank you.

q. N. Nwaerondu
Graduate Student
Room 41 0
Education BIdg.

Dr" Denis Hlynka
Chairperson
Room 430
Education SIdg.
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Appendix F

SUMMARY VAT,IÐATTON LETTER.

May 28, 1 985

Dear Part ic ipants,

As a follow-up to the interview that v¡e had in January
this year , I am sending you my summary analysis of our
dialogue, As I mentioned at that time, I am soliciting your
reactions to this analysis and I would ask that you respond
to the attached summary validation questions. Once you have
reacted and responded, please return the sheet in the self-
addressed envelope by June 15, 1986. If I have not received
your reaction and response by this date, I will assume that
you have accepted the analysis as valid and correct.

In order to refresh your memory with respect to our
dialogue, I should have included a copy of the transcript,
but due to the size and some transcription problems, I am
unable to do so. Therefore, I am enclosing the used
questionnaire to remind you of the questions asked. I should
also remind you that the transcript is available on request.

Should you have any concerns, please feel free to contact
me or my advisor at the telephone numbers below. Otherwise,
thank you in advance for your anticipated understanding and
cooperation in this matter.

Respectfully yours

Ndubui s i
Graduate
Room 41 0
Faculty
Universi
Phone #

Goodluck Nwaerondu
Student
Educ. B1dg.

of Education
ty of Manitoba
783 0833

Dr. Denis Hlynka
Chairperson & Àdvisor
Room 430 Educ. BIdg"
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba
Phone # 474 9062
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Appendix G

SI¡}"ÍMARV VA,LIDATION OI'ESTTONS.

a) In general, does the analysis accurately represenL

your views and practices as communication expert?

b) Àre the key elements/practices identified correctly
and appropriately?

c) Does the analysis capture the major elements of your

practices (Purpose and planning, production, delivery,
evaluation and recommendations. ) as communicated

during the interview?

d) Comment
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Appendix H

SPECTFTC oUESTTONS ANALYSTS.

TABLE 6

Specif ic Questions Ànalysis.

NOTE:

* Countries include: Kenya, Sri Lanka, India, Costa Rica, El
Salvadore and GuatemaLa.

** Invol-vement is mostly indirect and informal, It ranged
from registration of opinions in writing and through a
committee of the top echelon of agriculture to general
discussions with producers, farm organ ízations and
elected board member.

*?k* Print such as Farm Forum guide, press releases, f arm
papers newspapers and posters. They are used for
reinforcement purposes, and for adéquate coverage of
subject matLers.

0.# Suestions Yes No Þitreut. Tot,al

t.b
1.7

Experience in dev. countries?
Which countries? *

5
33.3e"

10
66 "7e"

0
09o

'15

100e"

2"9

2 .10

Is targeL audience involved
during planning process?

What kinds of involvement? **
11

73.3e"
Â

26.7
0

09o

1 5
100e"

3.5 Seasons of the year affect the
kind of information?

13
86.7e"

1

6.7e"
1

6.7e"
15

100e"

4.6

4.7

Broadcasts used in conjunction
tion with other media?

Which media and whYl :t**
11

86.7e"
4

26.7%
1

6 "7e"

16
106 "7e"
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TABLE 7

Spec i f ic Suestíons AnaIysis.

TABLE 8

Specif ic Questions Àna1ysis.

8"# Ouestions 0-1Smin 
"

1 6-30mÍn. 3 1 -4Smin . 46-11 /?}rrr ,

A2 Length of programs 7
(46 

"7e-")

5
(33.3e.)

3
(20e")

3
(20e")

I nterv " Discu" Lecture Debate

4"5 Forms of delivery 14
(93.3e.)

B
(53.3e.)

I
(53.3e")

4
(26 "7e")

Lrg.Grp. Sml.Grp. Fmy. CIe " I ndiv "

4.8 Reception model '1

(6.7e")
5

(33.3e")
9

( 60e" )

13
(96.7e")

8"# Question Morning noon Eveníng

4"1 Ideal broadcast times 9
( 60e. )

9
(60e.)

3
(20e")

+.¿ Actual broadcast times 5
(33.3e")

I
(53.3e,)

7
(46.7e")

Forma] Informal Non

¿q Arrangement for feedback 5
(33.3e.)

7
( 46 "7e")

4
(26.7e")



Appendix I

MODTFIED TEN STEPS OF ORGANTUTNG A RT,G CAMPÃIGBd.

Step 1. Following Identif ication,
First Ideas on the Extension ToPic

Step 2. Preliminary Consultation

Step 3. Preliminary Research on Extension Content

Step 4. Producing the
discussing it
Co-ordinat ing

Extension Preliminary PIan
with the RuraI Extension
Committee (necc)

Step 5. Taking a Project Memorandum to Cabinet who
issues a political directive to:
a) establish an extension organization
b) give the extension the necessary priority
c) find funds for the extension

Step 6. Rural- Extension Co-ordinating Committee meets and
a) notes the Cabinet Directive
b) formally agrees on extension and gives

it priority
c) nominates an Extension Co-ordinator
d) instructs the Extension Co-ordinator to take

control of the Extension
e) nominates agency members of the Extension

Commi ttee
f) agrees on the first extension meeting date
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Figure 6t Modified Ten Steps of Organizing a RLG Campaign.

Step 7. Extension Co-ordinator makes a detailed plan for
the Extension and discusses this individually with
each agency involved (and of course the agencies
meet together informally and formally, whichever
is useful, to discuss and agree their individual
and collective roles) "

Step 8. The Extension Committee meets to:
a) discuss and amend and finalize the plan
b) agree on a schedule of meetings and system

for keeping each agency informed of
Extension progress and demand

c) establish the Extension Þtorking Teams and the
District (loca1 community) and Town Teams.

Step 9. The Extens i on Ì^ior k i ng Teams meet to :
a) ensure that all members are familiar

overall Extension plan
b) review in detail their own tasks in

Extens i on
c) agree on a schedule of meetings and

working

with the

the

methods of

Step 1 0. The District and Town Teams meet to agree on:
a) tasks and those responsible for carrying

out each task
b) a schedul-e of meetings and a method of working
c) a system for communicating with the Extension

Co-ordinators.


